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BACKGROUND TO THE SURVEY 

Why this survey was carried out 

In order to thrive, cultural organisations must have adequate resources. As well as self-
generated income such as ticket sales, many organisations rely heavily on government 
support. Both central and local government invests in a wide range of cultural 
organisations, and wants to assist them to improve their sustainability. Other cultural 
organisations receive significant private support from businesses, individuals, trusts and 
foundations.  

Private support may take a number of forms, including cash and non-cash sponsorship, 
corporate and individual memberships (or “friends” schemes), corporate and individual 
donations (both cash and non-cash), bequests and legacies, and “payroll giving” 
(donations from individuals through deductions from their wages or salary). However, the 
extent of this private support in the arts, culture and heritage sector has been largely 
unmeasured.  

It was to provide a better picture of, in particular, private giving and sponsorship that in 
March-April 2009 the Ministry for Culture and Heritage surveyed cultural organisations 
on the income they had obtained from gifts, grants and other charitable and sponsorship 
sources in the tax year of 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008. 

Who was invited to participate  

The Ministry had worked closely with Creative New Zealand and the Charities 
Commission to identify around 2,000 cultural organisations to invite to take part in the 
survey.  

The organisations that responded included a wide range of small through to major-sized 
registered charities and other types of organisations that might have received funding 
from sources such as central or local government, the Lottery Grants Board, 
community/gaming/energy trusts and philanthropic foundations, or from businesses or 
individuals.  

What information was sought 

The survey asked about the various sources of the funding or support that the 
organisations received. The survey also asked about the form this funding or support 
took, such as grants, donations, cash or in-kind sponsorship, membership or friends' 
schemes, and bequests.  

The research establishes an annual level of cash and non-cash funding and support. It 
provides comparisons between organisations on the basis of size, location and type of 
cultural activity, and also on the basis of the source and type of support. The research 
provides benchmark figures that will enable trends in support to cultural organisations to 
be identified, including the impact of any tax or other incentives for charitable giving.  
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Incentives for private support have been increased by several recent measures: tax 
rebate changes in April 2008, the government’s establishment in September 2009 of a 
Cultural Philanthropy Taskforce, and the introduction in January 2010 of payroll giving 
administered through the PAYE tax system. These greater incentives present significant 
opportunities for cultural organisations.  

How this research will be used 

The research will assist to identify and develop strategies and partnerships to build 
support for and/or deliver additional resources to cultural organisations, and to build their 
long-term sustainability. This includes identifying barriers to, and opportunities for, 
increased private investment in these organisations. 

The research is similar to projects regularly undertaken in the United Kingdom by Arts 
and Business, for example, which annually surveys nearly 4,000 cultural organisations.  

The New Zealand research complements the Ministry’s biennial sponsorship survey, last 
undertaken in 2007. The biennial survey had a smaller sample size of 38 arts 
organisations, and also included 60 businesses known to be involved in sponsorship 
activities.    

The research also complements work undertaken by Creative New Zealand in 
developing a donations toolkit, to help arts organisations understand recent changes to 
New Zealand’s tax rules for donations.  
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METHODOLOGY OF THE SURVEY 

The research is based on an online survey, combined with telephone and email 
reminders to increase the response rate.  

It focuses on organisations that have arts, culture and/or heritage as a main or 
significant purpose or objective, and that could have received public funding (from 
central or local government) and/or private support from businesses/corporates, trusts, 
foundations or individuals. 

The research did not include interviews or discussions with people working in the cultural 
organisations. It also did not include contact with any givers or sponsors, nor did it 
enquire into their identity (although it does identify the particular corporate sectors that 
support cultural organisations).  

Appendix 1 contains the questionnaire used for the survey. Appendix 2 contains a 
glossary of terms used for the survey and the report. 
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SURVEY RESPONSE 

Number of responses, and the response rate 

A total of 480 valid responses to the survey were received. This was a 25 percent 
response rate.1  

Different size categories for respondent organisations 

60 percent (286 organisations) of all respondents were small organisations – that is, 
those earning less than $100,000 each year in total income. Organisations were 
classified into different size categories based on total cash income from all sources – 
including giving and sponsorship as well as box office or earned revenue, hire/fee 
revenue, bar sales, programme/merchandise sales, asset sales, and interest received. 

Figure 1 
Size of organisations that responded 

 

Different cultural activities focused on by respondents 

45 percent (221 organisations) of all respondents were primarily performing arts 
organisations, while heritage organisations made up 25 percent of respondents (121). 

                                                 

 

30%

7%
3%

60%

Small organisations/$0-$99,999
total income pa (286)

Medium organisations/$100,000-
$999,999 (142)

Large organ isations/$1,000,000-
$4,999,999 (36)

Major  organisations/$5,000,000+
(16)

1  The response rate, although somewhat low, is typical for such surveys and sufficient to provide a strong indication of 
factors and benchmarks. The Ministry expects that publishing the results of this first survey will encourage a larger 
number of cultural organisations to respond to future surveys.  
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Figure 2 
Cultural activities focused on by respondents 

45%

25%

13%

5%

4%

4% 3% 1%

Performing arts (221)

Heritage (121)

Visual arts (61)

Media/f ilm (22)

Community arts (19)

Libraries (18)

Literature/poetry (14)

Interdisciplinary (4) 

 

Regional focus of respondents 

87 percent (397 organisations) of all respondents undertook their cultural activities within 
New Zealand only. 11 percent of respondents carried out up to 15 percent of their 
cultural activities overseas, while 6 percent carried out at least 20 percent or more of 
their cultural activities overseas.  

20 percent of respondents (95 organisations) said Auckland was the main focus of their 
cultural activities within New Zealand, followed by 16 percent (78 organisations) that said 
Wellington-Wairarapa, and 13 percent (61 organisations) that said Canterbury/West 
Coast. 12 percent (58 organisations) focused their cultural activities nationwide.2 

 

2  The main focus of organisations’ cultural activities was mostly, but not exclusively, the same region as their 
administrative base. Organisations whose cultural activities were focused nationwide were mainly based administratively 
in Wellington-Wairarapa (55 percent of all nationwide-focused organisations) or Auckland (31 percent). 
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Figure 3 
Regional focus of respondents 

 

How representative is the survey sample? 

The Ministry for Culture and Heritage sought to include in this research as much of the 
cultural sector as possible. Nevertheless, the respondents to the survey make up only a 
sample or part of the cultural sector. The data has not been weighted to match the 
sample to the whole cultural sector or adjusted to account for sample bias.3  

Results may be influenced by the sample or the composition of the database of 
organisations invited to take part, or by the composition of those organisations that 
responded. For example, if performing arts organisations are shown to be receiving a 
higher total level of support than heritage groups, it does not necessarily mean 
performing arts organisations have more generous benefactors but that there were more 
performing arts organisations in the sample. 

Surveys can to some extent be distorted by “outliers”. This is where respondents 
mistakenly enter inconsistent or implausible data, or where data is the result of a one-off 
event, and this then distorts or skews the results. Where possible and appropriate, 
inconsistent or implausible data was corrected or removed.  

 

 
Auckland (95)

Due to rounding, percentages do not add up to 100 percent

16%

13%12%

10%

6%

6%

5%

5%

3% 3%

20%
Wellington-Wairarapa (78)

Canterbury -West Coast (61)

Nationw ide (58)

Otago-South land (47)

Manaw atu-Wanganui-Taranaki (31)

Waikato (30)

Nels on-Marlborough-Tasman (25)

Gisborne-Haw ke's Bay (24)

Bay of  Plenty (16)

Northland (15)

3  Weighting adjusts data to compensate for under- or over-representation so that the sample matches the whole 
population.  It corrects any bias in analysis by weighting up under-representation among respondents, and weighting 
down over-representation. Weighting would have required determining the composition of the whole cultural sector which 
was not part of this research. Other ways to mitigate the effect of sample bias were used instead, such as the use of 
median figures and the use of proportions in organisations of particular types (as described above). 
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To further reduce the distorting effect of outliers, the research presents median figures 
as well as, and sometimes instead of, aggregate figures and average (mean) figures.  

To mitigate the effect of particular types of organisations possibly being under- or over-
represented, the research also looks at the proportion in the sample of organisations of 
each type. This enables, for example, comparison of the likelihood of small organisations 
receiving certain types of funding or support with the likelihood of medium, large or major 
organisations doing so. This approach also improves regional analysis, which otherwise 
would show different types of funding or support, or different types of cultural activity, 
clustering in Auckland, Wellington or nationwide simply because these organisations 
make up a large share of the sample. 

To ensure that the research is robust, and also to protect confidentiality, care has been 
taken to not draw conclusions based on only small numbers of responses. Care has also 
been taken to not identify any particular cultural organisation, unless permission was 
given to do so. Where appropriate, small numbers of responses, or responses that might 
identify respondents, have been combined into another, larger category.  

For example, analysis of regional results has combined results from Southland-Otago, 
Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay, and Manawatu-Wanganui-Taranaki. Similarly, analysis based on 
different cultural activities has used overall categories such as performing arts, rather 
than using more specific subcategories such as theatre/drama or 
opera/theatrical/classical music.  

The Ministry expects that the results of future surveys may be split into single regions 
and cultural activity subcategories as much as the data and an improved response rate 
in those fields allow. This would enable cultural organisations to more closely compare 
the support they receive with the support received by other organisations, similar and 
dissimilar, to assist in improving their own success and sustainability.  
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 KEY FINDINGS 

 The total amount of gifts, grants and sponsorship, both cash and non-cash, 
received in 2007/08 by cultural organisations that responded to the survey was 
$383.2 million. 

 Central and local government contributed 80 percent of this support; Lottery 
Grants Board, trusts and foundations contributed 11 percent; corporate 
organisations contributed 6 percent; and individuals contributed 3 percent. 

 Organisations that focused their cultural activities mainly on Auckland or 
Wellington-Wairarapa, or that had a nationwide focus, got 87 percent of the total 
$383.2 million support.  

 Major organisations obtained 61 percent of the total support. Small organisations 
received just 1 percent. 

 Across all respondents, 97 percent of their support was cash and 3 percent was 
non-cash. 

 8 percent of respondents obtained some direct support from the Lottery Grants 
Board; 54 percent obtained some trust/foundation support; 29 percent obtained 
some support from central government; and 41 percent obtained some local 
government support. 

 44 percent of respondents received some corporate support. Cash sponsorship 
made up the highest proportion of this corporate support.   

 65 percent of respondents that received corporate support received this support 
from businesses within one or two corporate sectors.  

 62 percent of respondents received some support from individuals. Membership 
and “friends schemes” made up the highest proportion of this individual support. 
Payroll giving made up only a small fraction of respondents’ support from 
individuals. 

 Of those organisations that did not receive any corporate support, 87 percent 
said they had not sought support from this source. Of those organisations that 
did not receive support from individuals, 78 percent said they had not sought it.  

 Of the total $383.2 million support received by respondent organisations, 
29 percent was spent on these organisations’ core programmes, and 25 percent 
on capital projects. 2 percent was unspent and held in reserve. 

 Across all respondents, of the total workforce working on gaining and keeping 
support, 28 percent were paid employees and 72 percent were volunteers. 

 80 percent of respondent organisations had “registered charity status”. An 
organisation must be a charity registered with the Charities Commission to be 
exempt from income tax and for donors of gifts to be exempt from gift duty.  

 53 percent of respondent organisations had “donee status”. An organisation must 
have donee status to participate in the payroll giving scheme administered 
through the Department of Inland Revenue.  
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SUMMARY 

Total giving and sponsorship 

The total amount of gifts, grants and sponsorship, both cash and non-cash, received in 
2007/08 by cultural organisations that responded to the survey was $383.2 million. 

The main source of support was public funding (from government departments, Crown 
entities or city/district councils). This made up 80 percent of the total support received by 
all respondents in 2007/08. 

Figure 4 
Total support ($383,187,747):  

Proportions contributed by the four main sources 

80%

11%

6% 3%

Central/local government
($308,504,528)

Lottery/trusts/foundations
($42,196,712)

Corporates           
($22,599,962)

Individuals           
($9,886,545)

 

Of the different categories of organisation based on cultural activity, libraries received 
the largest proportion (28 percent) of the $383.2 million total support received by all 
respondents.4  Libraries, however, made up only 4 percent of all respondents.5  

Performing arts organisations, which at 45 percent of respondents were the largest 
category, received 17 percent ($66.8 million) of the total support. 

 

 

                                                 

4 99 percent of libraries’ total support was from local or central government. 
5 The glossary describes the specific types of organisations that make up each “cultural activity” category. 
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Table 1 
Total support, by cultural activity 

Cultural activity 
Total support for 
all organisations 

of that type 

Proportion of  
total support  

($383.2m) 

Proportion of  
all respondents 

(480) 

Community Arts  $1,777,510 <1% 4% 

Heritage  $73,000,217 19% 25% 

Interdisciplinary  $39,311,120 10% 1% 

Libraries  $105,727,485 28% 4% 

Literature/Poetry $1,129,802 <1% 3% 

Media/Film  $2,993,625 1% 5% 

Performing Arts  $66,776,961 17% 45% 

Visual Arts $92,471,027 24% 13% 

Organisations that focused their cultural activities mainly on Auckland or Wellington-
Wairarapa, or that had a nationwide focus, together made up 48 percent of respondents 
but got 87 percent ($333.2 million) of the total support.   

Most of the survey respondents (60 percent) were organisations classified as small for 
the purposes of this survey – that is, those making less than $100,000 each year in total 
income, including both earned cash income and cash income from giving and 
sponsorship. However, these small organisations received just 1 percent ($5.6 million) of 
the total support.  

Organisations classified as major (those making $5 million or more each year in total 
income) made up 3 percent of respondents but obtained 61 percent ($233.1 million) of 
the total support. 

Across all organisations, 97 percent of their support was cash ($373.4 million), and 
3 percent was non-cash ($8.3 million).6  

Cash sources included the Lottery Grants Board; gaming, community and energy trusts; 
philanthropic foundations; and local and central government.  

Individuals and businesses/corporate organisations provided both cash and non-cash 
support. 

                                                 

6  This excludes $1.4 million of legacies and bequests, as it was not possible to separate the cash and the non-cash 
amounts in the legacies/bequests category. 
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Performing arts and media/film organisations received the lowest proportion of their 
support as cash (93 percent) and the highest proportion as non-cash (7 percent). 

Figure 5 

Proportion of support in cash or non-cash, by cultural activity 
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Organisations whose cultural activities focused on Auckland or Wellington-Wairarapa 
were the least likely to receive non-cash support: 99 percent of their support was in 
cash. Northland organisations received the highest proportion of non-cash support (14 
percent).  

Major organisations received 99 percent of their support in cash and 1 percent in non-
cash, while small organisations received 93 percent of their support in cash and 7 
percent in non-cash. 

Across all respondents, the median amount of estimated total cash income (from all 
sources, including earned revenue and cash giving and sponsorship) was $64,388. The 
median amount of estimated cash income from giving and sponsorship only was 
$14,500. This meant that the median income from cash giving and sponsorship was 
equivalent to 23 percent of cultural organisations’ median total cash income.7 

 

 

 

7  The total median cash income is an estimate only. It was calculated using total cash income bands (for example, $0-
$24,999, $25,000-$49,999, $50,000-$74,999 for organisations earning less than $5 million), and from specific total 
income figures for organisations earning $5 million or more. 
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Lottery/trust/foundation support 

In total, the Lottery Grants Board and trusts and foundations contributed $42.2 million to 
respondent cultural organisations. The Lottery Grants Board contributed 60 percent 
($25.5 million) of this amount. The trusts and foundations that contributed the remaining 
$16.7 million included, for example, NZ Community Trust, the Lion Foundation, Pub 
Charity, ASB Community Trust, JR McKenzie Trust, and the Tindall Foundation. 

Figure 6 
Total lottery/trust/foundation support ($42,196,712):  

Proportions contributed by Lottery Grants Board and by trusts/foundations 

 

In overall dollar terms, the Lottery Grants Board contributed $8.7 million more to 
respondents than trusts and foundations. However, significantly more organisations 
received some trust/foundation support (259 organisations) than lottery support (37). 

Figure 7 
Recipients of lottery/trust/foundation support (265 organisations):  

Proportions receiving lottery, or trust/foundation, or both 

 
86%

12%

2%

Lottery AND trust/foundation
support (31 organisations)

Lottery support only (6
organisations)

Trust/foundation support only
(228 organisations)

$25,459,380

$16,737,332

Lottery Grants Board (60%)

Trusts/foundations (40%)
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Of the $25.5 million granted to respondents by the Lottery Grants Board, 88 percent 
went to interdisciplinary organisations (which made up only 1 percent of all 
respondents).8  

Visual arts, media/film, community arts and literature/poetry organisations made up 
25 percent of all respondents but received only 1 percent of lottery support. Libraries 
(4 percent of respondents) received no lottery support at all. 

Figure 8 
Lottery support ($25,459,380), by cultural activity 

Interdisciplinary
($22,130,000)

88%

1%

9%
2%

Heritage ($2,394,911)

Performing Arts ($617,250)

Visual arts ($126,000)
Media/f ilm ($85,930)
Community arts ($60,289)
Literature/poetry ($45,000)

 
 

Of all 480 respondents, 8 percent obtained some support from the Lottery Grants 
Board.9  

50 percent of all interdisciplinary organisations that responded obtained lottery support, 
the highest proportion for the different types of organisation. The lowest proportion was 7 
percent, for organisations focused on literature/poetry or the performing arts. 

 

8  Most of the lottery support went to one interdisciplinary organisation (Creative New Zealand). 
9  This includes support received directly from the Lottery Grants Board. It excludes lottery support received indirectly (for 
example, through Creative New Zealand or the Creative Communities Scheme).  
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Figure 9 
Proportion of respondents receiving some lottery support,  

by cultural activity 

 

Of the $16.7 million of support granted to respondents by gaming, community and 
energy trusts and by philanthropic foundations, 61 percent went to performing arts 
organisations (which made up 45 percent of all respondents), and 17 percent to heritage 
organisations (25 percent of all respondents). 

Figure 10 

Total trust/foundation support ($16,737,332), by cultural activity 
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54 percent of all respondents obtained some trust/foundation support.  

Of the different cultural activities, community arts organisations were the most likely to 
have received some support from this source (79 percent of all community arts 
respondents). 

Figure 11 
Proportion of respondents receiving some trust/foundation support,  

by cultural activity 
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Central/local government support 

In total, central and local government contributed $308.5 million to respondent cultural 
organisations. This included grants, sponsorship or any other type of funding, including 
funding for core, commissioned or contracted services. Central government (government 
departments and Crown entities) contributed 55 percent of this amount.10 

Figure 12 
Total government support ($308,504,528):  

Proportions contributed by central and local government  

$169,454,258

$139,050,270

Central government (55%)

Local government (45%)

 

In overall dollar terms, central government contributed $30.4 million more to cultural 
organisations than local government. However, more organisations received some 
degree of local government support (197 organisations, compared to central 
government’s 138). 

                                                 

10  Direct support from Creative New Zealand to cultural organisations was categorised as central government support. 
Support from Creative New Zealand’s Creative Communities Scheme (administered and sometimes supplemented by 
local authorities) was categorised as local government support. 
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Figure 13 
Recipients of government support (266 organisations): 

Proportions receiving support from central government, or local government, 

or both 

 

Of the $169.5 million that central government granted to respondents, the largest 
proportion (31 percent) went to libraries, which made up only 4 percent of all 
respondents, while 23 percent went to heritage organisations (25 percent of all 
respondents). 

Figure 14 

Central government support ($169,454,258), by cultural activity 
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Across all 480 respondents, 29 percent obtained some support from central government.  

75 percent of all interdisciplinary organisations that responded obtained some central 
government support – this was the highest proportion among the different types of 
cultural activity, but this represents only a few respondents. Of the other types of 
organisations, 64 percent of literature/poetry organisations obtained some central 
government support (the highest proportion), compared to 11 percent of libraries (the 
lowest). 

Figure 15 

Proportion of respondents receiving some central  
government support, by cultural activity 
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Of the $139.1 million local government support granted to respondents, the largest 
proportion (44 percent) went to visual arts organisations (which made up 13 percent of 
all respondents). The next largest proportion, 38 percent, went to libraries (4 percent of 
all respondents). 
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Figure 16 
Local government support ($139,050,270), by cultural activity  

 

41 percent of all respondents obtained some local government support. Of the different 
cultural activities, community arts organisations were the most likely to have received 
some support from this source (84 percent of all community arts respondents). 

Figure 17 
Proportion of respondents receiving  

some local government support, by cultural activity 
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Visual arts ($60,871,372)

44%

38%

14%

<1%4%

Libraries ($52,210,918)

Heritage ($19,356,110)

Performing arts ($6,096,375)

Community arts ($444,986)
Literature/poetry ($29,807)
Media/f ilm ($34,702)
Interdisciplinary ($6,000)
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Corporate support 

Businesses and other corporate organisations contributed $22.6 million to respondent 
cultural organisations. 65 percent of the total $22.6 million support was cash (cash 
sponsorship, cash donations and cash memberships) and 35 percent was non-cash 
(non-cash sponsorship and non-cash donations).  

Cash sponsorship made up the highest proportion of the total $22.6 million corporate 
support (55 percent; $12.4 million). 

Figure 18 
Total corporate support ($22,599,962): 

Proportions contributed by different forms of corporate support 

$12,417,426

$5,988,004

$237,743
$1,823,473

$2,133,316

Cash sponsorship (55%)

Non-cash sponsorship (26%)

Cash donations (9%)

Non-cash donations (8%)

Cash memberships (1%)

 

Across all respondents, 56 percent of cultural organisations received no corporate 
support. 29 percent received support from businesses within one or two corporate 
sectors, and 15 percent from businesses within three or more corporate sectors. 

Of the 212 respondents that received any form of corporate support, 65 percent received 
this support from businesses within one or two corporate sectors.  
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Figure 19 
Number of corporate sectors providing support 

65%

14%

21%

Support from 1-2 corporate
sectors (138 respondents)

Support from 3 corporate
sectors (28 respondents)

Support from 4+ corporate
sectors (46 respondents)

 

Of those respondents that received corporate support, 24 percent said their main 
corporate supporter came from within the professional services sector (which includes 
banking/financial services, legal services, accounting, advertising/public relations and 
insurance).11  

18 percent said their main corporate supporter came from the retail/wholesale trade 
(which includes those selling groceries, beverages and other perishable and non-
perishable products), and 14 percent from the media sector (which includes 
broadcasting and print media and internet publishing).   

 

11  This indicates the corporate sector that the highest proportion of respondents said was the sector of their main 
corporate supporter. Respondents were not asked to specify amounts of support received from particular corporate 
sectors so it is not known which corporate sector provided the highest total amount of support across all respondents. 
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Figure 20 
Corporate sectors providing respondents’ main corporate supporter 

 

Of respondents that said their main corporate supporter came from within the 
professional services sector, 33 percent said this came from banking/financial 
businesses. 

Figure 21 

Main corporate supporter from the professional services sector, 
by type of business 
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Individual support 

Individuals contributed $9.9 million to respondent cultural organisations. 81 percent of 
the total $9.9 million support was cash (membership and “friends” schemes, cash 
donations and payroll giving). 5 percent of the total $9.9 million support was non-cash 
(non-cash donations) and 14 percent was either cash or non-cash (legacies and 
bequests).12 

Membership and friends schemes made up the highest proportion of the total $9.9 
million individual support (43 percent; $4.2 million).  

Figure 22 

Total individual support ($9,886,545): 
Proportions contributed by different forms of individual support 

$4,231,696

$3,706,345

$1,407,833

$530,617
$10,054

Membership/friends' schemes
(43%)

Cash donations (37%)

Legacies/bequests (14%)

Non-cash donations (5%)

Payroll giving (<1%)

 

Of the $4.2 million of support given to respondents through individual memberships and 
friends schemes, the largest share (60 percent) went to performing arts organisations 
(which made up 45 percent of all respondents). The next highest share (28 percent) 
went to heritage organisations (25 percent of all respondents). Libraries, interdisciplinary 
organisations and community arts organisations received the least support from this 
source. 

 

12  It was not possible to separate the cash and non-cash amounts in the legacies/bequests category. 
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Figure 23 
Individual membership/friends scheme support ($4,231,696), 

by cultural activity 

Performing Arts ($2,537,115)
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Payroll giving is defined as a discretionary cash payment from an individual through a 
regular automatic payment from their wage/salary, with no requirement or expectation of 
any benefits to that individual.13 

Voluntary payroll giving schemes could operate before the new legislated scheme that 
came into force in January 2010, and payroll giving can operate independently of the 
new scheme, but in those cases deductions come out of employees’ net after-tax pay. 
Under the legislated scheme, deductions come out of employees’ gross before-tax pay, 
giving donors immediate tax relief each pay day and without requiring them to present 
donation receipts.  

In the 2007/08 tax year, payroll giving made up only a small fraction of the survey 
respondents’ support from individuals ($10,054).  

Payroll giving was administered by just two organisations. Both were performing arts 
organisations, one in Auckland and one in Canterbury-West Coast. Across all 480 
respondents, therefore, less than 1 percent received support from payroll giving.  

 

13  While there is no requirement or expectation, cultural organisations may still subsequently offer services or benefits to 
individuals that make cash payments through payroll giving. 
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Non-recipients of support in 2007/08 

12 percent of all cultural organisations that responded received no support from any of 
the main sources, whether cash or non-cash, in the 2007/08 tax year.  

21 percent of visual arts organisations that responded received no support from any 
source, the highest proportion among the different cultural activities, compared to 
5 percent of community arts organisations, which was the lowest proportion.14 

Figure 24 
Non-recipients of any support, by cultural activity 

(excluding interdisciplinary organisations) 
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17 percent of Otago-Southland organisations that responded received no support from 
any source (the highest proportion), compared to 3 percent of Waikato organisations 
(the lowest proportion).  

All Bay of Plenty and Northland organisations that responded received support from at 
least one source. 

Large organisations were as likely as small organisations to have received no support 
from any source (14 percent of each of these size categories). All major organisations 
that responded received support from at least one source. 

 

14  This excludes interdisciplinary organisations that responded, as all of these organisations received support from at 
least one source. 
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Across all respondents, 56 percent did not indicate any support from corporate/business 
organisations. Of those 268 organisations that did not receive corporate support, 
87 percent said they had not sought support from this source. 

Across all respondents, 38 percent did not indicate any support from individuals. Of 
those 184 organisations that did not receive support from individuals, 78 percent said 
they had not sought support from this source. 

Areas of expenditure to which respondents allocated support  

Of the total amount of support received by respondent organisations, 29 percent ($101.7 
million) was spent on these organisations’ core programmes, and 25 percent ($88.6 
million) on capital projects.  

2 percent ($6 million) was unspent and held in reserve, while less than 1 percent ($1.3 
million) was allocated to interest-bearing investments.15 

Figure 25 
Total support ($383,187,747): Proportions allocated to areas of expenditure 

Core programmes ($101.7m)

Capital projects ($88.6m)
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15  The percentages are based on all respondents that received support. Of those respondents, 91 percent specified how 
they spent their support (these organisations’ support totalled $345.5 million). 7 percent of respondents did not specify 
how they spent their support (their support totalled $28.7 million).  
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Main activities that respondents undertook for gaining and keeping support 

47 percent of the 378 organisations that responded said their main engagement or 
contact with current or potential supporters was through applying for funding or grants, 
while 4 percent said it was through developing sponsorship proposals. 

Figure 26 
Main activity for gaining and keeping support  
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Median number of support relationships 

Cultural organisations have ongoing relationships with a variety of current or potential 
supporters, both cash supporters and non-cash supporters. Across all respondents, the 
median for the estimated number of individual supporters was 30 per cultural 
organisation, compared to one central or local government supporter per cultural 
organisation.16 

 

16  Support relationships with the Lottery Grants Board and trusts/foundations, with local/central government, and with 
corporate/business organisations were counted only once for each supporter organisation, rather than counting the 
number of people in the supporter organisation who dealt with the respondent. Further, in this section the use of the terms 
“supporter”, “giver” or “sponsor” does not necessarily mean that those organisations or individuals gave cash or non-cash 
support in the 2007/08 tax year.  
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Figure 27 
Median number of support relationships, by type of supporter 

(showing the median number across all respondents) 
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Respondents with no new support relationships in 2007/08 

32 percent of all organisations that responded had no new relationships with givers or 
sponsors in the 2007/08 tax year.   

Comparing numbers of paid staff and volunteers 

Across all respondents, 37 percent of the total workforce consisted of paid employees, 
while 63 percent were volunteers. This meant that for every paid staff member, there 
were 1.7 volunteers.17 

Of the total workforce working on gaining and keeping support, 28 percent were paid 
employees and 72 percent were volunteers. This meant that for every paid staff member 
focused on giving and sponsorship, there were 2.6 volunteers also focusing on this. 

 

 

17  This does not include corporate/business employees (also known as “employee volunteers”) who, as part of a 
corporate sponsorship package or corporate non-cash donation, were paid by their corporate organisation to provide 
cultural organisations with services such as legal or financial advice or mentoring, as part of their corporate/business 
employment duties. 
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Time spent on giving and sponsorship 

31 percent of organisations that had paid staff said none of their time was spent on 
gaining or keeping support. 28 percent of organisations estimated that 1-10% of their 
total paid staff’s time was spent on gaining or keeping support, while 10 percent of 
organisations said over half their paid staff’s time was spent on this activity.   

39 percent of organisations with volunteers said none of their time was spent on gaining 
or keeping support. 17 percent of organisations said over half their volunteers’ time was 
spent on this activity.18  

Figure 28 

Proportion of paid staff and volunteers’ time spent on support  
(showing percentages of organisations that spent a given amount of paid staff and 

volunteer time on gaining or keeping support)  
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Organisations with donee status 

The introduction in January 2010 of voluntary “payroll giving” administered through the 
PAYE tax system provides a tax credit for gifts of money deducted from an employee’s 
pay through an employer’s payroll. The scheme increases the incentive for private 
support and provides a convenient way for individuals to support particular organisations 
or causes.   

Payroll giving also presents an opportunity for cultural organisations to obtain relatively 
stable funding with low fundraising costs. However, to participate in the scheme recipient 
organisations must have “donee status” with the Department of Inland Revenue. 

                                                 

18  This is indicative of the overall proportions of paid staff and volunteers’ time that were generally spent on giving and 
sponsorship. It does not indicate the actual number of hours spent on this activity. It includes, but does not specifically 
identify, organisations that had individual paid staff or volunteers who focused “full-time” on giving and sponsorship. 
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21 percent of the cultural organisations that responded did not have donee status, while 
26 percent did not know whether they had donee status or not. 

Figure 29 
Proportion of organisations with donee status, or without donee status,  

or that did not know their status 

 

Interdisciplinary organisations, community arts organisations and literature/poetry 
organisations were the most likely to have donee status. 

Figure 30 
Proportion of organisations with donee status, by cultural activity  

(showing the percentage of organisations of a given type that have donee status) 
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Organisations that focused mainly on Nelson-Marlborough-Tasman and Canterbury-
West Coast were most likely to have donee status (64 percent of Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman organisations, and 62 percent of Canterbury-West Coast organisations). 

Nationwide-focused organisations had the highest proportion of organisations without 
donee status (29 percent), while organisations focused on Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki were the most likely to not know whether they had donee status (48 percent). 

Table 2 
Proportion of organisations with donee status, or without donee status,  

or that did not know their status, by region 

Region 

Proportion of 
organisations 

focused on that 
region that have 

donee status 

Proportion of 
organisations 

focused on that 
region that do not 
have donee status 

Proportion of 
organisations 

focused on that 
region that did not 
know their donee 

status 

Northland 53% 27% 20% 

Auckland 50% 28% 22% 

Waikato 60% 13% 27% 

Bay of Plenty 50% 19% 31% 

Gisborne-Hawke's Bay 50% 21% 29% 

Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

39% 13% 48% 

Wellington-Wairarapa 49% 22% 29% 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

64% 12% 24% 

Canterbury-West Coast 62% 13% 25% 

Otago-Southland 49% 19% 32% 

Nationwide 55% 29% 16% 

Medium-sized organisations were the most likely to have donee status (61 percent).  

Large organisations were the most likely to not have donee status (28 percent), while 
major organisations were the most likely to not know whether they had donee status 
(31 percent). 
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Organisations with registered charity status 

An organisation must be a “registered charity” to be exempt from income tax and for 
donors of gifts to be exempt from gift duty. 80 percent of cultural organisations that 
responded had registered charity status with the Charities Commission, while a further 
3 percent had applied to be registered and were waiting for confirmation from the 
Charities Commission.19 

Figure 31 
Proportion of organisations with registered charity status, without registered 
charity status, awaiting confirmation of their status, or that did not know their 

status 
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19  As at March 2009 (the end of the 2008/09 tax year, and the time of the survey). 
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Across all respondents, the number of cultural organisations with registered charity 
status in 2009 was significantly higher than in 2008, increasing from 54 percent to 
80 percent. 

Figure 32 
Proportion of organisations with registered charity status:  

Comparing 2009 with 2008 
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If an organisation registers as a charity with the Charities Commission and indicates on 
its application form that donations are a source of income, this information is 
automatically passed on to the Department of Inland Revenue for consideration of that 
organisation’s donee status. Benevolent, philanthropic or cultural organisations that do 
not have registered charity status can apply directly to the Department of Inland 
Revenue for donee status.  

51 percent of all respondents had both donee status and registered charity status, while 
30 percent had only registered charity status, and 1 percent had only donee status. 
18 percent had neither status. 
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Figure 33 
Proportion of organisations with donee status and/or registered charity 

status20 

Donee status AND registered
charity status (242
organisations)

51%

30%

1%

18%

Registered charity status BUT
no donee status (145
organisations)

Donee status BUT no registered
charity status (5 organisations)

No donee status AND no
registered charity status (88
organisations)

 

 

20  Respondents were asked to provide their donee status as at March 2008, and their registered charity status as at 
March 2008 and as at March 2009. This figure shows organisations’ donee status as at March 2008, and their registered 
charity status as at March 2009. Between March 2008 and March 2009 the proportion of organisations with donee status 
may have increased.  
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Expected support in 2008/09 

Since the survey requested specific figures only for 2007/08, it is not known at this stage 
whether the total amount of support received in the 2008/09 tax year was greater or less 
than the 2007/08 total of $383.2 million. Respondents were asked, however, to indicate 
whether they thought their organisation’s year-to-date support in 2008/09 had increased, 
decreased or stayed the same as the amount they had received in 2007/08.21   

35 percent of organisations that responded indicated a decrease in the amount of 
support from the Lottery Grants Board and trusts and foundations in 2008/09, compared 
to support from this source in 2007/08. 

Figure 34 
Comparing lottery/trust/foundation support in 2008/09 with 2008/07 

(showing the proportions of organisations that estimated their support had 
increased, or stayed the same, or decreased, or that did not know) 
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36 percent of respondents said their central and local government funding had increased 
in 2008/09, compared with 2007/08. Another 36 percent said it had remained the 
same.22 

 
21  Respondents completed the survey near the end of the 2008/09 tax year, so they were able to sufficiently consider any 
changes in support between the 2007/08 and 2008/09 tax years. As specific dollar amounts for 2008/09 were not 
requested, however, the findings in this section are indicative rather than a specific measure of any actual changes. 

22  Organisations whose support remained the same in 2008/09 as in 2007/08 include those that received no support both 
years from a particular source. 
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Figure 35 
Comparing central/local government support in 2008/09 with 2007/08 
(showing the proportions of organisations that estimated their support had 

increased, or stayed the same, or decreased, or that did not know) 

 

44 percent of respondents said their corporate support was the same in 2008/09 as it 
was in 2007/08. 

Figure 36 
Comparing corporate support in 2008/09 with 2007/08  

(showing the proportions of organisations that estimated their support had  
increased, or stayed the same, or decreased, or that did not know) 
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43 percent of respondents said their support from individuals was the same in 2008/09 
as it was in 2007/08, while 29 percent said it was greater. 

Figure 37 

Comparing individual support in 2008/09 with 2007/08 
(showing the proportions of organisations that estimated their support had  

increased, or stayed the same, or decreased, or that did not know) 
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Expected support in 2009/10 

Respondents were asked to indicate what levels of support they expected for the 
2009/10 tax year.  

At the time of the survey (near the end of the 2008/09 tax year), some supporters may 
already have informed specific cultural organisations of likely levels of support for 
2009/10. Many cultural organisations, however, may not have been able to adequately 
consider any changes in support until nearer the 31 March end of the 2009/10 tax year. 
Thus, the expectations of support in 2009/10 that are stated in this section were a “mood 
indicator” rather than a specific measure of actual changes. To an extent, those 
expectations may have reflected respondents’ concerns about the potential impact of the 
economic climate on future levels of giving and sponsorship.  
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30 percent of all respondents expected their lottery/trust/foundation support to decrease 
in 2009/10, compared to support they received from this source in 2008/09. 

Figure 38 

Expected lottery/trust/foundation support in 2009/10 
(showing the proportions of organisations that expected their support to increase, 

or stay the same, or decrease, or that did not know) 
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41 percent of respondents expected their central/local government funding to remain the 
same in 2009/10, compared to 2008/09, while another 26 percent of organisations 
expected funding from this source to increase. 

Figure 39 
Expected central/local government support in 2009/10 

(showing the proportions of organisations that expected their support to increase, 
or stay the same, or decrease, or that did not know) 
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30 percent of respondents expected their corporate support to remain the same in 
2009/10. 23 percent expected it to increase. 

Figure 40 

Expected corporate support in 2009/10 
(showing the proportions of organisations that expected their support to increase, 

or stay the same, or decrease, or that did not know) 

 

37 percent of respondents expected their support from individuals to remain the same in 
2009/10 as in 2008/09, while only 17 percent expected it to decrease. 

Figure 41 
Expected individual support in 2009/10 

(showing the proportions of organisations that expected their support to increase, 

or stay the same, or decrease, or that did not know) 
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37 percent of respondents cited the economic climate as the main obstacle to securing 
higher levels of giving and sponsorship for their organisation in the future. 

30 percent of respondents said additional resources (such as improved advice on 
support opportunities or more staff/volunteers) would most help their organisation to 
secure greater support.  

28 percent of respondents said the criteria of potential supporters would need to change 
if they were to receive increased support. 
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TOTAL GIVING AND SPONSORSHIP 

The total amount of gifts, grants and sponsorship, both cash and non-cash, received in 
2007/08 by cultural organisations that responded to the survey was $383.2 million.  

This includes – 

 grants (including capital grants) 

 sponsorships 

 government funding (including for core, commissioned or contracted services) 

 corporate and individual donations and koha 

 corporate and individual memberships and “friends” schemes 

 payroll giving (donations from individuals through deductions from their wages or 
salary), and  

 legacies and bequests. 

Sources of support 

The main source of support was public funding (from government departments, Crown 
entities or city/district councils). This made up 80 percent of the total support received by 
all respondents in 2007/08. 

Figure 42 
Total support ($383,187,747):  

Proportions contributed by the four main sources 
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Total support, by cultural activity 

Of the different categories of organisation based on cultural activity, libraries received 
the largest proportion (28 percent) of the $383.2 million total support received by all 
respondents.23 Libraries, however, made up only 4 percent of all respondents.24  

Performing arts organisations, which at 45 percent of respondents were the largest 
category, received 17 percent ($66.8 million) of the total support. 

Table 3 
Total support, by cultural activity 

Cultural activity 
Total support for 
all organisations 

of that type 

Proportion of  
total support  

($383.2m) 

Proportion of  
all respondents 

(480) 

Community Arts  $1,777,510 <1% 4% 

Heritage  $73,000,217 19% 25% 

Interdisciplinary  $39,311,120 10% 1% 

Libraries  $105,727,485 28% 4% 

Literature/Poetry $1,129,802 <1% 3% 

Media/Film  $2,993,625 1% 5% 

Performing Arts  $66,776,961 17% 45% 

Visual Arts $92,471,027 24% 13% 

 

                                                 

23 99 percent of libraries’ total support was from local or central government. 
24 The glossary describes the specific types of organisations that make up each “cultural activity” category. 
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Total support, by region 

Organisations that focused their cultural activities mainly on Auckland or Wellington-
Wairarapa, or that had a nationwide focus, together made up 48 percent of respondents 
but got 87 percent ($333.2 million) of the total support. 

Table 4 
Total support, by region 

Region 
Total support for 
all organisations 

in that region 

Proportion of  
total support  

($383.2m) 

Proportion of  
all respondents  

(480) 

Northland $2,050,618 <1% 3% 

Auckland $129,504,047 34% 20% 

Waikato $1,951,273 <1% 6% 

Bay of Plenty $5,502,884 1% 3% 

Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay $1,807,522 <1% 5% 

Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

$5,096,129 1% 6% 

Wellington-Wairarapa $113,816,266 30% 16% 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

$3,283,358 1% 5% 

Canterbury-West Coast $23,413,535 6% 13% 

Otago-Southland $6,863,802 2% 10% 

Nationwide $89,898,313 23% 12% 
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Total support, by size of organisation 

Most of the survey respondents (60 percent) were organisations classified as small for 
the purposes of this survey – that is, those making less than $100,000 each year in total 
income, including both earned cash income and cash income from giving and 
sponsorship. However, these small organisations received just 1 percent ($5.6 million) of 
the total support.  

Organisations classified as major (those making $5 million or more each year in total 
income) made up 3 percent of respondents but obtained 61 percent ($233.1 million) of 
the total support. 

Table 5 
Total support, by size of organisation 

Organisation size  
(based on annual  

total income) 

Total support for 
all organisations 

of that size 

Proportion of  
total support  

($383.2m) 

Proportion of  
all respondents 

(480) 

Small  
(under $100,000) $5,557,938 1% 60% 

Medium  
($100,000 to $999,999) $101,483,455 26% 30% 

Large  
($1m to $4,999,999) $43,054,127 11% 7% 

Major ($5m +) $233,092,227 61% 3% 
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Average and median amounts of support received  

Average amount of support 

Across all organisations that received support, the average (mean) amount received was 
$905,881, while the median amount was $26,273.25 

Interdisciplinary organisations were the category with the highest average amount of 
support, with $9.8 million. Of other organisations, libraries received the highest average 
amount of support ($5.9 million), and literature/poetry organisations the lowest 
($72,672). 

Figure 43 

Average amount of support for each organisation, by cultural activity  
(excluding interdisciplinary organisations) 
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Median amount of support 

Across all organisations that received support, the median amount of support was 
$26,273.26 

 
25  The results include large differences between the average and median figures (across all respondents and in particular 
categories). Some cultural organisations received significantly higher amounts of support compared with many other 
respondents (increasing the average). The median (the mid-point in a range of data) is a more accurate indicator than the 
average (mean). The median mitigates the impact of disproportionate or skewed responses and the impact of outliers 
(where disproportionate data is due to a one-off event or an error by the respondent).  

26  Ibid.  
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Interdisciplinary organisations were the category with the highest median amount of 
support, with $768,888. Of other organisations, libraries received the highest median 
amount of support ($102,398), and visual arts organisations the lowest ($9,155). 

Figure 44 
Median amount of support for each organisation, by cultural activity  

(excluding interdisciplinary organisations) 

 

Organisations with a nationwide focus received the highest median amount of support 
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Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki $158,444 $11,478 

Wellington-Wairarapa $1,443,082 $9,750 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman $124,895 $16,864 

Canterbury-West Coast $369,808 $10,600 

Otago-Southland $131,471 $8,000 

Nationwide $1,474,153 $146,350 

The median amount of support for major organisations was $8.4 million, compared to the 
median amount of $5,010 for small organisations. 

Table 7 
Average and median amount of support for each organisation,  

by size of organisation 

Organisation size 

Average amount  
of support for 

organisations of  
that size 

Median amount  
of support for 

organisations of  
that size 

Small  $17,750 $5,010 

Medium  $698,735 $121,069 

Large  $1,097,968 $1,012,950 

Major  $14,374,143 $8,444,000 
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The respondents that received support 

88 percent of all respondents received some cash or non-cash support from at least one 
source. The amount of support varied greatly, from less than $100 for some 
organisations, to many millions of dollars for other organisations. 

Respondents receiving support, by cultural activity 

All interdisciplinary organisations that responded obtained some support from at least 
one source. The category with the lowest proportion of organisations receiving support 
from at least one source was visual arts organisations, with 79 percent. 

Figure 45 

Proportion of respondents receiving some support,  
by cultural activity 
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Respondents receiving support, by region 

All Bay of Plenty and Northland organisations that responded received support from at 
least one source.  

By comparison, the region with the lowest percentage of organisations receiving support 
from at least one source was Otago-Southland (83 percent of organisations focused on 
that region). 
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Table 8 
Proportion of respondents receiving some support,  

by region 

Region 

Proportion of  
organisations focused on 
that region that received 

some support 

Northland 100% 

Auckland 85% 

Waikato 97% 

Bay of Plenty 100% 

Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay 92% 

Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

90% 

Wellington-Wairarapa 87% 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

92% 

Canterbury-West Coast 84% 

Otago-Southland 83% 

Nationwide 88% 
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Respondents receiving support, by size of organisation 

All major organisations (those making at least $5 million in total income each year) that 
responded obtained support from at least one source. 

Table 9 

Proportion of respondents receiving some support,  
by size of organisation 

Organisation size 

Proportion of  
organisations of that  

size that received  
some support 

Small  86% 

Medium  91% 

Large  86% 

Major  100% 

Cash or non-cash support 

Across all organisations, 97 percent of their support was cash ($373.4 million), and 
3 percent was non-cash ($8.3 million).27  

Cash sources included the Lottery Grants Board; gaming, community and energy trusts; 
philanthropic foundations; and local and central government.  

Individuals and businesses/corporate organisations provided both cash and non-cash 
support. 

                                                 

27  The cash and non-cash support dealt with in this section excludes $1.4 million of legacies and bequests, as it was not 
possible to separate the cash and the non-cash amounts in the legacies/bequests category. 
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Cash or non-cash support, by cultural activity 

Performing arts and media/film organisations received the lowest proportion of their 
support as cash (93 percent) and the highest proportion as non-cash (7 percent). 

Figure 46 

Proportion of support in cash or non-cash, by cultural activity 

 

Cash or non-cash support, by region 
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Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay 93% 7% 

Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

96% 4% 

Wellington-Wairarapa 99% 1% 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

97% 3% 

Canterbury-West Coast 96% 4% 

Otago-Southland 97% 3% 

Nationwide 96% 4% 

Cash or non-cash support, by size of organisation 

Major organisations received 99 percent of their support in cash. 

Table 11 

Proportion of support in cash or non-cash, by size of organisation 

Organisation size 

Cash support  
as proportion of  
total support for  
organisations of  

that size 

Non-cash support  
as proportion of  
total support for  
organisations of  

that size 

Small  93% 7% 

Medium  99% 1% 

Large  92% 8% 

Major  99% 1% 
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Cash support as a proportion of total cash income  

In addition to cash giving and sponsorship, cultural organisations also receive income 
from – 

 box office or earned revenue from productions, concerts, exhibitions or service 
delivery 

 hire/fee revenue – for example, for hiring out their organisation’s facilities, 
resources or services 

 bar sales 

 programme or merchandise sales 

 asset sales, and  

 interest received.  

Across all respondents, the median amount of estimated total cash income (from all 
sources, including earned revenue and cash giving and sponsorship) was $64,388. The 
median amount of estimated cash income from giving and sponsorship only was 
$14,500. This meant that the median income from cash giving and sponsorship was 
equivalent to 23 percent of cultural organisations’ median total cash income.28 

Cash support as a proportion of total cash income, by cultural activity 

Among interdisciplinary organisations, the median income from cash giving and 
sponsorship was 90 percent of their median total cash income, compared to just 
6 percent for visual arts organisations. 

Table 12 
Cash giving and sponsorship as a proportion of total cash income, 

by cultural activity 

Cultural activity 

Median income  
from cash giving 
and sponsorship 
for organisations 

of that type 

Median total  
cash income for 
organisations of 

that type 

Median income  
from cash giving 
and sponsorship 
as a proportion  
of median total  
cash income 

Community Arts $74,411 $137,499 54% 

Heritage $10,311 $39,583 25% 

Interdisciplinary $768,888 $850,000 90% 

                                                 

28  The total median cash income is an estimate only. It was calculated using total cash income bands (for example, $0-
$24,999, $25,000-$49,999, $50,000-$74,999 for organisations earning less than $5 million), and from specific total 
income figures for organisations earning $5 million or more. 
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Libraries $102,398 $1,250,000 8% 

Literature/Poetry $15,352 $56,250 27% 

Media/Film $26,175 $87,500 30% 

Performing Arts $13,220 $52,941 25% 

Visual Arts $9,155 $158,333 6% 

Cash support as a proportion of total cash income, by region 

For respondent organisations focused on Nelson-Marlborough-Tasman, the median 
income from cash giving and sponsorship was 50 percent of their median total cash 
income. This was the highest proportion for all the different regional categories. The 
lowest proportion was 16 percent, for Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay organisations. 

Table 13 

Cash giving and sponsorship as a proportion of total cash income,  
by region 

Region 

Median income  
from cash giving 
and sponsorship 
for organisations 
focused on that  

region 

Median total  
cash income of  
organisations  

focused on that  
region  

Median income  
from cash giving 
and sponsorship 
as a proportion  
of median total  
cash income 

Northland $37,911 $108,333 35% 

Auckland $25,000 $115,000 22% 

Waikato $11,946 $28,125 43% 

Bay of Plenty $9,171 $23,437 39% 

Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay $9,855 $62,500 16% 

Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

$11,478 $41,666 26% 

Wellington-Wairarapa $9,750 $54,167 19% 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

$16,864 $34,375 50% 
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Canterbury-West Coast $10,600 $37,500 30% 

Otago-Southland $8,000 $46,249 17% 

Nationwide $146,350 $299,999 49% 

Cash support as a proportion of total cash income, by size of organisation 

Among major organisations, the median income from cash giving and sponsorship was 
88 percent of the median total cash income from all sources. This proportion decreased 
down through the different size categories, with small organisations having the lowest 
proportion (24 percent). 

Table 14 

Cash giving and sponsorship as a proportion of total cash income, 
by size of organisation 

Organisation size 

Median income  
from cash giving 
and sponsorship 
for organisations 

of that size 

Median total  
cash income for 
organisations of 

that size  

Median income  
from cash giving 
and sponsorship 
as a proportion of 
median total cash 

income 

Small  $5,010 $21,003 24% 

Medium  $121,069 $252,778 48% 

Large  $1,012,950 $1,906,249 53% 

Major  $8,444,000 $9,566,300 88% 
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SUPPORT FROM LOTTERY GRANTS BOARD, TRUSTS AND 

FOUNDATIONS 

Total lottery/trust/foundation support  

55 percent of all respondents received cash support from the Lottery Grants Board or 
from gaming, community or energy trusts, or from philanthropic foundations. Support for 
respondent organisations ranged from several hundred dollars to over $1 million.  

The average amount that organisations received from those sources was $159,233, 
while the median amount was $19,000.  

In total, the Lottery Grants Board and trusts and foundations contributed $42.2 million to 
respondent cultural organisations. The Lottery Grants Board contributed 60 percent 
($25.5 million) of this amount. The trusts and foundations that contributed the remaining 
$16.7 million included, for example, NZ Community Trust, the Lion Foundation, Pub 
Charity, ASB Community Trust, JR McKenzie Trust, and the Tindall Foundation. 

Figure 47 

Total lottery/trust/foundation support ($42,196,712):  
Proportions contributed by Lottery Grants Board and by trusts/foundations 

$25,459,380

$16,737,332

Lottery Grants Board (60%)

Trusts/foundations (40%)

 

In overall dollar terms, the Lottery Grants Board contributed $8.7 million more to 
respondents than trusts and foundations. However, significantly more organisations 
received some trust/foundation support (259 organisations) than lottery support (37). 
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Figure 48 
Recipients of lottery/trust/foundation support (265 organisations):  

Proportions receiving lottery, or trust/foundation, or both 

86%

12%

2%

Lottery AND trust/foundation
support (31 organisations)

Lottery support only (6
organisations)

Trust/foundation support only
(228 organisations)

 

Support from Lottery Grants Board 

Lottery support, by cultural activity 

Of the $25.5 million granted to respondents by the Lottery Grants Board, 88 percent 
went to interdisciplinary organisations (which made up only 1 percent of all 
respondents).29  

Visual arts, media/film, community arts and literature/poetry organisations made up 
25 percent of all respondents but received only 1 percent of lottery support. Libraries 
(4 percent of respondents) received no lottery support at all. 

 

29  Most of the lottery support went to one interdisciplinary organisation (Creative New Zealand). 
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Figure 49 
Lottery support ($25,459,380), by cultural activity 

 

Lottery support, by region 

Organisations with a nationwide focus made up 12 percent of all respondents but 
received 88 percent of all lottery support.  

Auckland-focused organisations made up 20 percent of all respondents, but got only 
1 percent of lottery support. Northland and Otago-Southland each got 2 percent. 

Table 15 
Lottery support, by region 

Region 

Total lottery  
support for all 
organisations 

focused on that 
region 

Proportion of total 
lottery support 

($25.5m) 

Proportion of  
all respondents 

(480) 

Northland $446,000 2% 3% 

Auckland $376,900 1% 20% 

Waikato $18,345 < 1% 6% 

Bay of Plenty - - 3% 

Interdisciplinary
($22,130,000)

88%

1%

9%
2%

Heritage ($2,394,911)

Performing Arts ($617,250)

Visual arts ($126,000)
Media/f ilm ($85,930)
Community arts ($60,289)
Literature/poetry ($45,000)
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Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay $16,444 < 1% 5% 

Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

$1,000 <1%  6% 

Wellington-Wairarapa $1,267,100 5% 16% 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

$3,500 < 1% 5% 

Canterbury-West Coast $299,010 1% 13% 

Otago-Southland $555,000 2% 10% 

Nationwide $22,476,081 88% 12% 

Lottery support, by size of organisation 

Major organisations and large organisations made up 10 percent of all respondents but 
received 97 percent of lottery support.  

Small organisations made up 60 percent of all respondents but received just 2 percent of 
lottery support. 

Table 16 
Lottery support, by size of organisation 

Organisation size 

Total lottery  
support for all 

organisations of 
that size 

Proportion of total 
lottery support 

($25.5m) 

Proportion of  
all respondents  

(480) 

Small $422,939 2% 60% 

Medium $288,930 1% 30% 

Large $2,270,760 9% 7% 

Major $22,476,751 88% 3% 
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Average and median amounts of lottery support 

Across all organisations that received lottery support, the average (mean) amount 
received was $688,091, while the median was $13,000.30 

The average and median amount for interdisciplinary organisations was $11.065 
million.31 Of the other types of organisations, heritage organisations received the highest 
median amount of lottery support ($60,000), and media/film organisations the lowest 
($4,600). 

Figure 50 
Average and median amounts of lottery support, by cultural activity  

(excluding interdisciplinary organisations) 
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30  The high average amount is because three respondents received 88 percent of the lottery support, with most of this 
amount going to one organisation. 

31  Where the results show the same average and median, it reflects a low response rate in that particular category. For 
example, only two out of the four interdisciplinary organisations that responded received lottery support.  
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Northland-focused organisations received the highest median amount of lottery support 
($223,000), but only a few respondents that focused on that region received any funding 
from this source. Organisations with a nationwide focus received the next highest 
median amount of lottery support ($80,300), followed by Otago-Southland ($50,000). 

Table 17 
Average and median amounts of lottery support,  

by region 

Region 

Average amount of  
lottery support for  

organisations focused 
on that region 

Median amount of  
lottery support for  

organisations focused  
on that region 

Northland $223,000 $223,000 

Auckland $47,113 $24,000 

Waikato $9,173 $9,173 

Bay of Plenty - - 

Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay $4,111 $4,222 

Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

$1,000 $1,000 

Wellington-Wairarapa $211,183 $9,000 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

$3,500 $3,500 

Canterbury-West Coast $59,802 $5,000 

Otago-Southland $185,000 $50,000 

Nationwide $4,495,216 $80,330 
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Large organisations received the highest median amount of lottery support ($274,260), 
compared to small and medium organisations, which received the lowest ($5,000). 

Table 18 

Average and median amounts of lottery support,  
by size of organisation 

Organisation size 

Average amount  
of lottery support  
for organisations  

of that size 

Median amount of 
lottery support for 
organisations of  

that size 

Small $30,210 $5,000 

Medium $22,225 $5,000 

Large $324,394 $274,260 

Major $7,492,250 $180,751 

Proportion of respondents receiving some lottery support 

Of all 480 respondents, 8 percent obtained some support from the Lottery Grants 
Board.32  

50 percent of all interdisciplinary organisations that responded obtained lottery support, 
the highest proportion for the different types of organisation. The lowest proportion was 7 
percent, for organisations focused on literature/poetry or the performing arts. 

                                                 

32  This includes support received directly from the Lottery Grants Board. It excludes lottery support received indirectly (for 
example, through Creative New Zealand or the Creative Communities Scheme).  
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Figure 51 
Proportion of respondents receiving some lottery support,  

by cultural activity 

 

Respondents whose cultural activities focused mainly on Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay were 
the most likely to have received some lottery support (17 percent of respondents 
focused on that region).  

Respondents focused mainly on Manawatu-Wanganui-Taranaki were the least likely 
(8 percent of respondents focused on that region).  

Auckland and Wellington-focused organisations were equally likely to have received 
some lottery support (8 percent). 

Table 19 
Proportion of respondents receiving some lottery support,  

by region 

Region 

Proportion of  
organisations focused on  
that region that received  

some lottery support 

Northland 13% 

Auckland 8% 

Waikato 7% 

Bay of Plenty - 

Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay 17% 

50%

8% 7% 7%

14%
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Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

3% 

Wellington-Wairarapa 8% 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

4% 

Canterbury-West Coast 8% 

Otago-Southland 6% 

Nationwide 9% 

Large and major organisations were the most likely to have received some lottery 
support (19 percent of all respondents in each of these size categories).  

9 percent of medium organisations received some lottery support, and 5 percent of small 
organisations.  

Support from trusts and foundations 

Trust/foundation support, by cultural activity 

Of the $16.7 million of support granted to respondents by gaming, community and 
energy trusts and by philanthropic foundations, 61 percent went to performing arts 
organisations (which made up 45 percent of all respondents), and 17 percent to heritage 
organisations (25 percent of all respondents). 
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Figure 52 
Total trust/foundation support ($16,737,332), by cultural activity 

 

Trust/foundation support, by region 

Auckland-focused organisations received the largest regional share (30 percent; 
$5 million) of trust/foundation support, but made up 20 percent of all respondents.  

Nationwide-focused organisations (12 percent of all respondents) received 25 percent of 
trust/foundation support ($4.2 million). Northland was the only other region where 
organisations received a proportion of trust/foundation support that was greater than 
their proportionate share of all respondents. 

Table 20 
Trust/foundation support, by region 

Region 

Total 
trust/foundation 
support for all 
organisations 

focused on that 
region 

Proportion  
of total trust/ 

foundation support 
($16.7m) 

Proportion of  
all respondents 

(480) 

Northland $636,297 4% 3% 

Auckland $5,042,598 30% 20% 

Waikato $477,240 3% 6% 

Performing Arts ($10,264,085)

61%17%

15%

2% 3%
2%

Heritage ($2,873,971)

Visual arts ($2,507,117)

Community arts ($297,991)

Literature/poetry ($295,052)

Media/f ilm ($236,485)
Interdisciplinary ($188,131)
Libraries ($74,500)
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Bay of Plenty $354,554 2% 3% 

Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay $160,811 1% 5% 

Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

$327,244 2% 6% 

Wellington-Wairarapa $2,303,194 14% 16% 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

$659,354 4% 5% 

Canterbury-West Coast $1,540,931 9% 13% 

Otago-Southland $1,040,309 6% 10% 

Nationwide $4,194,800 25% 12% 

Trust/foundation support, by size of organisation 

Small organisations made up 60 percent of all respondents but received just 9 percent of 
trust/foundation support.  

Medium organisations (30 percent of all respondents) received the largest share of 
trust/foundation support (37 percent). 

Table 21 
Trust/foundation support, by size of organisation 

Organisation size 

Total 
trust/foundation 
support for all 

organisations of 
that size 

Proportion of  
total trust/ 

foundation support
($16.7m) 

Proportion of  
all respondents 

(480) 

Small $1,494,772 9% 60% 

Medium $6,191,135 37% 30% 

Large $4,257,371 25% 7% 

Major $4,794,054 29% 3% 
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Average and median amounts of trust/foundation support 

Across all organisations that received trust/foundation support, the average (mean) 
amount received was $64,871, while the median amount was $18,000.  

The average and median amount for interdisciplinary organisations was $188,131, which 
was the highest average and median for the different types of organisation. Of the other 
types of organisation, visual arts organisations received the highest median amount of 
trust/foundation support ($28,482), and libraries the lowest ($8,500). 

Figure 53 
Average and median amounts of trust/foundation support,  

by cultural activity 

 
Nationwide-focused organisations received the highest median amount of 
trust/foundation support ($51,250). Of the regionally focused organisations, Auckland 
organisations received the highest median amount ($27,741) and Waikato the lowest 
($5,000). 

Table 22 
Average and median amounts of trust/foundation support,  

by region 

Region 

Average amount of  
trust/foundation support 

for organisations  
focused on that region 

Median amount of 
trust/foundation support 

for organisations  
focused on that region 

Northland $70,700 $19,938 

A $86,452
M $28,482

A $59,010
M $26,000

A $80,188
M $18,000

A $45,619
M $15,000

A $23,649
M $10,625

A $9,313
M $8,500

A $19,866
M $19,000
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Auckland $114,605 $27,741 

Waikato $26,513 $5,000 

Bay of Plenty $44,319 $8,245 

Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay $12,370 $10,000 

Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

$18,180 $7,000 

Wellington-Wairarapa $63,978 $12,713 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

$38,786 $17,430 

Canterbury-West Coast $48,154 $17,000 

Otago-Southland $35,873 $12,500 

Nationwide $119,851 $51,250 

 
The median amount of trust/foundation support increased with organisation size, from 
$5,565 for small organisations through to $455,474 for major organisations. 

Table 23 
Average and median amounts of trust/foundation support,  

by size of organisation  

Organisation size 

Average amount of 
trust/foundation support 

for organisations of  
that size 

Median amount of 
trust/foundation support 

for organisations of  
that size 

Small $11,958 $5,565 

Medium $62,537 $34,540 

Large $177,390 $83,785 

Major $435,823 $455,474 
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Proportion of respondents receiving some trust/foundation support 

54 percent of all respondents obtained some trust/foundation support.  

Of the different cultural activities, community arts organisations were the most likely to 
have received some support from this source (79 percent of all community arts 
respondents). 

Figure 54 

Proportion of respondents receiving some trust/foundation support,  
by cultural activity 
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In all but two regions, at least half the respondents received some trust/foundation 
support. The proportions ranged from 50 percent of all Bay of Plenty respondents, 
through to 68 percent of respondents in Nelson-Marlborough-Tasman.  

Organisations focused on Auckland or Wellington-Wairarapa were the least likely to 
have obtained trust/foundation support (at 46 percent). 
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Table 24 
Proportion of respondents receiving some trust/foundation support, 

by region 

Region 

Proportion of  
organisations focused on  
that region that received  
some trust/foundation 

support 

Northland 60% 

Auckland 46% 

Waikato 60% 

Bay of Plenty 50% 

Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay 54% 

Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

58% 

Wellington-Wairarapa 46% 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

68% 

Canterbury-West Coast 52% 

Otago-Southland 62% 

Nationwide 60% 

70 percent of medium-sized organisations that responded received some 
trust/foundation support, as did 69 percent of major organisations and 67 percent of 
large organisations. Small organisations were the least likely to have obtained 
trust/foundation support (44 percent of all small organisations that responded). 
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Respondents’ comments on lottery/trust/foundation support 

36 percent of all respondents commented on aspects of lottery/trust/foundation support, 
including the application process, accountability requirements, and criteria for support:33 

 Our board is leery about preparing applications for the basic reason 
that, if the application is not going to be successful, then we simply 
can’t afford the time to prepare it – it’s a basic catch 22 of any 
complicated application process. 

 

 It’s a time-intensive process for uncertain benefit, unless you are lucky 
enough to have a good relationship with an enlightened organisation 
such as the ASB Community Trust. We have repeatedly approached 
the Lottery Grants Board and never succeeded. Perhaps a 
broker/advocacy role for CNZ or MCH might help? 

 

 Some accountability requirements do not take into account the size of 
the organisation or the type of project funded. Many requirements are 
far too bureaucratic and are often more demanding than the application 
itself. 

 

 The accountability rules get in the way of common sense.  

 Timelines are a problem, as rightfully the trusts require funds to be 
used within a relatively short period, whereas an arts organisation 
needs the secure knowledge that funds are in place far in advance. 

 

 Most performing arts projects have artists’ wages as the main cost, but 
too often gaming trusts are not able to fund this type of expenditure.  

 

 Grants for rent are usually excluded but this is our major ongoing 
expense.  

 

 Funding equipment costs is all very well, but if you have a great 
computer and camera but no-one to use it, what is the point? 

 

 Small organisations rely on independent contractors as they cannot 
sustain full-time or even regular part-time employees – but there are 
increasingly fewer sources of funding to support this. 

 

 Many trusts are community and not nationally based in their focus.  

 A large percentage of gaming machine proceeds is directed towards 
sports – in our experience some gaming bodies will not fund arts 
although their objectives under their founding deeds of trust are 
sufficiently wide to fund different causes. 

 

 

33  Comments are from all respondents irrespective of whether they received lottery/trust/foundation support in the 
2007/08 tax year. 
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Respondents were appreciative of any lottery/gaming/foundation support they had 
received in the 2007/08 tax year or previously: 

 Even though we have not always been successful, and have not always 
received the amount of funding we have sought, we could not have 
achieved what we have accomplished without this sort of support. 

 

 Without lottery funding there would be no CNZ, whose support is 
essential to us. Gaming trusts are also significant funders.  

 

 We are very lucky to have highly sympathetic and well resourced 
funding agencies in Southland. We have sometimes found personnel at 
certain national agencies to be obstructive, although we’ve found the 
Lottery Grants Board to be very good. 

 

 Our organisation has found the Canterbury Community Trust and Pub 
Charity to be excellent organisations. They are a constant supporter of 
a wide range of groups and so many projects would not be completed 
without this source of funds returning to the local community. 

 

Respondents acknowledged a need to target their application requests, and to build their 
funding relationships: 

 In the current financial crisis, groups need to be strategic in who they 
approach for each purpose. We are working hard to ensure that we 
only seek funding from funders where their aims fit with our project. So 
far, the grants we have received this year have been a ringing 
endorsement of our work.  

 

 We have been lucky in our application for funds. I think being realistic in 
your expectations helps in this regard. 

 

 I would liken our past process to a “scattergun” approach, involving 
making lists of potential organisations and individuals whom the 
trustees happen to know. We are trying this year to begin a strategic 
planning exercise and to obtain professional advice to enable us to be 
more efficient and effective.  

 

 The quality of the events and programmes is essential to ensure 
ongoing support, and an ongoing relationship with the funder is critical, 
as is recognising the donors.  

 

 The Community Trust of Southland is exceptional in building a 
relationship with its applicants. 

 

 The fact that some funders (particularly the Lottery Grants Board) sent 
people to visit the projects under consideration was very helpful. It was 
a real bonus to have the opportunity to explain, discuss and actually 
show them what the funding would be used for.  
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Some respondents were uncomfortable about receiving support from gambling 
proceeds, or concerned at other aspects of this source of funding:  

 We would not accept funding assistance from lotteries or gaming 
organisations as we do not agree with gambling. 

 

 As times get harder, we have real ethical concerns regarding the use of 
gaming machine money. 

 

 Although we appreciate the funding from gaming trusts, we find it 
problematic, especially as gaming is such a big issue with the Pacific 
communities, who are our primary market.  

 

 The increase in “end purpose” gaming machine trusts (trusts formed by 
a charitable organisation so that all or most of its charitable distributions 
go to their own purpose, such as horse racing or rugby) has reduced 
the amount of funds available from this source to the arts. Abolishing 
“end purpose” trusts may assist the arts sector. 

 

 The sinking lid policy of councils in relation to gaming machines will 
wipe out this source of income for arts organisations and other 
charities.  

 

 It does seem some gaming organisations may be using questionable 
criteria for excluding particular grant applications. But to challenge them 
in a legal process would annoy them to the point they would never 
consider any further applications. So it’s a no-win situation. 

 

Respondents noted the potential impact of decreased gaming/foundation support, and 
the difficulties of living in smaller or remote areas or of being unaware of where to seek 
support: 

 The investment losses of the ASB Community Trusts and the Lion 
Foundation, and the flow-on effect on their ability to approve the 
number of grants they have in the past, is a big blow for the Auckland 
region. 

 

 In our location, we rely totally on alternative power. Running computers 
on dial-up can be very time-consuming and frustrating. Completing 
online applications is not always possible. 

 

 Smaller venues in small centres do not have huge audience numbers to 
offer commercial sponsors as a benefit. 

 

 Tell me more about philanthropic funding. I don’t know enough to make 
applications. To be honest, I apply to the obvious ones only. 
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SUPPORT FROM CENTRAL AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT  

Total central/local government support  

55 percent of all respondents received cash support from either central or local 
government. This included grants, sponsorship or any other type of funding, including 
funding for core, commissioned or contracted services.  

Support for individual organisations ranged from $100 to millions of dollars. The average 
amount that organisations received from central and local government support was 
$1,151,136, while the median amount was $29,000.  

In total, central and local government contributed $308.5 million to respondent cultural 
organisations. Central government (government departments and Crown entities) 
contributed 55 percent of this amount.34  

Figure 55 
Total government support ($308,504,528):  

Proportions contributed by central and local government  

$169,454,258

$139,050,270

Central government (55%)

Local government (45%)

 

                                                 

34  Direct support from Creative New Zealand to cultural organisations was categorised as central government support. 
Support from Creative New Zealand’s Creative Communities Scheme (administered and sometimes supplemented by 
local authorities) was categorised as local government support. 
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In overall dollar terms, central government contributed $30.4 million more to cultural 
organisations than local government. However, more organisations received some 
degree of local government support (197 organisations, compared to central 
government’s 138). 

Figure 56 
Recipients of government support (266 organisations): 

Proportions receiving support from central government, or local government, or both 

26%

26%

48%
Central AND local government
support (69 organisations)

Central government support
only (69 organisations)

Local government support only
(128 organisations)

 

Support from central government 

Central government support, by cultural activity 

Of the $169.5 million that central government granted to respondents, the largest 
proportion (31 percent) went to libraries, which made up only 4 percent of all 
respondents, while 23 percent went to heritage organisations (25 percent of all 
respondents). 
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Figure 57 
Central government support ($169,454,258), by cultural activity 

 

Central government support, by region 

Organisations that mainly focused their activities on Wellington-Wairarapa made up 
16 percent of all respondents but received 46 percent ($78.3 million) of central 
government support, the highest proportion of all the regions.  

Organisations with a nationwide focus got a 31 percent ($52.2 million) share of central 
government support (the next highest proportion), but made up 12 percent of all 
respondents. 

Table 25 
Central government support, by region 

Region 

Total central 
government  

support for all 
organisations 

focused on that 
region 

Proportion of  
total central 
government  

support  
($169.5m) 

Proportion of  
all respondents 

(480) 

Northland $162,041 <1% 3% 

Auckland $30,110,771 18% 20% 

Waikato $133,500 <1% 6% 

Libraries ($53,170,000)

31%

23%

18%

16%

10%
2%

Heritage ($38,802,216)

Performing arts ($31,249,265)

Visual arts ($26,601,932)

Interdisciplinary ($16,441,871)

Community arts ($874,730)
Literature/poetry ($369,475)
Media/f ilm ($1,944,769)
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Bay of Plenty $795,713 <1% 3% 

Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay $455,292 <1% 5% 

Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

$972,852 1% 6% 

Wellington-Wairarapa $78,335,885 46% 16% 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

$1,373,644 1% 5% 

Canterbury-West Coast $4,018,647 2% 13% 

Otago-Southland $881,355 1% 10% 

Nationwide $52,214,558 31% 12% 

Central government support, by size of organisation 

Major organisations made up 3 percent of all respondents but received 71 percent of 
central government support. Small organisations (60 percent of all respondents) 
received less than 1 percent. 

Table 26 
Central government support, by size of organisation 

Organisation size 

Total central 
government  

support for all 
organisations  

of that size 

Proportion of  
total central 
government  

support 
($169.5m) 

Proportion of  
all respondents 

(480) 

Small $753,765 <1% 60% 

Medium $31,408,569 19% 30% 

Large $16,902,772 10% 7% 

Major $120,389,152 71% 3% 

Average and median amounts of central government support 

Across all organisations that received central government support, the average (mean) 
amount received was $1,219,095, while the median amount was $71,652.  

The average and median amount for libraries was $26.6 million. The average amount for 
interdisciplinary organisations was $5.5 million, and the median amount $1 million. 
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Of the other types of organisations, media/film organisations received the highest 
median amount of central government support ($125,675), and literature/poetry 
organisations the lowest ($12,500). 

Figure 58 
Average and median amounts of central government support, by cultural activity  

(excluding libraries and interdisciplinary organisations) 

 

Nationwide-focused organisations received the highest median amount of central 
government support ($155,500), followed by Wellington-Wairarapa ($124,000) and 
Manawatu-Wanganui-Taranaki ($119,000). 

Table 27 
Average and median amounts of central government support,  

by region 

Region 

Average  
amount of central  

government support for 
organisations focused 

on that region 

Median  
amount of central  

government support for 
organisations focused 

on that region 

Northland $54,014 $57,403 

Auckland $1,038,302 $30,000 

A $243,096
M $125,675

A $1,477,885
M $81,247

A $1,940,111
M $83,531

A $109,341
M $74,493
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M $46,000

A $41,053
M $12,500
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Waikato $66,750 $66,750 

Bay of Plenty $99,464 $6,633 

Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay $65,042 $66,640 

Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

$138,979 $119,000 

Wellington-Wairarapa $3,730,280 $124,000 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

$274,729 $15,000 

Canterbury-West Coast $334,887 $68,754 

Otago-Southland $125,908 $77,855 

Nationwide $1,374,067 $155,500 

The median amount of central government support for major organisations was $2.8 
million, more than four times the median amount of $600,000 for large organisations. 

Table 28 
Average and median amounts of central government support,  

by size of organisation 

Organisation size 

Average amount of 
central government 

support for 
organisations of that size

Median amount of 
central government 

support for 
organisations of that size

Small $17,131 $10,000 

Medium $523,476 $81,247 

Large $734,903 $620,500 

Major $10,032,429 $2,769,630 
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Proportion of respondents receiving some central government support 

Across all 480 respondents, 29 percent obtained some support from central government.  

75 percent of all interdisciplinary organisations that responded obtained some central 
government support – this was the highest proportion among the different types of 
cultural activity, but this represents only a few respondents. Of the other types of 
organisations, 64 percent of literature/poetry organisations obtained some central 
government support (the highest proportion), compared to 11 percent of libraries (the 
lowest). 

Figure 59 

Proportion of respondents receiving some central  
government support, by cultural activity 
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Nationwide-focused organisations were the most likely to have received some central 
government support (66 percent of all nationwide-focused organisations). Organisations 
focused on the Bay of Plenty were the next most likely to have received some central 
government support (50 percent of all respondents focused on that region), while 
Waikato organisations were the least likely (7 percent). 
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Table 29 
Proportion of respondents receiving some central  

government support, by region 

Region 

Proportion of organisations  
focused on that region  

that received some central  
government support 

Northland 20% 

Auckland 31% 

Waikato 7% 

Bay of Plenty 50% 

Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay 29% 

Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

23% 

Wellington-Wairarapa 27% 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

20% 

Canterbury-West Coast 20% 

Otago-Southland 15% 

Nationwide 66% 

Major organisations were the most likely to have received some central government 
support (75 percent of all respondents in this category), followed by 64 percent of large 
organisations and 42 percent of medium-sized organisations. Just 15 percent of small 
organisations received some central government support. 

Support from local government  

Local government support, by cultural activity 

Of the $139.1 million local government support granted to respondents, the largest 
proportion (44 percent) went to visual arts organisations (which made up 13 percent of 
all respondents). The next largest proportion, 38 percent, went to libraries (4 percent of 
all respondents). 
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Figure 60 
Local government support ($139,050,270), by cultural activity  

 

Local government support, by region 

Auckland-focused organisations got the largest share (64 percent; $89 million) of local 
government support, although they made up only 20 percent of all respondents.  

Wellington-Wairarapa organisations (16 percent of all respondents) received 17 percent 
of local government support ($23.1 million). 

Table 30 
Local government support, by region 

Region 

Total local 
government  

support for all 
organisations  

focused on that 
region 

Proportion  
of total local 
government  
support for  
all regions  
($139.1m) 

Proportion of  
all respondents 

(480) 

Northland $473,627 <1% 3% 

Auckland $89,024,211 64% 20% 

Waikato $924,924 1% 6% 

Bay of Plenty $3,770,307 3% 3% 

Visual arts ($60,871,372)

44%

38%

14%

<1%4%

Libraries ($52,210,918)

Heritage ($19,356,110)

Performing arts ($6,096,375)

Community arts ($444,986)
Literature/poetry ($29,807)
Media/f ilm ($34,702)
Interdisciplinary ($6,000)
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Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay $720,574 1% 5% 

Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

$3,222,633 2% 6% 

Wellington-Wairarapa $23,086,569 17% 16% 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

$203,625 <1% 5% 

Canterbury-West Coast $13,823,445 10% 13% 

Otago-Southland $3,385,453 2% 10% 

Nationwide $414,902 <1% 12% 

Local government support, by size of organisation 

Major organisations (3 percent of all respondents) received a 52 percent ($72.3 million) 
share of overall local government support. By comparison, small organisations 
(60 percent of all respondents) received just 1 percent ($1.6 million). 

Table 31 
Local government support, by size of organisation 

Organisation size 

Total local 
government  

support for all 
organisations of 

that size 

Proportion of total 
local government 

support  
($139.1m) 

Proportion of  
all respondents 

(480) 

Small $1,615,294 1% 60% 

Medium $53,777,086 39% 30% 

Large $11,315,743 8% 7% 

Major $72,342,147 52% 3% 

Average and median amounts of local government support 

Across all organisations that received local government support, the average (mean) 
amount received was $691,792, while the median amount was $8,991.  

Libraries, visual arts organisations and heritage organisations received large average 
amounts of local government support, although the median amount of support for 
libraries ($2,241,297) was significantly greater than the median amounts for the other 
two categories of organisations.  
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Of other types of organisations, community arts had the highest median amount of local 
government support ($16,300), and media/film organisations the lowest ($2,000). 

Figures 61 and 62: 

Average and median amounts of local government support,  
by cultural activity  
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Of the different regions, Bay of Plenty-focused organisations received the highest 
median amount of local government support ($30,581), followed by Auckland ($25,795).  

Waikato had the lowest median amount of local government support ($4,511).  

Table 32 
Average and median amounts of local government support,  

by region 

Region 

Average  
amount of local  

government support for 
organisations focused 

on that region 

Median  
amount of local  

government support for 
organisations focused  

on that region 

Northland $59,203 $6,000 

Auckland $2,119,624 $25,795 

Waikato $66,066 $4,511 

Bay of Plenty $628,385 $30,581 

Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay $72,057 $6,843 

Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

$189,567 $12,000 

Wellington-Wairarapa $769,552 $7,828 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

$16,969 $5,500 

Canterbury-West Coast $476,671 $6,400 

Otago-Southland $188,081 $11,550 

Nationwide $27,660 $6,640 

The median amount of local government support ranged from $2,813 for small 
organisations through to $4,178,944 for major organisations (which included cultural 
facilities administered by local authorities, such as public libraries and art galleries).  
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Table 33 
Average and median amounts of local government support,  

by size of organisation 

Organisation size 

Average  
amount of local  

government support  
for organisations  

of that size 

Median  
amount of local  

government support  
for organisations  

of that size 

Small $17,003 $2,813 

Medium $717,028 $27,311 

Large $595,565 $180,000 

Major $6,028,512 $4,178,944 

Proportion of respondents receiving some local government support 

41 percent of all respondents obtained some local government support. Of the different 
cultural activities, community arts organisations were the most likely to have received 
some support from this source (84 percent of all community arts respondents). 

Figure 63 

Proportion of respondents receiving  
some local government support, by cultural activity 
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Organisations whose cultural activities focused on Manawatu-Wanganui-Taranaki or on 
Northland were the most likely to have obtained some local government support (over 
50 percent of all respondents in those regions). Of the other regions, 38 percent of 
Otago-Southland respondents received some local government support. Nationwide-
focused organisations were the least likely to have received support from this source (26 
percent). 

Table 34 
Proportion of respondents receiving  

some local government support, by region 

Region 

Proportion of  
organisations focused on  
that region that received  
some local government  

support 

Northland 53% 

Auckland 44% 

Waikato 47% 

Bay of Plenty 38% 

Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay 42% 

Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

55% 

Wellington-Wairarapa 38% 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

48% 

Canterbury-West Coast 48% 

Otago-Southland 38% 

Nationwide 26% 

75 percent of major organisations that responded received some local government 
support, and 53 percent of medium-sized and large organisations. Small organisations 
were the least likely to have obtained local government support (33 percent of all small 
organisations that responded).  
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Respondents’ comments on central/local government support 

34 percent of all respondents commented on aspects of central/local government 
support, including the difficulty of obtaining funds from this source:35 

 It can be very daunting coping with the “language” employed by these 
entities when you don’t usually move in similar circles. Volunteers in 
small towns don’t often come from professional circles. The paperwork 
seems extensive and unnecessarily complicated.  

 

 The delay in receiving funds can be difficult to manage.  

 It would be helpful if we didn’t need to constantly reiterate to every new 
representative of government departments that fund us why engaging 
in arts and cultural activity is a key factor in enhancing wellbeing for 
individuals and communities. High staff turnover at those departments 
and a limited overview of the value of the arts in community 
development on the micro level has meant a lot of extra work (and cost) 
for us. We would like to see better informed government services, with 
more stability in the staff, and policies that are realistic. 

 

Respondents said they were hindered by tags or limits to central/local government 
support: 

 Our district has a number of small museums, all driven by volunteers. 
Our district council does not directly fund any of them, and we all have 
to apply to a contestable fund for money. This fund does not permit the 
use of money for general administration. Our group struggles to cover 
general administration costs through subscriptions. This reduces our 
ability to really do the work of our museum and promote and share the 
knowledge we have. 

 

 Many funding organisations appear to restrict funding of capital 
projects, which is what many heritage restoration projects are 
considered to be. 

 

 We applied to the council to run workshops. They gave us the money 
but specified it was all for the venue. So, we had money for a great 
venue for three days, but nothing for a facilitator or anything else.  

 

 Local councils increasingly stipulate exactly how the money is to be 
spent and on what, and put more stringent conditions on what are, in 
the overall picture, relatively small amounts of money. 

 

 

35  Comments are from all respondents irrespective of whether they received central/local government support in the 
2007/08 tax year. 
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We need to source money from elsewhere to sustain our activities, as 
some government grants are now conditional on us achieving our 
budget.  

 

 Triennial funding would provide more certainty and a better framework 
for planning. Our current funders work only on a 12-month cycle, and 
the constant annual “bun fight” and ridiculous arguments about the cost 
vs value of heritage and culture to communities is not productive and in 
fact destructive for organisations. 

 

Respondents feared further limits or cutbacks to funding: 

 Current pressures on councils to keep their rate increases at or below 
current inflation levels directly impact on levels of service that can be 
delivered.  

 

 The funding from our major funder has not been adjusted for inflation 
for the last five years, and this makes things difficult as we are 
expected to deliver the same amount on effectively less money. 

 

 Sadly it is more likely for events to be funded by philanthropic trusts if 
they are attended by a large number of people. This limits our ability to 
work with the more fringe artists and performers. On the basis that this 
is a nationwide pattern, central government funding needs to ensure 
that this funding gap is filled and that New Zealand’s cultural offerings 
don’t become limited to mainstream entertainment. 

 

 It should be compulsory for district councils to support the arts. Our 
local arts policy is so open-ended that the council is not bound to do 
anything. Creative New Zealand is absolutely critical to keeping us 
going. 

 

 Some district councils feel that because they work through Creative 
New Zealand, they have no further obligations. 

 

 Initially we were supported quite well financially, which enabled us to 
“get off the ground”. But in the past three years or so, every single 
application has been declined with spurious reasons like “there are too 
many other similar groups in Auckland now to fund them all”. This may 
well be true, but many of the other groups seem to receive funding 
every year while we continue to miss out. This seems unfair and 
unjustified in light of the length of time these other groups have been in 
existence (some for 30 years or more) – they should be self-sufficient 
by now.  

 

 Stop funding the same old people over and over. Government gets 
confident in a few people and tend to keep giving the same people 
money. Funding should help you become self-sufficient and not 
funding-reliant, which can lead to mediocrity very quickly. 
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It’s a vicious circle. The better we are at getting money for ourselves, 
the less the council wants to help.   

 We find that it is almost impossible to have any effect on the way in 
which such funding is allocated and negotiated, despite being an 
advocacy body for a major cultural sector. The process and policy 
decisions are made to suit the agencies providing the funding, not 
necessarily those that are in need of it. 

 

Respondents were appreciative of the central/local government support they had 
received in the 2007/08 tax year or previously: 

 While we are still working towards securing the balance of funds 
needed to complete our capital campaign, the achievement of two key 
milestones (central government and local government support) added 
considerable weight and credibility to our cause. We are confident this 
will have a positive impact on future approaches to potential donors and 
funders. 

 

 Creative New Zealand funding was intrinsic to getting this project off the 
ground. While not enough to completely fund the project concerned, it 
provided three quarters of the necessary funding for a debut season.  

 

 We were fortunate to secure a city council contract for service for three 
years, with a right of renewal. What a huge difference this has made to 
the progress we can make as an organisation. We have hired someone 
who will work in the area of sponsorship and marketing, hopefully 
attracting more income. 

 

 The Auckland Regional Amenities Funding Act is a textbook example of 
local government making a positive and creative response to the needs 
of many diverse but important organisations. Other metropolitan areas 
could well follow suit. Regional councils could do more to ensure a 
wider spread of arts performances in their cities. 

 

Respondents commented on what they perceived to be inequalities in how government 
support is allocated, a problem that is made worse by boundaries between central and 
local government funders: 

 We are a regional organisation and live in a region where there are 
numerous councils, so it is difficult for us to get funding from any of 
them. We are just making a breakthrough with our local regional council 
after many years of submissions and piecemeal funding. 

 

 District council funding is very partisan. It is a constant battle of 
township against township, east against west, and a lack of 
representation compounds the matter. Community boards have no 
“teeth” with which to battle for their electorates. 
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 It is difficult to get equity of support from government agencies for 
South Island-based organisations, compared to organisations in 
Auckland and Wellington. 

 

 Crown funding is restricted to main centres mostly. Local government 
funding through district councils is very limited in scope. District 
councils don’t make arts grants locally except through the Creative 
Communities Scheme. 

 

 It would be nice to see Creative New Zealand support professional 
artists who work outside main city centres in the regions, and even to 
acknowledge that art occurs outside main city centres. The Creative 
Communities Scheme should fund projects more than $5,000 (although 
it’s rare to get close to this amount). City/district councils should fund 
arts in addition to the Creative Communities Scheme. 

 

 The district council needs to pay more attention to supporting its local 
theatre rather than spend the vast majority of its arts funding on 
festivals and bringing in acts from overseas and/or from outside the 
region. 

 

 More recognition, acknowledgment and support needs to be given to 
privately run galleries that contribute to the promotion of emerging 
artists. Some private galleries work tirelessly to assist artists to 
establish a career. These galleries get little or no support from 
government departments or councils, perhaps because they are seen 
as profit-driven. In reality they are as passionate about promoting artists 
as the artists are in producing the work. 
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SUPPORT FROM CORPORATE ORGANISATIONS  

Total corporate support 

44 percent of all respondents received corporate support (cash or non-cash). The 
amounts for individual organisations ranged from less than $100 to over $1 million.  

The average (mean) amount of corporate support received by each respondent 
organisation was $106,604, while the median amount was $7,795. 

Businesses and other corporate organisations contributed $22.6 million to respondent 
cultural organisations. 65 percent of the total $22.6 million support was cash (cash 
sponsorship, cash donations and cash memberships) and 35 percent was non-cash 
(non-cash sponsorship and non-cash donations).  

Total corporate support, by forms of support 

Cash sponsorship made up the highest proportion of the total $22.6 million corporate 
support (55 percent; $12.4 million). 

Figure 64 

Total corporate support ($22,599,962): 
Proportions contributed by different forms of corporate support 
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Total corporate support, by cash or non-cash 

42 percent of cultural organisations that responded said that all the support they 
received from businesses and other corporate organisations was in cash. 

Figure 65 

Recipients of corporate support (212 organisations):  
Proportions receiving cash, or non-cash, or both 
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Corporate cash sponsorship 

What is “corporate cash sponsorship”? 

Corporate cash sponsorship is defined as a cash payment from a business or other 
corporate organisation, given to the cultural organisation in exchange for a customised 
range of services, such as promotion, outlined in a written or verbal sponsorship 
agreement. 

Corporate cash sponsorship, by cultural activity 

Of the $12.4 million of corporate cash sponsorship granted to respondents, the largest 
share (59 percent) went to performing arts organisations (which made up 45 percent of 
all respondents). Heritage organisations (25 percent of all respondents) received the 
next largest share (32 percent). Libraries (4 percent of respondents) received no cash 
sponsorship at all. 
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Figure 66 
Corporate cash sponsorship ($12,417,426), by cultural activity  

 

Corporate cash sponsorship, by region 

Wellington-Wairarapa organisations made up 16 percent of all respondents but received 
the largest share (53 percent; $6.6 million) of corporate cash sponsorship. Nationwide-
focused organisations (12 percent of all respondents) got a 19 percent ($2.4 million) 
share, and Auckland organisations (20 percent of all respondents) got 12 percent ($1.5 
million). 

Table 35 
Corporate cash sponsorship, by region 

Region 

Total  
corporate cash  
sponsorship for 
all organisations 
focused on that 

region 

Proportion of  
total corporate  

cash sponsorship 
for all regions  

($12.4m) 

Proportion of  
all respondents 

(480) 

Northland $1,467 <1% 3% 

Auckland $1,530,110 12% 20% 

Waikato $97,709 1% 6% 

Bay of Plenty $210,500 2% 3% 

Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay $43,700 <1% 5% 

59%

32%

3%

4%

<1%
2%

Performing Arts ($7,219,579)

Heritage ($3,968,959)

Visual Arts ($558,531)

Media/Film ($382,459)

Interdisciplinary ($240,067)

Community Arts ($20,300)
Literature/Poetry ($27,531)
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Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

$206,116 2% 6% 

Wellington-Wairarapa $6,639,471 53% 16% 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

$264,042 2% 5% 

Canterbury-West Coast $872,076 7% 13% 

Otago-Southland $153,909 1% 10% 

Nationwide $2,398,326 19% 12% 

Corporate cash sponsorship, by size of organisation 

Major organisations (3 percent of all respondents) obtained 64 percent ($7.9 million) of 
the total corporate cash sponsorship. 

Table 36 
Corporate cash sponsorship, by size of organisation 

Organisation size 

Total  
corporate cash 
sponsorship for 
all organisations 

of that size 

Proportion of  
total corporate  

cash sponsorship 
($12.4m) 

Proportion of  
all respondents 

(480) 

Small $183,579 1% 60% 

Medium $2,942,291 24% 30% 

Large $1,398,563 11% 7% 

Major $7,892,993 64% 3% 

Average and median amounts of corporate cash sponsorship 

Across all organisations that received corporate cash sponsorship, the average (mean) 
amount received was $94,790, while the median amount was $10,000.  

Interdisciplinary organisations had the highest median amount of corporate cash 
sponsorship ($240,067), followed by media/film organisations ($18,086). 
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Table 37 
Average and median amounts of corporate cash sponsorship,  

by cultural activity 

Cultural activity 

Average amount  
of corporate cash 
sponsorship for 
organisations of  

that type 

Median amount  
of corporate cash 
sponsorship for 
organisations of  

that type  

Community Arts $3,383 $3,750 

Heritage $283,497 $13,500 

Interdisciplinary $240,067 $240,067 

Libraries - - 

Literature/Poetry $6,883 $7,633 

Media/Film $34,769 $18,086 

Performing Arts  $90,245 $13,625 

Visual Arts $37,235 $5,000 

Bay of Plenty organisations received the highest median amount of corporate cash 
sponsorship ($105,250), followed by nationwide organisations ($34,000). Wellington-
Wairarapa’s median corporate cash sponsorship amount ($30,750) was nearly triple that 
of Auckland ($10,265). 

Table 38 
Average and median amounts of corporate cash sponsorship,  

by region 

Region 

Average amount  
of corporate cash 
sponsorship for 

organisations focused 
on that region 

Median amount  
of corporate cash 
sponsorship for 

organisations focused 
on that region 

Northland $734 $734 

Auckland $56,671 $10,265 

Waikato $13,958 $2,000 

Bay of Plenty $105,250 $105,250 
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Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay $5,463 $4,500 

Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

$20,612 $1,350 

Wellington-Wairarapa $474,248 $30,750 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

$24,004 $3,300 

Canterbury-West Coast $67,083 $4,000 

Otago-Southland $11,839 $5,000 

Nationwide $99,930 $34,000 

The median amount of corporate cash sponsorship received by major organisations 
($436,250) was significantly greater than that of other organisations. 

Table 39 

Average and median amounts of corporate cash sponsorship,  
by size of organisation 

Organisation size 

Average amount  
of corporate cash 

sponsorship  
for organisations  

of that size 

Median amount  
of corporate cash 
sponsorship for 
organisations of  

that size 

Small $3,600 $1,500 

Medium $52,541 $28,716 

Large $87,410 $73,836 

Major $986,624 $436,250 

Proportion of respondents receiving some corporate cash sponsorship 

27 percent of all 480 respondents obtained some corporate cash sponsorship.  

50 percent of all media/film organisations received some corporate cash sponsorship, 
compared to 12 percent of heritage organisations. Libraries did not receive any support 
from this source. 
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Figure 67 
Proportion of respondents receiving some corporate  

cash sponsorship, by cultural activity 

 

Respondents whose cultural activities focused mainly on Nelson-Marlborough-Tasman 
were the most likely to have received some corporate cash sponsorship (44 percent of 
all respondents focused on that region), followed by nationwide organisations (41 
percent).  

Northland organisations were the least likely to have received corporate cash 
sponsorship (13 percent of organisations focused on that region). 

Table 40 
Proportion of respondents receiving some corporate cash sponsorship,  

by region 

Region 

Proportion of  
respondents focused on 
that region that received 

some corporate cash 
sponsorship 

Northland 13% 

Auckland 28% 

Waikato 23% 

Bay of Plenty 13% 
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Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay 33% 

Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

32% 

Wellington-Wairarapa 18% 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

44% 

Canterbury-West Coast 21% 

Otago-Southland 28% 

Nationwide 41% 

50 percent of major organisations received some corporate cash sponsorship, as did 
44 percent of large organisations and 39 percent of medium-sized organisations. Small 
organisations were the least likely to have received corporate cash sponsorship (18 
percent). 

Corporate non-cash sponsorship 

What is “corporate non-cash sponsorship”? 

Corporate non-cash sponsorship is defined as the estimated cash value of products or 
services (such as legal or financial advice or mentoring), given by a business or 
corporate organisation to a cultural organisation, in exchange for a customised range of 
services outlined in a verbal or written sponsorship agreement.36 

Corporate non-cash sponsorship, by cultural activity  

Of the $6 million of corporate non-cash sponsorship given to respondents, 78 percent 
($4.6 million) went to performing arts organisations, the largest share of the different 
cultural activities. Just 1 percent of corporate non-cash sponsorship went to libraries, 
literature/poetry organisations and community arts organisations (a combined 11 percent 
of all respondents). 

                                                 

36  This includes the services of corporate/business employees (also known as “employee volunteering”), but only if the 
employee is paid by the corporate organisation or business to undertake those services as part of their 
corporate/business employment duties.  
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Figure 68 
Corporate non-cash sponsorship ($5,988,004), by cultural activity 

 

Corporate non-cash sponsorship, by region 

Nationwide organisations made up 12 percent of all respondents but received 36 percent 
($2.2 million) of corporate non-cash sponsorship, the largest share of any of the different 
regional categories.  

Wellington-Wairarapa organisations (16 percent of all respondents) received the next 
largest share (20 percent; $1.2 million), followed by Auckland organisations (20 percent 
of all respondents) with a 17 percent share ($1 million). 

Table 41 
Corporate non-cash sponsorship, by region 

Region 

Total corporate  
non-cash 

sponsorship for 
all organisations 
focused on that 

region 

Proportion of  
total corporate  

non-cash 
sponsorship  
in all regions  

($6m) 

Proportion of  
all respondents 

(480) 

Northland $5,000 <1% 3% 

Auckland  $1,000,076 17% 20% 

Waikato  $168,160 3% 6% 

78%

8%

7%

3%
3%

1%
Performing Arts ($4,625,864)

Heritage ($474,410)

Visual Arts ($419,276)

Media/Film ($206,560)

Interdisciplinary ($189,844)

Literature/Poetry ($45,050)
Community Arts ($24,500)
Libraries ($2,500)
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Bay of Plenty  $155,500 3% 3% 

Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay $94,245 2% 5% 

Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

$171,250 3% 6% 

Wellington-Wairarapa $1,204,400 20% 16% 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

$88,500 1% 5% 

Canterbury-West Coast  $793,893 13% 13% 

Otago-Southland $138,911 2% 10% 

Nationwide $2,168,069 36% 12% 

Corporate non-cash sponsorship, by size of organisation 

Major organisations (3 percent of all respondents) obtained 52 percent ($3.1 million) of 
the total amount of corporate non-cash sponsorship, while small organisations 
(60 percent of all respondents) obtained only 5 percent ($0.3 million). 

Table 42 
Corporate non-cash sponsorship, by size of organisation 

Organisation size 

Total corporate  
non-cash 

sponsorship for 
all organisations 

of that size 

Proportion of  
total corporate  

non-cash 
sponsorship  

($6m) 

Proportion of  
all respondents 

(480) 

Small $282,055 5% 60% 

Medium $1,261,191 21% 30% 

Large $1,301,817 22% 7% 

Major $3,142,941 52% 3% 
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Average and median amounts of corporate non-cash sponsorship 

Across all organisations that received corporate non-cash sponsorship, the average 
(mean) amount received was $58,706, while the median amount was $10,000.  

Of the different cultural activities, interdisciplinary organisations received the highest 
median amount of corporate non-cash sponsorship ($189,844). Media/film organisations 
received the second highest median amount ($30,000). 

Table 43 
Average and median amounts of corporate non-cash sponsorship,  

by cultural activity 

Cultural activity 

Average  
amount of corporate 

non-cash sponsorship 
for organisations  

of that type 

Median  
amount of corporate 

non-cash sponsorship 
for organisations  

of that type 

Community Arts $8,167 $3,000 

Heritage $39,534 $8,500 

Interdisciplinary $189,844 $189,844 

Libraries $1,250 $1,250 

Literature/Poetry $11,263 $10,000 

Media/Film $25,820 $30,000 

Performing Arts  $84,107 $10,000 

Visual Arts $24,663 $9,021 
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Of the different regional categories, Canterbury-West Coast organisations received the 
highest median amount of corporate non-cash sponsorship ($113,413), followed by Bay 
of Plenty organisations ($32,500). Both regions had medians that were significantly 
greater than Auckland ($10,000) and Wellington-Wairarapa ($2,600). 

Table 44 
Average and median amounts of corporate non-cash sponsorship,  

by region 

Region 

Average  
amount of corporate  

non-cash sponsorship 
for organisations  

focused on that region 

Median  
amount of corporate  

non-cash sponsorship  
for organisations  

focused on that region 

Northland $5,000 $5,000 

Auckland $37,040 $10,000 

Waikato $28,027 $1,250 

Bay of Plenty $38,875 $32,500 

Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay $15,708 $8,623 

Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

$42,813 $1,000 

Wellington-Wairarapa $75,275 $2,600 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

$22,125 $16,500 

Canterbury-West Coast $113,413 $50,000 

Otago-Southland $13,891 $4,000 

Nationwide $127,533 $30,000 
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Among the different size categories, the median amount of corporate non-cash 
sponsorship ranged from $1,000 for small organisations, through to $300,000 for major 
organisations. 

Table 45 
Average and median amounts of corporate non-cash sponsorship,  

by size of organisation  

Organisation size 

Average  
amount of corporate  

non-cash sponsorship 
for organisations  

of that size 

Median  
amount of corporate  

non-cash sponsorship  
for organisations  

of that size 

Small $8,547 $1,000 

Medium $26,834 $14,000 

Large $86,788 $40,000 

Major $448,992 $300,000 

Proportion of respondents receiving some corporate non-cash 

sponsorship 

21 percent of all respondents obtained some corporate non-cash sponsorship.  

Of the different cultural activities, media/film organisations had the highest proportion (36 
percent) of organisations receiving some corporate non-cash sponsorship. Heritage 
organisations had the lowest, with 10 percent.  
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Figure 69 
Proportion of respondents receiving some corporate non-cash sponsorship,  

by cultural activity 

 

Respondents whose cultural activities were mainly focused nationwide were the most 
likely to have received some corporate non-cash sponsorship (29 percent of all 
nationwide respondents), followed by Auckland organisations (28 percent).  

Northland organisations were the least likely to have received corporate non-cash 
sponsorship (7 percent of organisations focused on that region). 

Table 46 

Proportion of respondents receiving some corporate  
non-cash sponsorship, by region 

Region 

Proportion  
of respondents  

focused on that region  
that received some  
corporate non-cash  

sponsorship 

Northland 7% 

Auckland 28% 

Waikato 20% 

29%
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Bay of Plenty 25% 

Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay 25% 

Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

13% 

Wellington-Wairarapa 21% 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

16% 

Canterbury-West Coast 11% 

Otago-Southland 21% 

Nationwide 29% 

44 percent of major organisations received some corporate non-cash sponsorship, 
compared with 42 percent of large organisations and 33 percent of medium-sized 
organisations. Small organisations were the least likely to have received corporate non-
cash sponsorship (12 percent). 

Corporate cash donations 

What are “corporate cash donations”? 

A corporate cash donation is defined as a discretionary cash payment from a business 
or other corporate organisation, given to a cultural organisation with no requirement or 
expectation of any benefits in return.37  

Corporate cash donations, by cultural activity 

Of the $2.1 million of corporate cash donations given to respondents, half went to 
heritage organisations (which made up 25 percent of all respondents), while performing 
arts organisations (45 percent of all respondents) received 44 percent. None went to 
interdisciplinary or media/film organisations. 

                                                 

37  While there is no requirement or expectation, cultural organisations may still subsequently offer services or benefits to 
corporate organisations and businesses that make cash donations.  
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Figure 70 
Corporate cash donations ($2,133,316), by cultural activity  

 

Corporate cash donations, by region 

Nationwide-focused organisations (12 percent of all respondents) received the largest 
share (61 percent) of corporate cash donations, with $1.3 million.  

Canterbury-West Coast organisations (13 percent of all respondents) received the next 
largest share (29 percent; $624,200), which was significantly more than other regions, 
including Auckland (20 percent of all respondents), which got 7 percent ($158,131). 
Northland and Bay of Plenty organisations that responded did not receive any corporate 
cash donations. 

Table 47 
Amount of corporate cash donations, by region 

Region 

Total corporate  
cash donations for 
all organisations 
focused on that  

region 

Proportion of  
total corporate  
cash donations  
for all regions  

($2.1m) 

Proportion of  
all respondents 

(480) 

Northland - - 3% 

Auckland $158,131 7% 20% 

Waikato $3,201 <1% 6% 

Bay of Plenty - - 3% 

Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay $2,670 <1% 5% 

50%

44%

5%
1%

Heritage ($1,065,435)

Performing arts ($940,581)

Libraries ($110,000)

Visual arts ($13,300)
Community arts ($2,000)
Literature/poetry ($2,000)
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Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

$2,100 <1% 6% 

Wellington-Wairarapa $29,750 1% 16% 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

$3,120 <1% 5% 

Canterbury-West Coast $624,200 29% 13% 

Otago-Southland $15,864 1% 10% 

Nationwide $1,294,280 61% 12% 

Corporate cash donations, by size of organisation 

Large organisations (7 percent of all respondents) obtained 83 percent ($1.8 million) of 
the total corporate cash donations, the largest share of the different size categories. 

Table 48 
Amount of corporate cash donations, by size of organisation 

Organisation size 

Total corporate  
cash donations for 
all organisations of 

that size 

Proportion of  
total corporate  
cash donations 

($2.1m) 

Proportion of  
all respondents 

(480) 

Small $71,566 3% 60% 

Medium $89,750 4% 30% 

Large $1,762,000 83% 7% 

Major $210,000 10% 3% 

Average and median amounts of corporate cash donations 

Across all organisations that received corporate cash donations, the average (mean) 
amount received was $62,745, while the median amount was $2,201.  

Of the different cultural activities, the highest median amount was for libraries, with 
$55,000. Visual arts organisations received the second highest median amount of 
corporate cash donations ($4,000). Interdisciplinary and media/film organisations that 
responded did not receive any corporate cash donations. 
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Table 49 
Average and median amounts of corporate cash donations,  

by cultural activity 

Cultural activity 

Average  
amount of corporate  
cash donations for  

organisations of  
that type 

Median  
amount of corporate  
cash donations for  

organisations of  
that type 

Community Arts $2,000 $2,000 

Heritage $133,179 $2,535 

Interdisciplinary - - 

Libraries $55,000 $55,000 

Literature/Poetry $1,000 $1,000 

Media/Film - - 

Performing Arts  $52,255 $1,615 

Visual Arts $4,433 $4,000 

Of the different regional categories, Wellington-Wairarapa organisations received the 
highest median amount of corporate cash donations ($14,875). They were followed by 
nationwide organisations, with a median ($10,875) that was nearly double that of 
Auckland ($5,600). 

Table 50 
Average and median amounts of corporate cash donations,  

by region 

Region 

Average  
amount of corporate  
cash donations for  

organisations focused 
on that region 

Median  
amount of corporate  
cash donations for  

organisations focused  
on that region 

Northland - - 

Auckland $19,766 $5,600 

Waikato $1,601 $1,601 

Bay of Plenty - - 
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Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay $2,670 $2,670 

Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

$1,050 $1,050 

Wellington-Wairarapa $14,875 $14,875 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

$1,560 $1,560 

Canterbury-West Coast $208,067 $4,000 

Otago-Southland $2,644 $1,250 

Nationwide $161,785 $10,875 

Among the different size categories, the median amount of corporate cash donations 
ranged from $1,200 for small organisations through to $617,000 for large organisations. 

 Table 51 
Average and median amounts of corporate cash donations,  

by size of organisation 

Organisation size 

Average  
amount of corporate 
cash donations for 

organisations of  
that size 

Median  
amount of corporate 
cash donations for 

organisations of  
that size 

Small $3,408 $1,200 

Medium $11,219 $9,775 

Large $587,333 $617,000 

Major $105,000 $105,000 

Proportion of respondents receiving some corporate cash donations 

7 percent of all respondents received some corporate cash donations.  

Among the different cultural activities, 14 percent of libraries received corporate cash 
donations, which was the highest proportion, while interdisciplinary and media/film 
organisations did not receive any. 
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Figure 71 
Proportion of respondents receiving some corporate cash donations,  

by cultural activity  

 

Respondents whose cultural activities were mainly focused nationwide were the most 
likely to have received some corporate cash donations (14 percent of all nationwide 
respondents), followed by Otago-Southland organisations (13 percent). Auckland 
organisations were two and a half times more likely than Wellington organisations to 
have received some corporate cash donations. 

Table 52 

Proportion of respondents receiving some corporate cash donations,  
by region 

Region 

Proportion of  
respondents focused  

on that region that  
received corporate  

cash donations 

Northland - 

Auckland 8% 

Waikato 7% 

Bay of Plenty - 
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Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay 4% 

Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

6% 

Wellington-Wairarapa 3% 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

8% 

Canterbury-West Coast 5% 

Otago-Southland 13% 

Nationwide 14% 

13 percent of major organisations received some corporate cash donations, compared 
with 8 percent of large organisations and 7 percent of small organisations. Medium-sized 
organisations, with 6 percent, were the least likely to have received corporate cash 
donations. 

Corporate non-cash donations 

What are “corporate non-cash donations”? 

Corporate non-cash donations are defined as the estimated cash value of products or 
services given to a cultural organisation by a business or other corporate organisation, 
with no requirement or expectation of any benefits in return.38  

Corporate non-cash donations, by cultural activity  

Of the $1.8 million of corporate non-cash donations given to respondents, 94 percent 
went to heritage organisations (25 percent of all respondents). Interdisciplinary 
organisations that responded did not receive any non-cash donations. 

                                                 

38  While there is no requirement or expectation, cultural organisations may still subsequently offer services or benefits to 
corporate organisations and businesses that make non-cash donations. 
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Figure 72 
Corporate non-cash donations ($1,823,473), by cultural activity  

 

Corporate non-cash donations, by region 

Nationwide organisations made up only 12 percent of all respondents but received 
94 percent ($1.7 million) of corporate non-cash donations.  

Auckland organisations (20 percent of all respondents) got a 3 percent share ($45,884), 
and Otago-Southland organisations (10 percent of all respondents) got 2 percent 
($37,300). 

Table 53 
Corporate non-cash donations, by region 

Region 

Total corporate  
non-cash donations 
for all organisations 

focused on that 
region 

Proportion  
of total corporate 

non-cash donations 
in all regions  

($1.8m) 

Proportion of all 
respondents (480) 

Northland - - 3% 

Auckland $45,884 3% 20% 

Waikato - - 6% 

Bay of Plenty - - 3% 

Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay $10,500 1% 5% 

94%

1%

1% 1%

3%

Heritage ($1,714,750)

Performing Arts ($57,934)

Visual Arts ($21,700)

Literature/Poetry ($17,339)

Community Arts ($5,750)
Libraries ($5,000)        
Media/Film ($1,000)
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Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

$6,000 <1% 6% 

Wellington-Wairarapa $8,500 1% 16% 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

$3,500 <1% 5% 

Canterbury-West Coast $3,700 <1% 13% 

Otago-Southland $37,300 2% 10% 

Nationwide $1,708,089 94% 12% 

Corporate non-cash donations, by size of organisation 

Large organisations (7 percent of all respondents) obtained 94 percent ($1.7 million) of 
the total amount of corporate non-cash donations, while major organisations (3 percent 
of all respondents) obtained less than 1 percent ($5,000). 

Table 54 
Corporate non-cash donations, by size of organisation 

Organisation size 

Total corporate  
non-cash  

donations for all 
organisations of 

that size 

Proportion of  
total corporate  

non-cash  
donations 

($1.8m) 

Proportion of  
all respondents 

(480) 

Small $48,837 3% 60% 

Medium $58,636 3% 30% 

Large $1,711,000 94% 7% 

Major $5,000 <1% 3% 

Average and median amounts of corporate non-cash donations 

Across all organisations that received corporate non-cash donations, the average 
(mean) amount received was $62,878, while the median amount was $3,048.  

Literature/poetry organisations received the highest median amount of corporate non-
cash donations ($7,089), followed by libraries ($5,000) and heritage organisations 
($4,500). 
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Table 55 
Average and median amounts of corporate non-cash donations,  

by cultural activity 

Cultural activity 

Average  
amount of corporate 
non-cash donations  
for organisations of  

that type 

Median  
amount of corporate 
non-cash donations  
for organisations of  

that type 

Community Arts $1,917 $2,000 

Heritage $342,950 $4,500 

Interdisciplinary - - 

Libraries $5,000 $5,000 

Literature/Poetry $5,780 $7,089 

Media/Film $1,000 $1,000 

Performing Arts  $6,437 $4,386 

Visual Arts $3,100 $3,000 

Nationwide and Otago-Southland organisations shared the highest median amount of 
corporate non-cash donations ($10,000), which was more than double that of next-
placed Auckland (with a median of $4,693). Organisations focused on the Bay of Plenty, 
Northland and Waikato did not receive any corporate non-cash donations. 

Table 56 

Average and median amounts of corporate non-cash donations,  
by region 

Region 

Average  
amount of corporate 

non-cash donations for 
organisations focused 

on that region 

Median  
amount of corporate  

non-cash donations for 
organisations focused 

on that region 

Northland - - 

Auckland $5,736 $4,693 

Waikato - - 

Bay of Plenty - - 
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Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay $3,500 $3,000 

Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

$3,000 $3,000 

Wellington-Wairarapa $1,700 $1,000 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

$1,750 $1,750 

Canterbury-West Coast $1,233 $500 

Otago-Southland $12,433 $10,000 

Nationwide $569,363 $10,000 

Among the different size categories, the median amount of corporate non-cash 
donations received ranged from $1,500 for small organisations to $10,000 for large 
organisations. 

 Table 57 

Average and median amounts of corporate non-cash donations,  
by size of organisation  

Organisation size 

Average  
amount of corporate 
non-cash donations  

for organisations  
of that size 

Median  
amount of corporate 
non-cash donations  

for organisations  
of that size 

Small $3,488 $1,500 

Medium $5,331 $4,500 

Large $570,333 $10,000 

Major $5,000 $5,000 

Proportion of respondents receiving some corporate non-cash donations 

6 percent of all respondents obtained some corporate non-cash donations.  

Of the different cultural activities, 21 percent of all literature/poetry organisations 
received some corporate non-cash donations, which was the highest proportion, 
followed by community arts organisations with a proportion of 16 percent. 
Interdisciplinary organisations did not receive any corporate non-cash donations. 
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 Figure 73 
Proportion of respondents receiving some corporate  

non-cash donations, by cultural activity 

 

Respondents whose cultural activities mainly focused on Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay were 
the most likely to have received some corporate non-cash donations (13 percent of all 
respondents focused on that region), followed by Auckland and Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman Bay organisations (8 percent). 

Table 58 
Proportion of respondents receiving some corporate  

non-cash donations, by region 

Region 

Proportion of  
respondents focused on  
that region that received  

corporate non-cash  
donations 

Northland - 

Auckland 8% 

Waikato - 

Bay of Plenty - 

Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay 13% 
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Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

6% 

Wellington-Wairarapa 6% 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

8% 

Canterbury-West Coast 5% 

Otago-Southland 6% 

Nationwide 5% 

8 percent of medium-sized and large organisations received corporate non-cash 
donations, and 6 percent of major organisations. Small organisations were the least 
likely to have received corporate non-cash donations (5 percent). 

Corporate cash memberships 

What are “corporate cash memberships”? 

Corporate cash memberships are defined as a set cash payment (such as an annual 
subscription) given by a business or corporate organisation to a cultural organisation in 
exchange for a standard range of benefits, such as complimentary or discounted tickets 
or priority booking. 

Corporate cash memberships, by cultural activity 

Of the $0.2 million of corporate cash memberships received by respondents, 83 percent 
went to performing arts organisations. Corporate cash memberships were not received 
at all by libraries or by community arts, interdisciplinary and media/film organisations that 
responded, while only small amounts of corporate cash memberships were received by 
heritage, visual arts and literature/poetry organisations. 
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Figure 74 
Corporate cash memberships ($237,743), by cultural activity 

 

Corporate cash memberships, by region 

Canterbury-West Coast organisations made up 13 percent of all respondents but 
received the largest regional share of corporate cash membership support, with 
36 percent ($85,783), followed by Manawatu-Wanganui-Taranaki (6 percent of 
respondents) with a 20 percent ($46,500) share of corporate cash memberships.  

Auckland and Wellington-Wairarapa organisations shared the spot for the third lowest 
amount of corporate cash membership support. 

Table 59 
Corporate cash memberships, by region  

Region 

Total corporate  
cash memberships 
for all organisations 

focused on that  
region 

Proportion  
of total corporate 

cash memberships 
($0.2m) 

Proportion of  
all respondents 

(480) 

Northland - - 3% 

Auckland $3,500 1% 20% 

Waikato $7,000 3% 6% 

Bay of Plenty $33,500 14% 3% 

Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay - - 5% 

83%

14%

1%
2%

Performing arts ($196,468)

Heritage ($32,775)

Visual arts ($5,500)

Literature/poetry ($3,000)
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Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

$46,500 20% 6% 

Wellington-Wairarapa $2,425 1% 16% 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

$5,700 2% 5% 

Canterbury-West Coast $85,783 36% 13% 

Otago-Southland $33,085 14% 10% 

Nationwide $20,250 9% 12% 

Corporate cash memberships, by size of organisation 

Of the different size categories, large organisations (7 percent of all respondents) 
received the largest share of the total amount of corporate cash memberships, with 
65 percent ($153,883). Major organisations (3 percent of all respondents) did not receive 
any. 

Table 60 
Corporate cash memberships, by size of organisation 

Organisation size 

Total corporate  
cash memberships 
for all organisations 

of that size 

Proportion of  
total corporate  

cash memberships 
($0.2m) 

Proportion of  
all respondents 

(480) 

Small $31,210 13% 60% 

Medium $52,650 22% 30% 

Large $153,883 65% 7% 

Major - - 3% 

Average and median amounts of corporate cash memberships 

Across all organisations that received corporate cash memberships, the average (mean) 
amount received was $11,887, while the median amount was $4,875.  

Of the different cultural activities, performing arts organisations received the highest 
median amount of corporate cash memberships ($5,000). 
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Table 61 
Average and median amounts of corporate cash memberships,  

by cultural activity 

Cultural activity 

Average amount  
of corporate cash 
memberships for 
organisations of  

that type 

Median amount  
of corporate cash 
memberships for 
organisations of  

that type 

Community Arts - - 

Heritage $6,555 $4,750 

Interdisciplinary - - 

Libraries - - 

Literature/Poetry $3,000 $3,000 

Media/Film - - 

Performing Arts  $16,372 $5,000 

Visual Arts $2,750 $2,750 

Manawatu-Wanganui-Taranaki organisations received the highest median amount of 
corporate cash memberships ($23,250) among the different regions, followed by Bay of 
Plenty organisations ($16,750) and Otago-Southland organisations ($16,543). 

Table 62 
Average and median amounts of corporate cash memberships,  

by region 

Region 

Average amount  
of corporate cash 

memberships  
for organisations 

focused on that region 

Median amount  
of corporate cash 

memberships  
for organisations 

focused on that region 

Northland - - 

Auckland $3,500 $3,500 

Waikato $3,500 $3,500 

Bay of Plenty $16,750 $16,750 

Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay - - 
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Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

$23,250 $23,250 

Wellington-Wairarapa $1,213 $1,213 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

$2,850 $2,850 

Canterbury-West Coast $28,594 $6,900 

Otago-Southland $16,543 $16,543 

Nationwide $5,063 $4,875 

Among the different size categories, the median amount of corporate cash memberships 
ranged from $2,543 for small organisations, through to $37,500 for large organisations.  

Table 63 
Average and median amounts of corporate cash memberships,  

by size of organisation  

Organisation size 

Average  
amount of corporate  
cash memberships  
for organisations of  

that size 

Median  
amount of corporate  
cash memberships  
for organisations of  

that size 

Small $5,202 $2,543 

Medium $5,265 $4,875 

Large $38,471 $37,500 

Major - - 

Proportion of respondents receiving some corporate cash membership 

support 

4 percent of all respondents obtained some support from corporate cash memberships.  

7 percent of all literature/poetry organisations received some corporate cash 
membership support, the highest proportion among the different cultural activities. 
Libraries, community arts organisations, interdisciplinary organisations and media/film 
organisations did not receive any corporate cash membership support. 
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Figure 75 
Proportion of respondents receiving some corporate  

cash membership support, by cultural activity  

 

Respondents whose cultural activities focused mainly on the Bay of Plenty were the 
most likely to have received some corporate cash membership support (13 percent of all 
respondents focused on that region), followed by Nelson-Marlborough-Tasman 
organisations (8 percent). 

Table 64 
Proportion of respondents receiving some corporate  

cash membership support, by region 

Region 

Proportion of  
respondents focused on 
that region that received 

some corporate cash 
membership support 

Northland - 

Auckland 1% 

Waikato 7% 

Bay of Plenty 13% 

Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay - 
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Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

6% 

Wellington-Wairarapa 3% 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

8% 

Canterbury-West Coast 5% 

Otago-Southland 4% 

Nationwide 7% 

11 percent of large organisations received some corporate cash membership support, 
along with 7 percent of medium-sized organisations and 2 percent of small 
organisations. Major organisations did not receive any corporate cash membership 
support. 

Number of corporate sectors providing support 

Across all respondents, 56 percent of cultural organisations received no corporate 
support. 29 percent received support from businesses within one or two corporate 
sectors, and 15 percent from businesses within three or more corporate sectors. 

Of the 212 respondents that received any form of corporate support, 65 percent received 
this support from businesses within one or two corporate sectors.  

Figure 76 
Number of corporate sectors providing support 

65%

14%

21%

Support from 1-2 corporate
sectors (138 respondents)

Support from 3 corporate
sectors (28 respondents)

Support from 4+ corporate
sectors (46 respondents)
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Number of corporate sectors providing support, by cultural activity 

Libraries were the most likely to receive no corporate support at all (78 percent of all 
libraries that responded), while literature/poetry organisations were the most likely to 
receive corporate support from businesses within one or two corporate sectors.  

Figures 77 and 78 
Number of corporate sectors providing support, 

by cultural activity  
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Number of corporate sectors providing support, by region 

Northland-focused organisations were the most likely to receive no corporate support at 
all (80 percent of all respondents focused on that region). Manawatu-Wanganui-Taranaki 
organisations were the most likely to receive corporate support from businesses within 
one or two corporate sectors. 

Table 65 
Number of corporate sectors providing support, 

by region 

Region 

Proportion  
of organisations  
focused on that  

region that received 
no corporate  

support 

Proportion  
of organisations  
focused on that  

region that received 
support from 1-2 
corporate sectors  

Proportion  
of organisations  
focused on that  

region that received 
support from 3+  

corporate sectors 

Northland 80% 13% 7% 

Auckland 54% 27% 19% 

Waikato 60% 33% 7% 

Bay of Plenty 69% 25% 6% 

Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay 54% 33% 13% 

Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

55% 39% 6% 

Wellington-Wairarapa 64% 22% 14% 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

44% 36% 20% 

Canterbury-West Coast 64% 20% 16% 

Otago-Southland 47% 34% 19% 

Nationwide 41% 38% 21% 
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Number of corporate sectors providing support, by size of organisation 

Small organisations were the most likely to receive no corporate support (65 percent of 
all small organisations that responded). Major organisations were the most likely to 
receive their corporate support from businesses within three or more corporate sectors. 

Table 66 
Number of corporate sectors providing support, 

by size of organisation 

Organisation size 

Proportion of  
organisations of 

that size receiving 
no corporate  

support  

Proportion of  
organisations of 

that size receiving 
support from 1-2 
corporate sectors 

Proportion of  
organisations of 

that size receiving 
support from 3+ 

corporate sectors 

Small 65% 29% 6% 

Medium 42% 30% 28% 

Large 39% 33% 28% 

Major 44% 13% 44% 
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Corporate sectors providing respondents’ main source of 

corporate support 

Of those respondents that received corporate support, 24 percent said their main 
corporate supporter came from within the professional services sector (which includes 
banking/financial services, legal services, accounting, advertising/public relations and 
insurance).39  

18 percent said their main corporate supporter came from the retail/wholesale trade 
(which includes those selling groceries, beverages and other perishable and non-
perishable products), and 14 percent from the media sector (which includes 
broadcasting and print media and internet publishing).   

Figure 79 
Corporate sectors providing respondents’ main corporate supporter 
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39  This indicates the corporate sector that the highest proportion of respondents said was the sector of their main 
corporate supporter. Respondents were not asked to specify amounts of support received from particular corporate 
sectors so it is not known which corporate sector provided the highest total amount of support across all respondents. 
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Main corporate supporter from the professional services sector 

Of respondents that said their main corporate supporter came from within the 
professional services sector, 33 percent said this came from banking/financial 
businesses. 

Figure 80 
Main corporate supporter from the professional services sector, 

by type of business 

 

Main corporate supporter from the retail/wholesale trade sector 

Of those that said their main corporate supporter came from within the retail/wholesale 
trade, 42 percent said this came from grocery/beverage retailers and wholesalers. 

Figure 81 
Main corporate support from the retail/wholesale sector,  

by type of business  
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Main corporate supporter from the media sector  

Of respondents that said their main corporate supporter came from within the media 
sector, 55 percent said this came from publishing or print media.  

Figure 82 

Main corporate support from the media sector,  
by type of business  

Broadcasting/internet
publishing45%

55%
Publishing 

 

Main corporate support, by cultural activity 

Of those community arts organisations that received corporate support, 33 percent said 
their main corporate supporter came from the retail/wholesale trade sector.  

33 percent of literature/poetry organisations that received corporate support also said 
their main support was from the retail/wholesale trade sector, while another 33 percent 
of literature/poetry organisations said their main corporate support came from the 
professional services sector. 
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Table 67 
Sectors providing main corporate support, by cultural activity 

(with the percentage of organisations in that cultural category  

that cited that sector as their main corporate supporter) 

Cultural activity 40 
Sectors providing  

main corporate support 41  

Community Arts Retail/wholesale trade (33%) 

Heritage 

Other services (17%) 

Professional services (14%) 

Media (14%) 

Literature/Poetry 
Professional services (33%) 

Retail/wholesale trade (33%) 

Media/Film 
Media (27%) 

Transport/freight (18%) 

Performing Arts 

Professional services (27%) 

Retail/wholesale trade (19%) 

Media (13%) 

Visual Arts 

Retail/wholesale trade (28%) 

Professional services (21%) 

Hospitality (10%) 

 

                                                 
40  Excluding libraries and interdisciplinary organisations, as none received corporate support. 
41  Percentages do not add up to 100 percent, as they show only the leading corporate sector supporters in each cultural 
activity category. 
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Main corporate support, by region 

Of those Auckland-focused organisations that received corporate support, 30 percent 
said their main corporate supporter came from the professional services sector, and 
14 percent said it came from the retail/wholesale trade sector. 35 percent of Auckland-
focused organisations said their main corporate supporter came from either the media, 
construction, hospitality or transport/freight sectors (9 percent each). 

Table 68 
Sectors providing main corporate support, by region 

(with the percentage of organisations focused on that region  

that cited that sector as their main corporate supporter) 

Region 42 
Sectors providing  

main corporate support 43  

Auckland 

Professional services (30%) 

Retail/wholesale trade (14%) 

Media; Construction; Hospitality; 
Transport/Freight (9% each) 

Waikato 
Media; Professional Services  

(25% each) 

Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay Media (27%) 

Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

Retail/wholesale trade (36%) 

Wellington-Wairarapa 

Professional services (36%) 

Media (14%) 

Retail; Transport/freight (11% each) 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

Agriculture; Health; Professional services 

(21% each) 

                                                 

42  Excluding Bay of Plenty and Northland organisations, as none received corporate support. 
43  Percentages do not add up to 100 percent, as they show only the leading corporate sector supporters in each regional 
category . 
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Canterbury-West Coast 
Retail/wholesale trade (32%) 

Hospitality (18%) 

Otago-Southland 

Retail/wholesale trade (24%) 

Professional services (20%) 

Media (16%) 

Nationwide 

Professional services (24%) 

Media (21%) 

Retail/wholesale trade (12%) 

Main corporate support, by size of organisation 

44 percent of major organisations that received corporate support said the media sector 
was their main corporate supporter, while 33 percent of major organisations said the 
professional services sector provided their main corporate support. 

Table 69 

Sectors providing main corporate support, by size of organisation 
(with the percentage of organisations of that size that cited  

that sector as their main corporate supporter) 

Organisation size 
Sectors providing  

main corporate support 44  

Small 

Professional services (23%) 

Retail/wholesale trade (17%) 

Media (12%) 

Medium 

Professional services (23%) 

Retail/wholesale trade (17%) 

Media (13%) 

                                                 

44  Percentages do not add up to 100 percent, as they show only the leading corporate sector supporters in each size 
category . 
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Large 

Retail/wholesale trade (23%) 

Professional services (18%) 

Hospitality (14%) 

Major 
Media (44%) 

Professional services (33%) 

Respondents’ comments on corporate support 

26 percent of all respondents commented on aspects of corporate/business support. 
They expressed concern at the potential impact of an economic downturn on this 
source:45  

 We have a principal sponsor that seems less affected by the global 
economic downturn than other corporate entities, and has recently 
renewed its sponsorship for three years at a slightly higher level. 
However, it’s scarcely possible to seek additional corporate support in 
the current economic environment, and this is likely to have an effect on 
sponsorship levels for 2010 and beyond. 

 

 The economic recession has hit the business community hard and even 
our long-time sponsors are spending less. 

 

 It is going to get much harder to obtain as companies tighten the reins 
on “treat” spending such as sponsorships. Companies may be able to 
get the same benefits from cultural organisations by contributing less, 
as any dollars are so preciously accepted by those organisations.  

 

 Greater perceived “return” benefits (and “trade-offs”) are certain to be 
required from corporate funding sources. 

 

 Changes to tax deductibility will help, but only in buoyant financial 
times, as this assumes profitability of corporations. An increasing 
community sense of philanthropy, and corporate volunteerism, would 
assist. 

 

                                                 

45  Comments are from all respondents irrespective of whether they received corporate support in the 2007/08 tax year. 
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Respondents did not know how to obtain corporate support, or they considered seeking 
corporate support only if other sources of support were at risk:  

 We may need to source the corporate area more in the future, as the 
district council may pull the plug in a year. 

 

 It’s difficult coming up with ideas on how to approach businesses.  

 This is an area that we are yet to explore. My perception is that it is 
difficult to infiltrate this kind of funding. 

 

Respondents considered corporate support to be mostly limited to mainstream cultural 
organisations that appealed to large numbers of people: 

 Corporates fund projects that have a high profile and to which they 
prefer to attach their marketing and branding. Smaller, community 
based activities with a high social development value are not quite as 
“sexy”.  

 

 Smaller venues in small centres do not have huge audience numbers to 
offer commercial sponsors as a benefit. 

 

 Corporates are looking for “big-bang” high-profile (televised) 
sponsorship targets at least cost, and we struggle to make further in-
roads into this area, even at very small sums. We have expended 
considerable money developing and printing tailored sponsorship 
proposals that address the brand and sales needs of the company, to 
no avail. 

 

 In small communities corporate support tends to be “in kind” or as 
products or services, rather than cash. It is difficult for many cultural 
organisations to consider sponsorship and to be able to offer publicity. 
The corporates have to see a return and often need a direct link 
between the project and their core business. 

 

 Corporates are usually very willing to help with small donations such as 
wine or chocolates as performance gifts. It’s much harder to get a 
commitment to real money in an ongoing capacity. 

 

 It is more difficult in the provinces because many commercial outlets 
have head offices elsewhere and the local staff have only limited ability 
to agree to sponsorship. 

 

 It’s hopeless – now that head offices have all moved overseas.  

 New Zealand is fast running out of large corporates that are able and 
willing to take on large sponsorship opportunities.  
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 There has been a noticeable reduction in corporate funding since 2007, 

due to a reduced discretionary spend available to New Zealand 
branches of multinational companies. 

 

 Marketing and sponsorship managers continually change, as does 
corporate policy. It’s a totally unreliable option in a cultural sector that 
often works 12-24 months in advance. 

 

 We don’t have any head offices in our city so large corporate 
sponsorships are not possible. Much staff time is spent servicing many 
smaller corporates instead.  

 

 Many mainstream corporates don’t want to be associated with a queer 
event because it doesn’t fit their brand. So we’re always going to be 
reliant on what money we can get from funding grants to some extent. 

 

 We have only one corporate funder and we don’t consider it worthwhile 
applying to others. A limited knowledge about dance in the community 
means it’s a waste of energy. 

 

Respondents said cultural organisations needed to better understand the corporate 
environment and to improve their corporate relationship skills:  

 The sponsorship paradigm is changing. Partnerships will become the 
new way to define these kinds of relationships. Arts organisations will 
be required to find innovative ways of providing benefits to sponsors. Of 
critical concern is the value of content. Some say that if you sponsor 
sport you risk the team losing, and that there are no losers in the arts. 
However, what if the clients of the sponsor walk out of the show or 
simply decline to attend as they have no interest? 

 

 Sponsorships are most effective when they provide long-term year-
round benefits and are national. One-off shows in one location will be 
harder to sponsor. 

 

 Sponsors may be keener to work in partnerships with other sponsors 
from different industry sectors rather than have exclusive ownership of 
a sponsorship property – time will tell. 

 

 There is potential for growth in corporate/arts producer partnerships, 
helping business to achieve their aims in reaching customers. 
Businesses need their awareness raised of how sponsorship of the arts 
can be a marketing tool, and artists need to approach businesses on an 
equal footing and understand how businesses work and how their 
artform/practice can be used to help business achieve their objectives. 
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 Corporate funding is more personal but it is also very vulnerable to 

change. Corporate funding requires more time to develop and maintain 
the relationship. 

 

 We have nurtured some good relationships with potential partners but 
haven’t yet succeeded in developing a partnership project they will 
support. This remains work in progress. In the meantime our corporate 
sponsorship has tended to be connected to the hospitality companies 
around our venue, or in-kind support (loans of equipment etc). 

 

 The biggest issue with corporate funding is matching the core interests 
of the corporate with the needs of the cultural organisation. This is an 
area not well understood by many seeking funding. 

 

Respondents wanted more encouragement for corporate organisations to support the 
cultural sector:  

 The government could assist by recognising publicly those corporates 
that are endeavouring to maintain arts sponsorship. They are good 
citizens. 

 

 Corporate relationships are built through networking and therefore 
introductions are very important. 

 

 A government initiative to drive this forward would be excellent as just 
“cold-call” approaches from individual cultural organisations are very 
difficult to achieve, let alone sustain. 
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SUPPORT FROM INDIVIDUALS 

Total individual support 

62 percent of all respondents received support from individuals (cash or non-cash). The 
amounts received by individual organisations ranged from $10 to over $100,000.  

The average (mean) amount of support received by organisations from all their individual 
supporters was $33,628, while the median amount was $3,263. 

Individuals contributed $9.9 million to respondent cultural organisations. 81 percent of 
the total $9.9 million support was cash (membership and “friends” schemes, cash 
donations and payroll giving). 5 percent of the total $9.9 million support was non-cash 
(non-cash donations) and 14 percent was either cash or non-cash (legacies and 
bequests).46 

Total individual support, by forms of support 

Membership and friends schemes made up the highest proportion of the total $9.9 
million individual support (43 percent; $4.2 million).  

Figure 83 
Total individual support ($9,886,545): 

Proportions contributed by different forms of individual support 

$4,231,696

$3,706,345

$1,407,833

$530,617
$10,054

Membership/friends' schemes
(43%)

Cash donations (37%)

Legacies/bequests (14%)

Non-cash donations (5%)

Payroll giving (<1%)

 

                                                 

46  It was not possible to separate the cash and non-cash amounts in the legacies/bequests category. 
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Total individual support, by cash or non-cash 

83 percent of organisations that responded said that all the support they received from 
individuals was in cash. 

Figure 84 

Recipients of individual support (296 organisations): 
Proportions receiving cash, or non-cash, or both 

 

83%

5%

12%

Cash support (247
organisations)

Non-cash support (13
organisations)

Cash and non-cash support
(36 organisations)

 
 

Individual memberships and friends schemes 

What are “individual memberships and friends schemes”? 

Individual memberships and friends schemes are defined as a set cash payment (such 
as an annual subscription) given by an individual (or a couple or family) in exchange for 
a standard range of benefits, such as complimentary or discounted tickets, newsletters, 
or friends’ events. 

Individual membership/friends scheme support, by cultural activity 

Of the $4.2 million of support given to respondents through individual memberships and 
friends schemes, the largest share (60 percent) went to performing arts organisations 
(which made up 45 percent of all respondents). The next highest share (28 percent) 
went to heritage organisations (25 percent of all respondents). Libraries, interdisciplinary 
organisations and community arts organisations received the least support from this 
source. 
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Figure 85 
Individual membership/friends scheme support ($4,231,696), 

by cultural activity 

 

Individual membership/friends scheme support, by region 

Nationwide organisations made up 12 percent of all respondents but received 32 percent 
($1.3 million) of membership/friends scheme support, the largest share of the different 
regional categories.  

Canterbury-West Coast organisations (13 percent of all respondents) got the next 
largest share of membership/friends scheme support, with 21 percent ($890,984), 
followed by Auckland organisations (20 percent of all respondents) with a 15 percent 
share ($638,679). 

Table 70 
Individual membership/friends scheme support, by region 

Region 

Total  
membership/ 

friends scheme  
support for all  
organisations  

focused on that  
region 

Proportion of 
 total membership/

friends scheme  
support in all  

regions  
($4.2m) 

Proportion of  
all respondents 

(480) 

Northland $16,024 <1% 3% 

Auckland $638,679 15% 20% 

Performing Arts ($2,537,115)

60%

28%

2%2%

3%
5%

Heritage ($1,164,664)

Literature/Poetry ($226,113)

Visual arts ($120,539)

Media/Film ($100,927)

Interdisciplinary ($57,347)   
Community Arts ($20,591)     
Libraries ($4,400)
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Waikato $37,161 1% 6% 

Bay of Plenty $33,430 1% 3% 

Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay $31,676 1% 5% 

Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

$64,156 2% 6% 

Wellington-Wairarapa $568,817 13% 16% 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

$545,765 13% 5% 

Canterbury-West Coast $890,984 21% 13% 

Otago-Southland $71,981 2% 10% 

Nationwide $1,333,023 32% 12% 

Individual membership/friends scheme support, by size of organisation 

Medium-sized organisations (30 percent of all respondents) obtained 49 percent ($2.1 
million) of the total amount of membership/friends scheme support, compared with small 
organisations (60 percent of all respondents), which obtained only a 6 percent share. 

Table 71 
Individual membership/friends scheme support, by size of organisation 

Organisation size 

Total membership/
friends scheme 
support for all 

organisations of 
that size 

Proportion of  
total membership/

friends scheme 
support  
($4.2m) 

Proportion of  
all respondents 

(480) 

Small $264,701 6% 60% 

Medium $2,071,640 49% 30% 

Large $1,019,365 24% 7% 

Major $875,990 21% 3% 

Average and median amounts of individual membership/friends scheme 

support 

Across all organisations that received membership/friends scheme support, the average 
(mean) amount received was $24,181, while the median amount was $2,500.  
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Of the different cultural activities, interdisciplinary organisations had the highest average 
and median amounts, with $28,674. Media/film organisations received the second 
highest median amount of membership/friends scheme support ($14,980), and libraries 
the lowest ($1,000). 

 Table 72 
Average and median amounts of individual membership/friends scheme support,  

by cultural activity 

Cultural activity 

Average amount of 
membership/friends 
scheme support for 

organisations of  
that type 

Median amount of 
membership/friends 
scheme support for 

organisations of  
that type 

Community Arts $2,288 $1,869 

Heritage $21,568 $1,500 

Interdisciplinary $28,674 $28,674 

Libraries $1,100 $1,000 

Literature/Poetry $45,223 $6,486 

Media/Film $14,418 $14,980 

Performing Arts  $34,285 $3,868 

Visual Arts $6,027 $1,799 

Nationwide organisations received the highest median amount of membership/friends 
scheme support ($20,050), significantly more than the median of second-placed 
Canterbury-West Coast ($3,500). 

Table 73 
Average and median amounts of individual membership/friends  

scheme support, by region  

Region 

Average amount of 
membership/friends 
scheme support for 

organisations focused 
on that region 

Median amount of 
membership/friends 
scheme support for 

organisations focused 
on that region 

Northland $3,205 $1,244 

Auckland $22,810 $3,448 
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Waikato $2,065 $975 

Bay of Plenty $3,343 $2,162 

Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay $3,168 $1,304 

Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

$4,583 $1,100 

Wellington-Wairarapa $25,855 $2,520 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

$45,480 $1,899 

Canterbury-West Coast $42,428 $3,500 

Otago-Southland $5,537 $1,320 

Nationwide $60,592 $20,050 

The median amount of membership/friends scheme support received by major 
organisations ($31,552) was the highest of the different size categories, and was nearly 
double that for large organisations, which had the next highest median amount. 

Table 74 

Average and median amounts of individual membership/friends  
scheme support, by size of organisation  

Organisation size 

Average amount of  
membership/friends 
scheme support for 

organisations of  
that size 

Median amount of 
membership/friends 
scheme support for 

organisations of  
that size 

Small $2,701 $1,382 

Medium $38,364 $5,000 

Large $56,631 $16,000 

Major $175,198 $31,552 
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Proportion of respondents receiving some individual membership/friends 

scheme support 

36 percent of all respondents obtained some support from individual memberships and 
friends schemes.  

50 percent of all interdisciplinary organisations received some support from this source, 
the highest proportion among the different cultural activities. Libraries had the lowest 
proportion, with 22 percent. 

Figure 86 
Proportion of respondents receiving some individual membership/friends scheme 

support, by cultural activity  
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Respondents whose cultural activities mainly focused on the Bay of Plenty were the 
most likely to have received some membership/friends scheme support (63 percent of all 
respondents focused on that region), followed by Waikato organisations (60 percent).  

Otago-Southland and Wellington-Wairarapa organisations were the least likely to have 
received membership/friends scheme support (28 percent of organisations in each 
region). 
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Table 75 
Proportion of respondents receiving some individual membership/friends scheme 

support, by region  

Region 

Proportion of  
respondents focused on 
that region that received 

some membership/friends 
scheme support  

Northland 33% 

Auckland 29% 

Bay of Plenty 63% 

Waikato 60% 

Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay 42% 

Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

45% 

Wellington-Wairarapa 28% 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

48% 

Canterbury-West Coast 34% 

Otago-Southland 28% 

Nationwide 38% 

61 percent of small organisations received some membership/friends scheme support, 
as did 50 percent of large organisations and 38 percent of medium-sized organisations. 
Major organisations were the least likely to have received membership/friends scheme 
support (31 percent). 
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Cash donations from individuals 

What are “cash donations from individuals”?  

The category of cash donations from individuals includes all discretionary cash 
payments (including large single amounts or cumulative smaller amounts) given by an 
individual (or a couple or family) with no requirement or expectation of any benefits to 
the giver.47 

Cash donations from individuals, by cultural activity 

Of the $3.7 million of cash donations given by individuals to respondents, 64 percent 
went to performing arts organisations (which made up 45 percent of all respondents). 
Heritage organisations (25 percent of all respondents) and visual arts organisations 
(13 percent of all respondents) each received 16 percent of overall cash donations from 
individuals. 

Figure 87 
Cash donations from individuals ($3,706,345), 

by cultural activity 

64%

16%

16%

2%

1% 1%
Performing Arts ($2,423,185)

Heritage ($588,624)

Visual Arts ($591,575)

Interdisciplinary ($57,860)

Community Arts ($23,373)

Literature/Poetry ($19,435)    
Libraries ($1,500)          
Media/Film ($793)

 

                                                 

47  While there is no requirement or expectation, cultural organisations may still subsequently offer services or benefits to 
individuals that make cash donations. 
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Cash donations from individuals, by region 

Auckland organisations made up 20 percent of all respondents but received 41 percent 
($1.5 million) of individuals’ cash donations, the largest share of any of the regional 
categories.  

Nationwide organisations (12 percent of all respondents) got the next largest share, with 
31 percent ($1.2 million). Canterbury-West Coast organisations were third with 
11 percent ($395,199). 

Table 76 
Cash donations from individuals, by region  

Region 

Total of individuals’ 
cash donations for 
all organisations 
focused on that 

region 

Proportion of  
total individuals’ 
cash donations 

($3.7m) 

Proportion of  
all respondents 

(480) 

Northland $22,612 1% 3% 

Auckland $1,510,966 41% 20% 

Waikato $83,033 2% 6% 

Bay of Plenty $28,160 1% 3% 

Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay $9,610 <1% 5% 

Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

$69,178 2% 6% 

Wellington-Wairarapa $327,160 9% 16% 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

$63,628 2% 5% 

Canterbury-West Coast $395,199 11% 13% 

Otago-Southland $42,170 1% 10% 

Nationwide $1,154,629 31% 12% 
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Cash donations from individuals, by size of organisation 

Medium-sized organisations (30 percent of all respondents) received the largest share 
(57 percent; $2.1 million) of the total amount of cash donations from individuals. 

Table 77 

Cash donations from individuals, by size of organisation 

Organisation size 

Total of individuals’ 
cash donations for 
all organisations of 

that size 

Proportion of  
total individuals’ 
cash donations  

($3.7m) 

Proportion of  
all respondents 

(480) 

Small $232,895 6% 60% 

Medium $2,123,906 57% 30% 

Large $446,399 12% 7% 

Major $903,145 24% 3% 

Average and median amounts of cash donations from individuals 

Across all organisations that received cash donations from individuals, the average 
(mean) amount received was $18,910, while the median amount was $1,465.  

Of the different cultural activities, the highest median amount was received by 
interdisciplinary organisations, with $57,860. Visual arts organisations received the 
second highest median amount of cash donations from individuals ($4,537), and 
media/film organisations the lowest ($266). 

Table 78 

Average and median amounts of support from individuals’ cash donations,  
by cultural activity 

Cultural activity 

Average amount of  
support from individuals’ 

cash donations for  
organisations of that  

type 

Median amount of  
support from individuals’ 

cash donations for  
organisations of that  

type 

Community Arts $2,597 $1,000 

Heritage $8,409 $1,199 

Interdisciplinary $57,860 $57,860 

Libraries $750 $750 
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Literature/Poetry $2,776 $800 

Media/Film $264 $266 

Performing Arts  $28,847 $2,000 

Visual Arts $29,579 $4,537 

Nationwide organisations received the highest median amount of cash donations from 
individuals ($5,354), followed by Canterbury-West Coast organisations ($2,867). 

Table 79 
Average and median amounts of support from individuals’ cash donations,  

by region 

Region 

Average amount of 
support from individuals’

 cash donations for 
organisations focused 

on that region 

Median amount of 
support from individuals’ 

cash donations for 
organisations focused 

on that region 

Northland $2,512 $1,678 

Auckland $35,975 $2,000 

Waikato $7,548 $1,125 

Bay of Plenty $7,040 $175 

Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay $1,201 $845 

Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

$7,686 $1,214 

Wellington-Wairarapa $7,980 $1,100 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

$5,784 $1,430 

Canterbury-West Coast $17,183 $2,867 

Otago-Southland $2,636 $1,125 

Nationwide $52,483 $5,354 
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Of the different size categories, major organisations received the highest median amount 
of cash donations from individuals ($55,000). 

Table 80 

Average and median amounts of support from individuals’ cash donations,  
by size of organisation  

Organisation size 

Average amount of 
support from individuals’

cash donations for 
organisations of that size

Median amount of 
support from individuals’

cash donations for 
organisations of that size

Small $2,043 $985 

Medium $32,675 $4,020 

Large $44,640 $27,607 

Major $129,021 $55,000 

Proportion of respondents receiving some cash donations from individuals 

41 percent of all respondents received some cash donations from individuals.  

58 percent of all heritage organisations received some individual cash donations, which 
was the highest proportion for the different cultural activities, compared to 11 percent of 
libraries, which was the lowest. 
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Figure 88 
Proportion of respondents receiving some cash donations from individuals,  

by cultural activity 

 

Respondents whose cultural activities mainly focused on Northland were the most likely 
to have received some cash donations from individuals (60 percent of all respondents 
focused on that region), followed by Wellington-Wairarapa organisations (53 percent).  

Bay of Plenty organisations were the least likely to have received cash donations from 
individuals (25 percent of organisations focused on that region). 

Table 81 

Proportion of respondents receiving some cash donations  
from individuals, by region 

Region 

Proportion of  
respondents focused on  
that region that received  

some cash donations  
from individuals 

Northland 60% 

Auckland 44% 

Waikato 37% 

Bay of Plenty 25% 

58%
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Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay 33% 

Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

29% 

Wellington-Wairarapa 53% 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

44% 

Canterbury-West Coast 38% 

Otago-Southland 34% 

Nationwide 38% 

46 percent of medium-sized organisations received some cash donations from 
individuals, along with 44 percent of major organisations and 40 percent of small 
organisations. Large organisations were the least likely to have received cash donations 
from individuals (28 percent). 

Non-cash donations from individuals 

What are “non-cash donations from individuals”? 

A non-cash donation from an individual means the estimated cash value of assets (such 
as artworks, capital items, shares or products) given by an individual (or a couple or 
family) with no requirement or expectation of any benefits to the giver.48  

Non-cash donations from individuals, by cultural activity 

Of the total $0.5 million in non-cash donations from individuals, the largest share (56 
percent) went to heritage organisations (which made up 25 percent of all respondents). 
Visual arts organisations (13 percent of all respondents) received the next highest share 
(31 percent).  

Interdisciplinary, literature/poetry and media/film organisations that responded did not 
receive any non-cash donations from individuals. 

                                                 
48  While there is no requirement or expectation, cultural organisations may still subsequently offer services or benefits to 
individuals that make non-cash donations. Individual non-cash donations do not include the volunteering of the donor’s 
time.  
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Figure 89 
Non-cash donations from individuals ($530,617),  

by cultural activity 

 

Non-cash donations from individuals, by region 

Northland organisations made up 3 percent of all respondents but received 54 percent 
($287,550) of non-cash donations from individuals, the largest share among the different 
regional categories.  

This was followed by Bay of Plenty organisations (3 percent of all respondents), with a 
19 percent share ($103,220), and Auckland organisations (20 percent of all 
respondents) with a 9 percent share ($50,167). 

Table 82 
Non-cash donations from individuals, by region  

Region 

Total of  
individuals’ non- 

cash donations for 
all organisations 
focused on that  

region 

Proportion of total 
individuals’ non- 
cash donations 

($0.5m) 

Proportion of  
all respondents 

(480) 

Northland $287,550 54% 3% 

Auckland $50,167 9% 20% 

Waikato $1,000 <1% 6% 

Bay of Plenty $103,220 19% 3% 

Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay $5,400 1% 5% 

56%31%

9%
3%

1%

Heritage ($298,930)

Visual Arts ($162,820)

Libraries ($47,667)

Performing Arts ($18,200)

Community Arts ($3,000)
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Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

$3,600 1% 6% 

Wellington-Wairarapa $13,300 3% 16% 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

$14,480 3% 5% 

Canterbury-West Coast $41,500 8% 13% 

Otago-Southland $100 <1% 10% 

Nationwide $10,300 2% 12% 

Non-cash donations from individuals, by size of organisation 

Large organisations (7 percent of all respondents) obtained 82 percent ($432,787) of the 
total amount of non-cash donations from individuals. 

Table 83 
Non-cash donations from individuals, by size of organisation 

Organisation size 

Total of  
individuals’ non- 

cash donations for 
all organisations 

of that size 

Proportion of total 
individuals’ non- 
cash donations  

($0.5m) 

Proportion of  
all respondents 

(480) 

Small $26,130 5% 60% 

Medium $30,700 6% 30% 

Large $432,787 82% 7% 

Major $41,000 8% 3% 

Average and median amounts of non-cash donations from individuals 

Of all organisations that received non-cash donations from individuals, the average 
(mean) amount received was $18,951, while the median amount was $3,000.  

Of the different cultural activities, libraries (with $23,834) received the highest median 
amount. Visual arts organisations received the second highest median amount of non-
cash donations from individuals ($6,750). Interdisciplinary, literature/poetry and 
media/film organisations received no support at all from this source. 
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Table 84 
Average and median amounts of support from individuals’  

non-cash donations, by cultural activity 

Cultural activity 

Average amount of 
support from individuals’ 
non-cash donations for 

organisations of that type

Median amount of  
support from individuals’ 
non-cash donations for 

organisations of that type

Community Arts $3,000 $3,000 

Heritage $33,214 $3,000 

Interdisciplinary - - 

Libraries $23,834 $23,834 

Literature/Poetry - - 

Media/Film - - 

Performing Arts  $1,820 $500 

Visual Arts $27,137 $6,750 

Bay of Plenty organisations received the highest median amount of non-cash donations 
from individuals ($103,220), while Otago-Southland organisations received the lowest 
median amount ($100). 

Table 85 

Average and median amounts of support from individuals’  
non-cash donations, by region  

Region 

Average amount of 
support from individuals’ 
non-cash donations for 
organisations focused 

on that region 

Median amount of  
support from individuals’ 
non-cash donations for 
organisations focused 

on that region 

Northland $95,850 $5,000 

Auckland $25,084 $25,084 

Waikato $500 $500 

Bay of Plenty $103,220 $103,220 

Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay $2,700 $2,700 
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Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

$1,200 $500 

Wellington-Wairarapa $2,660 $1,000 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

$3,620 $4,250 

Canterbury-West Coast $20,750 $20,750 

Otago-Southland $100 $100 

Nationwide $3,433 $5,000 

Large organisations received the highest median amount of non-cash donations from 
individuals ($103,220). 

Table 86 
Average and median amounts of support from individuals’  

non-cash donations, by size of organisation  

Organisation size 

Average amount of 
support from individuals’
non-cash donations for 

organisations of that size

Median amount of  
support from individuals’ 
non-cash donations for 

organisations of that size

Small $1,742 $500 

Medium $3,411 $3,000 

Large $144,262 $103,220 

Major $41,000 $41,000 

Proportion of respondents receiving some non-cash donations from 

individuals 

6 percent of all 480 respondents received some non-cash donations from individuals.  

11 percent of all libraries received some non-cash donations from individuals, the 
highest proportion out of all the different cultural activities. Interdisciplinary, 
literature/poetry and media/film organisations did not receive any non-cash donations 
from individuals. 
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Figure 90 
Proportion of respondents receiving some non-cash donations  

from individuals, by cultural activity  

 

Respondents whose cultural activities mainly focused on Northland were the most likely 
to have received some non-cash donations from individuals (20 percent of all 
respondents focused on that region), followed by Nelson-Marlborough-Tasman 
organisations (16 percent).  

Auckland and Otago-Southland organisations were the least likely to have received non-
cash donations from individuals (2 percent of organisations focused on each region). 

Table 87 
Proportion of respondents receiving some non-cash donations from individuals, by region 

Region 

Proportion of  
respondents focused on 
that region that received 

some non-cash donations 
from individuals 

Northland 20% 

Auckland 2% 

Waikato 7% 

Bay of Plenty 6% 

Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay 8% 
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Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

10% 

Wellington-Wairarapa 6% 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

16% 

Canterbury-West Coast 3% 

Otago-Southland 2% 

Nationwide 5% 

8 percent of large organisations received some non-cash donations from individuals, and 
6 percent of medium-sized and major organisations.  

Small organisations were the least likely to have received non-cash donations from 
individuals (5 percent). 

Legacies and bequests 

What are “legacies and bequests”? 

Legacies and bequests include any discretionary gift of personal property (cash or non-
cash), given by an individual under the terms of his or her will. (The term “legacy” means 
a gift of money under a will, while “bequest” means a gift of personal property, usually 
other than money, under a will.) 

Legacies and bequests, by cultural activity 

Of the $1.4 million of legacies and bequests given to respondents, the largest share (37 
percent) went to performing arts organisations (which made up 45 percent of all 
respondents).  

The next highest shares went to visual arts organisations (13 percent of all respondents) 
with 33 percent of the total legacy/bequest amount, and heritage organisations 
(25 percent of all respondents) with 19 percent.  

Interdisciplinary, community arts and media/film organisations that responded did not 
receive any legacies or bequests. 
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Figure 91 
Legacies and bequests ($1,407,833), by cultural activity 

 

Legacies and bequests, by region 

Nationwide organisations (12 percent of all respondents) and Otago-Southland 
organisations (10 percent of all respondents) each received 36 percent ($0.5 million) of 
the total legacy/bequest support, the largest shares of the different regional categories.  

Auckland organisations (20 percent of all respondents) and Canterbury-West Coast 
organisations (13 percent of all respondents) each got a 1 percent share of legacies and 
bequests. 

Table 88 
Legacies and bequests, by region  

Region 

Total legacies/ 
bequests for all 
organisations 

focused on that 
region  

Proportion of  
total legacies/ 

bequests  
($1.4m) 

Proportion of  
all respondents 

(480) 

Northland - - 3% 

Auckland $10,000 1% 20% 

Waikato - - 6% 

Bay of Plenty $18,000 1% 3% 

Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay $256,000 18% 5% 

37%

33%

19%

7%
4%

Performing Arts ($521,006)

Visual Arts ($471,365)

Heritage ($264,462)

Libraries ($101,000)

Literature/Poetry ($50,000)
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Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

$3,500 <1% 6% 

Wellington-Wairarapa $29,695 2% 16% 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

$54,500 4% 5% 

Canterbury-West Coast $16,167 1% 13% 

Otago-Southland $508,365 36% 10% 

Nationwide $511,006 36% 12% 

Legacies and bequests, by size of organisation 

Medium-sized organisations (30 percent of all respondents) received 84 percent ($1.2 
million) of the total amount of legacies and bequests. 

Table 89 

Legacies and bequests, by size of organisation 

Organisation size 

Total legacies/ 
bequests for all 
organisations of 

that size 

Proportion of total 
legacies/bequests 

($1.4m) 

Proportion of  
all respondents 

(480) 

Small $122,195 9% 60% 

Medium $1,186,971 84% 30% 

Large $81,667 6% 7% 

Major $17,000 1% 3% 

Average and median amounts of legacies and bequests received 

Across all organisations that received legacies and bequests, the average amount 
received was $54,147, while the median amount was $5,000.  

Of the different cultural activities, libraries and literature/poetry organisations received 
the highest median amount of this source of support ($50,000). Community arts, 
interdisciplinary and media/film organisations received no support at all from this source. 
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Table 90 
Average and median amounts of support from legacies and bequests,  

by cultural activity 

Cultural activity 

Average amount  
of support from 

legacies/bequests  
for organisations of  

that type 

Median amount  
of support from 

legacies/bequests  
for organisations of  

that type 

Community Arts - - 

Heritage $18,890 $4,348 

Interdisciplinary - - 

Libraries $33,667 $50,000 

Literature/Poetry $50,000 $50,000 

Media/Film - - 

Performing Arts  $104,201 $4,000 

Visual Arts $157,122 $18,000 

Of the different regional categories, nationwide organisations received the highest 
median amount of legacy/bequest support ($0.5 million), significantly more than the 
median of second-placed Nelson-Marlborough-Tasman ($27,250). 

Table 91 
Average and median amounts of support from legacies and  

bequests, by region 

Region 

Average amount  
of support from 

legacies/bequests for 
organisations focused 

on that region 

Median amount  
of support from 

legacies/bequests for 
organisations focused 

on that region 

Northland - - 

Auckland $3,333 $4,000 

Waikato - - 

Bay of Plenty $18,000 $18,000 

Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay $51,320 $6,000 
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Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

$3,500 $3,500 

Wellington-Wairarapa $5,939 $5,000 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

$27,250 $27,250 

Canterbury-West Coast $5,389 $1,000 

Otago-Southland $101,673 $8,000 

Nationwide $511,006 $511,006 

Of the different size categories, large organisations received the highest median amount 
of support from legacies and bequests ($10,000). 

Table 92 
Average and median amounts of support from legacies and bequests,  

by size of organisation 

Organisation size 

Average amount  
of support from 

legacies/bequests  
for organisations of  

that size 

Median amount  
of support from 

legacies/bequests  
for organisations of  

that size 

Small $13,577 $3,695 

Medium $131,886 $6,000 

Large $16,333 $10,000 

Major $5,667 $1,000 

Proportion of respondents receiving some legacy/bequest support 

5 percent of all 480 respondents received some support from legacies and bequests.  

17 percent of all libraries received some support from this source, the highest proportion 
out of all the different cultural activities. 
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Figure 92 
Proportion of respondents receiving some legacy/bequest support,  

by cultural activity  

 

Respondents whose activities focused mainly on Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay were the most 
likely to have received some legacies or bequests (21 percent of all respondents 
focused on that region), followed by Otago-Southland organisations (11 percent). 

Table 93 
Proportion of respondents receiving some legacy/bequest support, 

by region 

Region 

Proportion of  
respondents focused on 
that region that received 

some legacy/bequest 
support 

Northland - 

Auckland 3% 

Waikato - 

Bay of Plenty 6% 

Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay 21% 
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Wellington-Wairarapa 6% 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

8% 

Canterbury-West Coast 5% 

Otago-Southland 11% 

Nationwide 2% 

19 percent of major organisations received some legacies or bequests, compared with 
14 percent of large organisations and 6 percent of medium-sized organisations. Small 
organisations were the least likely to have received legacies or bequests (3 percent). 

Payroll giving 

What is “payroll giving”? 

Payroll giving is defined as a discretionary cash payment from an individual through a 
regular automatic payment from their wage/salary, with no requirement or expectation of 
any benefits to that individual.49 

Voluntary payroll giving schemes could operate before the new legislated scheme that 
came into force in January 2010, and payroll giving can operate independently of the 
new scheme, but in those cases deductions come out of employees’ net after-tax pay. 
Under the legislated scheme, deductions come out of employees’ gross before-tax pay, 
giving donors immediate tax relief each pay day and without requiring them to present 
donation receipts.  

Payroll giving, by cultural activity/region/size of organisation 

In the 2007/08 tax year, payroll giving made up only a small fraction of the survey 
respondents’ support from individuals ($10,054).  

Payroll giving was administered by just two organisations. Both were performing arts 
organisations, one in Auckland and one in Canterbury-West Coast. Across all 480 
respondents, therefore, less than 1 percent received support from payroll giving.  

                                                 

49  While there is no requirement or expectation, cultural organisations may still subsequently offer services or benefits to 
individuals that make cash payments through payroll giving. 
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Respondents’ comments on support from individuals 

23 percent of all respondents commented on aspects of support from individuals. 
Respondents were unsure how to source support from individuals, and thought New 
Zealand cultural organisations may be too reticent to make a direct approach:50 

 We have not been successful in this area. I think New Zealand cultural 
organisations are reluctant to approach individuals. It isn’t in our psyche 
to do so and the tradition of philanthropy that apparently exists in the 
USA isn’t strongly rooted here. So mostly it just doesn’t happen. 

 

 How do we (delicately) encourage individuals to consider a legacy to an 
organisation such as ours? 

 

 Individual funding is unfamiliar territory and there is very little to upskill 
an organisation with the necessary skills and knowledge to initiate 
action in this area. 

 

Respondents hoped tax benefits could change New Zealand’s philanthropic culture and 
increase support from individuals. Respondents were concerned that recent tax reforms 
were not widely understood or did not go far enough:  

 Our experience is the new tax allowance/rebate has not resulted in 
greater individual donations. 

 

 It would be good for New Zealand to find ways to encourage more 
individual giving, through supporting taxation relief for the arts and 
publishing information about it, and by providing other business 
incentives for employees to give back to the community. 

 

 Provided we can tell compelling stories of how individuals can make a 
difference, we see this as our secondary potential financial support 
area. However, individuals need to be able to make easy payroll 
donations, donate tax deductible goods and services, and have better 
knowledge of how to donate with the new 33.3% refund level. 

 

 Let the charity receive the tax rebate, as many donors neither claim it 
nor expect it. 

 

 Tax benefits alone will not significantly increase donations to the arts. A 
cultural shift may be required. A New Zealand-appropriate language 
that will reach a new demographic of donors is required. Technical 
innovation will create new opportunities, but the motivation to donate 
will come from an individual’s desire to participate in the arts and be 
close to the organisation they support. 

 

 
50  Comments are from all respondents irrespective of whether they received support from individuals in the 2007/08 tax 
year. 
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Respondents said individuals were more likely to support projects or organisations that 
significantly engaged those individuals:  

 In my experience individuals are most generous when there is an 
existing relationship with your organisation, when they support your 
cause and, most critically, when they don’t see the funding goal as the 
responsibility of a central or local government department. 

 

 The level of individual funding we have received is testament to the 
strong and positive support in the market towards the development of 
this project and, in my experience, is the best I’ve encountered. The 
funds we have secured from non-government/non-council sources 
match almost 50/50. 

 

 Individuals who have aims or goals in line with our organisation’s goals 
are usually very generous donors. 

 

 Our funding comes from members and visitors who are generous as 
long as they receive value for money – which is fair enough. 

 

Respondents said some cultural organisations were better able than others to raise 
support from individuals, and doubted the potential or sustainability of this source for 
their particular organisation: 

 Individuals need a considerable amount of nurturing, and this is very 
time-consuming. We need to send out information on a regular basis by 
letter as well as email. Since we already send two notices a month 
about events, it is a fine balance not to overdo the contact and be a 
nag.  

 

 Our funding included two large amounts that were the culmination of a 
17-year investment (endowment policy) programme and therefore not 
representative. 

 

 Personal tax deductibility has helped, but this is premised on the 
individual being financially secure enough to donate. 

 

 We believe funding by individuals will continue, but will involve much 
smaller amounts and be at a considerably slower pace. 

 

 At this stage we are not seeing a significant downturn in individual 
giving. However, some of our most generous donors have indicated 
that falling interest rates may make a difference to their ability to 
maintain annual donations at current levels. 

 

 As with corporate funding sources, individual funding may follow 
cumulative trends, but on an individual level and for small 
organisations, it is not dependable in the long term. 
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 It’s getting harder as our main interest is from an older age group – 

even concert prices/attendance is more dependent on the discretionary 
dollar. We don’t feel there is much point in trying for real donations. 

 

Respondents said any support from individuals was mainly from a small number of 
significant donors and was usually focused on a significant project, most likely a capital 
project: 

 Individual funding varies depending on what major projects we have 
going on at the time. 

 

 We are working with a pro bono fundraiser who has recommended a 
campaign in this area, which our board will kick off soon. We will target 
donors that are likely to give substantial amounts. 

 

 We still maintain a membership programme. It brings little financial 
return but ensures we stay in touch with our key core audience.  

 

 In our town we don’t have many people of great wealth who are 
prepared to be generous with their money. 

 

 The members are required to support the organisation, which is fair, but 
there’s a limit to how much they can be asked to contribute, and we 
have reached that limit, until we can find a source of members with a 
discretionary income that can be stretched.  

 

 Most people give what they can afford as they feel appropriate. I don’t 
see how we can ask people for bigger donations. 

 

 We just live in hope of someone becoming our benefactor.  
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NEW ZEALAND OR OVERSEAS AUTHORISATION OF SUPPORT 

Proportion of organisations receiving some overseas support 

Of the 422 respondents that received some cash or non-cash support, 83 percent said 
all their support was authorised from within New Zealand. Only 9 percent of 
organisations had some support authorised from overseas. 8 percent either did not know 
where the funds were authorised, or did not answer. 

New Zealand or overseas authorisation, by cultural activity 

Of the community arts organisations that responded and had received support, 
94 percent said all their support was authorised from within New Zealand; this was the 
highest proportion among the different cultural activities. No community arts 
organisations, to their knowledge, had support authorised from overseas, while 
6 percent of community arts organisations that received support either did not know from 
where the support was authorised or did not answer.  

Literature/poetry organisations that responded were the most likely to have had some 
support authorised from overseas (33 percent of these organisations). 

Table 94 
New Zealand or overseas authorisation, by cultural activity 

Cultural activity 

Proportion  
of organisations  
of that type that  

received only  
NZ-authorised  

support 

Proportion of  
organisations  

of that type that  
received some  

overseas-authorised 
support 

Don’t know,  
or no response 

Community Arts 94% - 6% 

Heritage 85% 9% 6% 

Interdisciplinary 75% 25% - 

Libraries 86% - 14% 

Literature/Poetry 67% 33% - 

Media/Film 75% 20% 5% 

Performing Arts  83% 8% 9% 

Visual Arts 85% 6% 9% 
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New Zealand or overseas authorisation, by region 

Manawatu-Wanganui-Taranaki organisations were the most likely to have had all their 
support authorised from within New Zealand. Nationwide organisations were the most 
likely to have had some support authorised from overseas. 

Table 95 
New Zealand or overseas authorisation, by region 

Region 

Proportion  
of organisations  
focused on that  

region that received 
only NZ-authorised 

support 

Proportion  
of organisations  
focused on that  

region that received 
some overseas- 

authorised support 

Don’t know,  
or no response 

Northland 93% 3% 4% 

Auckland 84% 9% 7% 

Waikato 90% - 10% 

Bay of Plenty 87% - 13% 

Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay 82% - 18% 

Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

96% 4% - 

Wellington-Wairarapa 88% 3% 9% 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

74% 9% 17% 

Canterbury-West 
Coast 

90% 6% 4% 

Otago-Southland 79% 15% 6% 

Nationwide 63% 31% 6% 

New Zealand or overseas authorisation, by size of organisation 

87 percent of large organisations and 87 percent of major organisations said all their 
support was authorised from within New Zealand, the highest proportions among the 
different size categories.  

Large and medium-sized organisations were the most likely to have had some of their 
support authorised from overseas (13 percent of each category). 
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Table 96 
New Zealand or overseas authorisation, by size of organisation 

Organisation size 

Proportion  
of organisations  
of that size that 

received only NZ-
authorised support 

Proportion  
of organisations  
of that size that 
received some 

overseas-authorised 
support 

Don’t know,  
or no response 

Small 85% 6% 9% 

Medium 78% 13% 9% 

Large 87% 13% - 

Major 87% 7% 6% 

Average and median amounts of overseas authorised support  

For organisations that received some overseas-authorised support, this amounted, on 
average, to 2 percent of the total support they received. The median amount of 
overseas-authorised support was 5 percent of their organisation’s total support.  

For visual arts organisations that received some overseas-authorised support, this 
amounted, on average, to 36 percent of their total support, the highest proportion of all 
the different cultural activities. The median amount for visual arts organisations was 
10 percent of their total support, the second highest median proportion after 
interdisciplinary organisations, with 15 percent. 

Table 97 
Average and median amounts of overseas-authorised support,  

by cultural activity 

Cultural activity 

Overseas support as a 
proportion of all support: 
Average for organisations 

of that type  

Overseas support as a 
proportion of all support: 
Median for organisations 

of that type 

Community Arts - - 

Heritage 9% 5% 

Interdisciplinary 15% 15% 

Libraries - - 

Literature/Poetry 1% 1% 
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Media/Film 9% 7% 

Performing Arts  28% 3% 

Visual Arts 36% 10% 

For organisations focused on Nelson-Marlborough-Tasman that received some 
overseas-authorised support, this support amounted, on average, to 47 percent of their 
overall support, and the median amount for these organisations was also 47 percent. 
These were the highest average and median amounts of all the different regional 
categories. 

For nationwide organisations that received some overseas-authorised support, this 
amounted, on average, to 26 percent of their overall support, while the median amount 
for nationwide organisations was 12 percent. 

Table 98 

Average and median amounts of overseas-authorised support,  
by region 

Region 

Overseas support as a 
proportion of all support: 

Average for 
organisations focused 

on that region  

Overseas support as a 
proportion of all support: 
Median for organisations 
focused on that region 

Northland 2% 2% 

Auckland 9% 7% 

Waikato - - 

Bay of Plenty - - 

Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay - - 

Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

1% 1% 

Wellington-Wairarapa 2% 2% 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

47% 47% 

Canterbury-West Coast 5% 5% 

Otago-Southland 19% 3% 

Nationwide 26% 12% 
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For small organisations that received some overseas-authorised support, this amounted, 
on average, to 20 percent of all the support they received, while the median amount for 
small organisations was 5 percent. 

Table 99 
Average and median amounts of overseas-authorised support,  

by size of organisation 

Organisation  
size 

Overseas support as a 
proportion of all support: 

Average for 
organisations of that size

Overseas support as a 
proportion of all support: 
Median for organisations 

of that size 

Small 20% 5% 

Medium 18% 5% 

Large 17% 16% 

Major 2% 2% 
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NON-RECIPIENTS OF SUPPORT  

The respondents that did not receive any support  

12 percent of all cultural organisations that responded received no support from any of 
the main sources, whether cash or non-cash, in the 2007/08 tax year.  

Non-recipients of any support, by cultural activity  

21 percent of visual arts organisations that responded received no support from any 
source, the highest proportion among the different cultural activities, compared to 
5 percent of community arts organisations, which was the lowest proportion.51 

Figure 93 
Non-recipients of any support, by cultural activity 

(excluding interdisciplinary organisations) 
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51  This excludes interdisciplinary organisations that responded, as all of these organisations received support from at 
least one source. 
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Non-recipients of any support, by region  

17 percent of Otago-Southland organisations that responded received no support from 
any source (the highest proportion), compared to 3 percent of Waikato organisations 
(the lowest proportion).  

All Bay of Plenty and Northland organisations that responded received support from at 
least one source. 

Table 100 
Non-recipients of any support, by region 

Region 

Proportion of  
organisations focused  

on that region that  
received no support 

Northland - 

Auckland 15% 

Waikato 3% 

Bay of Plenty - 

Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay 8% 

Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

10% 

Wellington-Wairarapa 13% 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

8% 

Canterbury-West Coast 16% 

Otago-Southland 17% 

Nationwide 12% 
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Non-recipients of any support, by size of organisation  

Large organisations were as likely as small organisations to have received no support 
from any source (14 percent of each of these size categories). All major organisations 
that responded received support from at least one source. 

 Table 101 
Non-recipients of any support, by size of organisation  

Organisation size 
Proportion of  

organisations of that size 
that received no support 

Small 14% 

Medium 9% 

Large 14% 

Major - 
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Non-recipients of Lottery Grants Board support  

While they may have received some support from at least one of the other main sources 
of support, 92 percent of all respondents said they did not directly receive any support 
from the Lottery Grants Board.52 

Main reason for not receiving lottery support  

Of those 443 organisations that did not receive lottery support, 55 percent said they had 
not sought it, while 9 percent understood that they were not eligible and 4 percent had 
sought lottery support but their funding applications were declined. 

Figure 94 
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52  Some of these cultural organisations may have indirectly received lottery support (for example, through Creative New 
Zealand or through the Creative Communities Scheme).  
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Non-recipients of trust/foundation support 

Across all respondents, 46 percent did not indicate any support from any trusts or 
philanthropic foundations (although they may have received support from at least one of 
the other main sources of support).  

Main reason for not receiving trust/foundation support  

Of those 221 organisations that did not receive trust or foundation support, 66 percent 
said they had not sought this support, while 5 percent understood that their organisation 
or project was ineligible. 

Figure 95 

Main reason for not receiving trust/foundation support 
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Non-recipients of central government support 

71 percent of all respondents received no support from central government.  

Main reason for not receiving central government support  

Of those 342 organisations that did not receive central government support, 56 percent 
said they had not sought this support, while 7 percent understood that their organisation 
or project was not eligible and 4 percent had sought support but had their applications or 
requests declined. 

Figure 96 
Main reason for not receiving central government support 
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Non-recipients of local government support 

Across all respondents, 59 percent did not indicate any support from local government.  

Main reason for not receiving local government support  

Of those 283 organisations that did not receive local government support, 29 percent 
said they had not sought this support, while 64 percent did not specify a particular 
reason for not receiving support from this source. 

 Figure 97 
Main reason for not receiving local government support 
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Non-recipients of corporate support 

Across all respondents, 56 percent did not indicate any support from corporate/business 
organisations.  

Main reason for not receiving corporate support  

Of those 268 organisations that did not receive corporate support, 87 percent said they 
had not sought support from this source. 

Figure 98 
Main reason for not receiving corporate support 
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Non-recipients of individual support 

Across all respondents, 38 percent did not indicate any support from individuals.  

Main reason for not receiving individual support  

Of those 184 organisations that did not receive support from individuals, 78 percent said 
they had not sought support from this source. 

Figure 99 
Main reason for not receiving individual support 
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ALLOCATING THE SUPPORT RECEIVED 

Proportions of support allocated to areas of expenditure  

Of the total amount of support received by respondent organisations, 29 percent ($101.7 
million) was spent on these organisations’ core programmes, and 25 percent ($88.6 
million) on capital projects.  

2 percent ($6 million) was unspent and held in reserve, while less than 1 percent ($1.3 
million) was allocated to interest-bearing investments.53 

Figure 100 
Total support ($383,187,747): Proportions allocated to areas of expenditure 
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How respondents allocated support, by cultural activity 

Literature/poetry organisations allocated 47 percent of the $1.1 million total support they 
received to overheads and operational costs and 26 percent to core programmes, while 
1 percent was unspent and held in reserve. 

                                                 

53  The percentages are based on all respondents that received support. Of those respondents, 91 percent specified how 
they spent their support (these organisations’ support totalled $345.5 million). 7 percent of respondents did not specify 
how they spent their support (their support totalled $28.7 million).  
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By contrast, visual arts organisations allocated 81 percent of the $92.5 million total 
support they received to capital projects, 11 percent to core programmes, and 5 percent 
to overheads.54 

Table 102 
How respondents allocated support, by cultural activity 

(showing percentages of support allocated to particular areas  
of expenditure by organisations of a given type) 
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Community Arts 
($1.8m) 8% 5% 15% 46% 8% 2% <1% - 1% 15% 

Heritage 
($73m) 9% 1% 53% 17% 2% <1% <1% 1% 1% 16% 

Interdisciplinary 
($39.3m) - - 69% 20% <1% 1% - - 11% - 

Libraries 
($105.7m) 3% 6% <1% 16% 68% 4% <1% <1% - 3% 

Literature/Poetry 
($1.1m) 2% <1% 26% 47% 12% 2% 5% 5% 1% - 

Media/Film 
($3m) 27% 4% 18% 36% 1% <1% <1% <1% 1% 13% 

Performing Arts 
($66.8m) 4% 2% 36% 30% 3% <1% 1% 3% 1% 19% 

Visual Arts 
($92.5m) 81% <1% 11% 5% 1% <1% 1% <1% <1% 1% 

How respondents allocated support, by region 

60 percent of the total support received by Northland and Auckland organisations was 
allocated to capital projects. 

                                                 

54  These percentages may be skewed by any significant projects (particularly capital projects) that are being undertaken 
at the time within a cultural category or region. 
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61 percent of the $5.1 million in total support received by Manawatu-Wanganui-Taranaki 
organisations was allocated to core programmes, compared to 57 percent for 
Canterbury-West Coast organisations and 42 percent for organisations with a nationwide 
focus. 

Table 103 
How respondents allocated support, by region  

(showing percentages of support allocated to particular areas of  

expenditure by organisations focused on a given region) 
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Northland 
($2.1m) 60% 5% 2% 30% 2% - <1% <1% <1% - 

Auckland 
($129.5m) 60% 5% 6% 6% 15% 3% <1% <1% <1% 4% 

Waikato 
($2m) 20% 2% 39% 29% 2% <1% <1% <1% 1% 7% 

Bay of Plenty 
($5.5m) 12% <1% 10% 21% 1% - <1% 2% 2% 53% 

Gisborne-Hawke's 
Bay ($1.8m) 8% 1% 35% 27% 17% <1% <1% - 10% 1% 

Manawatu-
Wanganui-Taranaki 
($5.1m) 

8% 11% 61% 12% 8% <1% - - <1% - 

Wellington-
Wairarapa 
($113.8m) 

3% <1% 32% 17% 48% <1% <1% <1% <1% <1% 

Nelson-
Marlborough-
Tasman ($3.3m) 

11% <1% 4% 48% 5% <1% 3% 1% <1% 28% 

Canterbury-West 
Coast ($23.4m) 10% <1% 57% 22% 2% <1% <1% <1% 2% 7% 

Otago-Southland 
($6.9m) 16% 2% 22% 49% 3% <1% 7% <1% <1% <1% 

Nationwide  
($89.9m) 1% 2% 42% 27% 1% <1% <1% 2% 5% 19% 
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How respondents allocated support, by size of organisation 

75 percent of the $101.5 million total support received by medium-sized organisations 
was allocated to capital projects, compared to 2 percent of the total support received by 
major organisations.   

37 percent of the $43.1 million in total support received by large organisations was 
allocated to core programmes, 30 percent to overheads, and 17 percent to capital 
projects. 

Table 104 

How respondents allocated support, by size of organisation 
(showing percentages of support allocated to particular areas  

of expenditure by organisations of a given size) 
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size 
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Small ($5.6m) 18% 6% 22% 28% 9% 1% 2% 5% 4% 4% 

Medium ($101.5m) 75% 1% 8% 9% 2% <1% 1% <1% 1% 3% 

Large ($43.1m) 17% 2% 37% 30% 4% <1% <1% 5% 1% 4% 

Major ($233.1m) 2% 3% 33% 17% 31% 2% - <1% 2% 10% 
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Average and median amounts of allocated support  

Across all organisations that received support, the area of expenditure that received the 
highest median amount of support was core programmes ($20,579 per organisation).  

The areas of expenditure receiving the lowest median amounts were interest-bearing 
investments ($2,931) and support that was unspent and held in reserve ($2,275). 

Table 105 
 Average and median amounts of support allocated to areas of expenditure  

Area of expenditure 
Average amount  

allocated to that area 
by respondents 

Median amount 
allocated to that area 

by respondents 

Capital projects $656,460 $16,096 

Other one-off projects $88,847 $6,280 

Core programmes  $535,409 $20,579 

Overheads $269,838 $12,100 

Education/community 
projects $630,739 $9,606 

Awards/Prizes $79,756 $2,700 

Interest-bearing  
investments $45,802 $2,931 

Other major activities  $87,629 $10,220 

Not spent/Reserves $84,597 $2,275 
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Of the community arts organisations that received support, the highest median amount 
of support for a particular area of expenditure went to overheads ($37,800).   

Of the heritage organisations that received support, the highest median amount of 
support was allocated to capital projects ($14,837). 

Tables 106 and 107 
 Median amounts of support allocated to areas of expenditure, by cultural activity 

(showing median amounts allocated to particular areas of  

expenditure by organisations of a given type) 

Cultural  
activity 

Capital 
projects 

Other  
one-off 
projects 

Core 
programmes

Overheads 
Education/ 
community 

projects 

Community Arts $15,276 $7,280 $26,160 $37,800 $16,121 

Heritage $14,837 $4,000 $4,700 $4,938 $3,519 

Interdisciplinary - - $499,686 $504,730 $1,300 

Libraries $136,153 $54,326 $216,476 $154,140 $513,264 

Literature/Poetry $13,673 $190 $21,447 $27,901 $21,592 

Media/Film $18,758 $8,750 $12,380 $9,978 $5,000 

Performing Arts  $8,765 $7,000 $24,518 $12,100 $10,315 

Visual Arts $45,700 $4,350 $65,360 $28,466 $15,128 

 

Cultural activity 
Awards/  
Prizes 

Interest-
bearing 

investments

Other major 
activities 

Not spent/ 
Reserves 

Community Arts $6,360 $509 - $6,540 

Heritage $1,155 $840 $8,200 $2,275 

Interdisciplinary $218,475 - - $4,133,470 

Libraries $1,903,875 $450 $102,653 - 

Literature/Poetry $11,371 $51,819 $7,761 $923 

Media/Film $2,040 $3,700 $1,601 $2,606 

Performing Arts  $2,500 $7,380 $19,192 $2,434 

Visual Arts $1,125 $11,918 $11,300 $366 
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Of the nationwide organisations that received support, the highest median amount of 
support was allocated to overheads ($125,134), followed by reserves ($122,042) and 
core programmes ($121,550). 

Tables 108 and 109 
Median amounts of support allocated to areas of expenditure, by region  

(showing median amounts allocated to particular areas of expenditure  
by organisations focused on a given region) 

Region 
Capital 

projects 

Other  
one-off 
projects 

Core 
programmes

Overheads 
Education/
community 

projects 

Northland $17,920 $14,076 $4,700 $85,470 $2,350 

Auckland $30,340 $7,117 $36,300 $31,614 $24,800 

Waikato $4,807 $927 $3,250 $3,553 $1,680 

Bay of Plenty $24,541 $4,137 $13,176 $4,938 $1,788 

Gisborne- 
Hawke's Bay  

$15,350 $3,105 $54,135 $14,790 $16,121 

Manawatu-
Wanganui-
Taranaki 

$10,401 $3,900 $10,452 $3,475 $3,144 

Wellington-
Wairarapa 

$18,758 $5,460 $13,300 $4,040 $5,135 

Nelson-
Marlborough-
Tasman  

$16,670 $1,961 $13,500 $4,595 $21,304 

Canterbury- 
West Coast  

$10,861 $5,986 $5,801 $4,511 $4,059 

Otago-Southland $11,587 $10,264 $17,686 $5,459 $2,375 

Nationwide  $16,096 $21,270 $121,550 $125,134 $36,989 
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Region  
Awards/ 
Prizes  

Interest-
bearing 

investments

Other major 
activities  

Not spent/ 
Reserves  

Northland - $595 $2,750 $1,201 

Auckland $5,173 $18,944 $18,968 $2,905 

Waikato $214 $960 $60 $1,000 

Bay of Plenty - $25,125 $25,939 $8,200 

Gisborne- 
Hawke's Bay  

$997 $562 - $413 

Manawatu-
Wanganui-
Taranaki 

$408 - - $795 

Wellington-
Wairarapa 

$326 $2,270 $1,300 $2,852 

Nelson-
Marlborough-
Tasman  

$2,700 $45,388 $32,950 $1,081 

Canterbury- 
West Coast  

$2,725 $271 $26,792 $2,021 

Otago-Southland $1,440 $26,408 $3,003 $772 

Nationwide  $8,884 $12,374 $31,105 $122,042 
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Among the major organisations that received support, the highest median amount 
allocated to a particular area of expenditure went to core programmes ($4.8 million per 
major organisation that responded), followed by $4.6 million on education/community 
projects, and $3.8 million on awards and prizes.  

Of the small organisations that received support, the highest median amount was spent 
on capital projects ($5,239 per small organisation that responded), followed by $4,630 
on core programmes, and $3,565 on one-off (non-capital) projects. 

Tables 110 and 111 

Median amounts of support allocated to areas of expenditure, by size of organisation  
(showing median amounts allocated to particular areas of expenditure  

by organisations of a given size) 

Organisation  
size  

Capital 
projects  

Other  
one-off 
projects 

Core 
programmes 

Overheads  
Education/ 
community 

projects 

Small $5,239 $3,565 $4,630 $2,951 $2,250 

Medium $22,690 $10,330 $69,390 $56,432 $34,603 

Large $205,306 $81,326 $489,843 $393,283 $120,117 

Major $1,376,999 $706,506 $4,768,018 $3,077,880 $4,595,757 

 

Organisation  
size  

Awards/ 
prizes  

Interest-
bearing 

investments

Other major 
activities  

Not spent/ 
Reserves  

Small $1,016 $900 $2,898 $985 

Medium $6,733 $57,786 $37,984 $9,770 

Large $28,053 $55,148 $102,653 $55,018 

Major $3,807,000 - $423,903 $2,236,361 
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“Tagged” support 

Of respondents that received support, 47 percent said that all or nearly all of this support 
was “tagged”, with the giver or sponsor requiring it to be spent on a specific project or for 
a specific purpose.  

34 percent of respondents that received support said that none or only a minimal amount 
of it was tagged for a specific project or purpose, so that they were free to spend all or 
most of it as they wished. 

Figure 101 
Organisations receiving tagged support (377 organisations): 

Proportion of organisations’ support that is tagged 

(showing percentages of organisations that had particular  
proportions of tagged support)  
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Tagged support, by cultural activity 

Of the community arts organisations that responded, 70 percent said their support was 
all or mostly tagged by the giver or sponsor, compared to 33 percent of heritage 
organisations and 33 percent of literature/poetry organisations. 

Table 112 
Tagged support, by cultural activity 

(showing percentages of organisations of a given type  
that received particular proportions of tagged support)  

Cultural activity  
0-25%  

of support 
tagged 

26-50%  
of support 

tagged 

51-74%  
of support 

tagged 

75% or more 
of support 

tagged 

Community Arts 18% 12% - 70% 

Heritage 45% 11% 11% 33% 

Interdisciplinary 25% 25% - 50% 

Libraries 17% 8% 8% 67% 

Literature/Poetry 25% 17% 25% 33% 

Media/Film 33% 6% 17% 44% 

Performing Arts  30% 11% 7% 52% 

Visual Arts 42% 5% 2% 51% 
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Tagged support, by region 

62 percent of the Bay of Plenty organisations that responded said all or most of their 
support was tagged (the highest proportion for any region). Northland organisations 
were the least likely to have all or most of their support tagged (40 percent of Northland 
organisations). 

Table 113 
Tagged support, by region 

(showing percentages of organisations focused on a given region 

that received particular proportions of tagged support)  

Region  
0-25%  

of support 
tagged 

26-50%  
of support 

tagged 

51-74%  
of support 

tagged 

75% or more 
of support 

tagged 

Northland 40% 13% 7% 40% 

Auckland 33% 11% 8% 48% 

Waikato 42% - 4% 54% 

Bay of Plenty 38% - - 62% 

Gisborne- 
Hawke's Bay 

35% 12% - 53% 

Manawatu-
Wanganui-
Taranaki 

31% 12% 12% 45% 

Wellington-
Wairarapa 

37% 13% 8% 42% 

Nelson-
Marlborough-
Tasman 

28% 11% 11% 50% 

Canterbury-West 
Coast 

32% 11% 13% 44% 

Otago-Southland 34% 14% 6% 46% 

Nationwide 31% 10% 8% 51% 
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Tagged support, by size of organisation 

Major organisations were the least likely to have all or most of their support tagged by 
the giver or sponsor for a specific purpose or project (36 percent of all major 
organisations that responded). 

Table 114 
Tagged support, by size of organisation 

(showing percentages of organisations of a given size that received  
particular proportions of tagged support)  

Organisation  
size  

0-25%  
of support 

tagged 

26-50%  
of support 

tagged 

51-74%  
of support 

tagged 

75% or more 
of support 

tagged 

Small  38% 9% 8% 45% 

Medium 28% 11% 7% 54% 

Large 27% 20% 13% 40% 

Major 43% 14% 7% 36% 

Additional requirements placed on support 

The survey asked whether givers and sponsors had placed any additional requirements 
on their support, which might include, for example, the giver or sponsor having control 
over the content of the organisation’s cultural activities. This does not include the giver 
or sponsor “tagging” their support for a particular purpose or project (which is dealt with 
in the previous section). 

Only 9 percent of respondents said the giver or sponsor placed additional requirements 
on their organisation as a condition of support. 
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Figure 102 

Proportion of organisations with additional requirements  
placed on the support they received 
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None of the additional requirements specified by respondents included the sponsor or 
giver seeking or gaining control over cultural content. Of those respondents that said 
additional requirements were imposed as a condition of support, 70 percent said these 
included accountability requirements, such as requiring the organisation to provide full 
details and receipts of how the support was spent. Other accountability requirements 
specified by respondents included providing the giver or sponsor with audited accounts, 
regular project updates, evaluation reports, and annual reports.   

19 percent of organisations that said givers or sponsors had imposed additional 
requirements said they were required to publicly acknowledge the support. 11 percent of 
organisations that had to fulfil additional requirements did not specify what those 
requirements were. 

Some respondents specified accountability and publicity requirements as “additional 
requirements”, but many supporters and recipients alike usually consider these to be 
standard requirements of support.  
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GAINING AND KEEPING SUPPORT 

Main activity that respondents undertook to gain and keep 

support 

47 percent of the 378 organisations that responded said their main engagement or 
contact with current or potential supporters was through applying for funding or grants, 
while 4 percent said it was through developing sponsorship proposals. 

Figure 103 
Main activity for gaining and keeping support  
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Main activity, by cultural activity 

Of the libraries that responded, 75 percent said their main focus for gaining or keeping 
supporters was on applying for grants, followed by 58 percent of literature/poetry 
organisations and 49 percent of heritage organisations that stated this as their main 
focus.   
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Interdisciplinary organisations were the least likely to say their main focus was on 
applying for grants (25 percent of interdisciplinary organisations), followed by media/film 
organisations (33 percent). 22 percent of media/film organisations that responded said 
they focused mainly on attracting new supporters and another 22 percent focused 
mainly on meeting the expectations of their supporters. 

Table 115 
Main activity for gaining and keeping support, by cultural activity 

(showing percentages of organisations of a given type that cited a particular activity  

as their main activity for gaining or keeping support)  
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Community Arts 6% 6% - 47% 24% 12% 6% - 

Heritage 11% 12% 3% 49% 10% 14% 1% 1% 

Interdisciplinary - - - 25% 25% 25% 25% - 

Libraries - 13% 13% 75% - - - - 

Literature/Poetry 17% 8% - 58% 8% 8% - - 

Media/Film 22% - 17% 33% 6% 22% - - 

Performing Arts 17% 5% 2% 47% 7% 16% 2% 3% 

Visual Arts 12% 5% 10% 44% 12% 15% - 2% 
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Main activity, by region 

67 percent of Northland organisations that responded said their main focus was on 
applying for funding or grants (the highest proportion among the regions), compared to 
39 percent of Wellington-Wairarapa organisations (the lowest proportion that cited this 
as their main focus). 

Table 116 
Main activity for gaining and keeping support, by region  

(showing percentages of organisations focused on a given region that cited  

a particular activity as their main activity for gaining or keeping support) 

Region  
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Northland 8% 8% - 67% 8% 8% - - 

Auckland 18% 6% 4% 43% 10% 10% 3% 6% 

Waikato 10% 5% 5% 48% 24% - 10% - 

Bay of Plenty 14% 14% - 50% 7% 7% 7% - 

Gisborne- 
Hawke's Bay 

19% - - 56% 13% 13% - - 

Manawatu-
Wanganui- 
Taranaki 

8% 13% 4% 46% 8% 21% - - 

Wellington-
Wairarapa 

15% 3% 8% 39% 7% 26% - 2% 

Nelson-
Marlborough- 
Tasman 

10% - 5% 62% 5% 19% - - 

Canterbury- 
West Coast 

14% 10% 2% 49% 4% 16% - 4% 

Otago-Southland 10% 16% 3% 61% - 10% - - 

Nationwide 18% 4% 4% 40% 16% 16% 2% - 
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Main activity, by size of organisation 

49 percent of small and medium-sized organisations that responded said their main 
focus was on applying for funding or grants. Of the major organisations that responded, 
38 percent mainly focused also on funding/grant applications. Another 38 percent of 
major organisations focused mainly on meeting their supporters’ expectations, while 
23 percent focused mainly on attracting new supporters. 

Table 117 
Main activity for gaining and keeping support, by size of organisation 

(showing percentages of organisations of a given size that cited a particular activity  

as their main activity for gaining or keeping support) 

Organisation  
size  
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Small  14% 8% 5% 49% 8% 13% 1% 3% 

Medium  14% 7% 3% 49% 9% 14% 3% 2% 

Large  17% 3% 3% 33% 20% 23% - - 

Major  23% - - 38% - 38% - - 

 

Median number of support relationships  

Median number of supporters, by type of supporter 

Cultural organisations have ongoing relationships with a variety of current or potential 
supporters, both cash supporters and non-cash supporters. Across all respondents, the 
median for the estimated number of individual supporters was 30 per cultural 
organisation, compared to one central or local government supporter per cultural 
organisation.55 

                                                 

55  Support relationships with the Lottery Grants Board and trusts/foundations, with local/central government, and with 
corporate/business organisations were counted only once for each supporter organisation, rather than counting the 
number of people in the supporter organisation who dealt with the respondent. Further, in this section the use of the terms 
“supporter”, “giver” or “sponsor” do not necessarily mean that those organisations or individuals gave cash or non-cash 
support in the 2007/08 tax year.  
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Median number of supporters, by cultural activity 

ber 

individual supporters each, the lowest median number for the different cultural activities. 

Median ctivity 
(showing, for n number of  

support relationships with individuals) 

 

Figure 104 

Median number of support relationships, by type of supporter 
(showing the median number across all respondents) 
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Interdisciplinary organisations that responded had the highest median estimated num
of individual supporters, with 200. By comparison, libraries had a median of only 12 
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Interdisciplinary organisations had the highest median number of central or local 
government relationships, with 20. Each of the other types of organisation had a median 
number of only one or two central or local government relationships.   

Interdisciplinary organisations and media/film organisations had the highest median 
number of corporate relationships, with 10. 

Figure 106 
Median number of support relationships with organisations, by cultural activity 

(showing, for respondents of a given type, the median number  

of relationships with organisations) 
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Median number of supporters, by region 

Northland organisations had the highest median number of individual supporters (63), 
while Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay organisations had the lowest (13). 

Northland organisations also had by far the highest median number of corporate 
supporters, with 53.56 Nationwide organisations had the next highest median number of 
corporate supporters (with 6), followed by Auckland organisations (with 5). 

Table 118 
Median number of support relationships with individuals and  

organisations, by region 

(showing, for respondents focused on a given region, the median number  
of relationships with individuals and organisations) 

Region 
Lottery/ trust/ 

foundation 
Central/local 
government 

Corporate  Individuals  

Northland 2 1 53 63 

Auckland 4 2 5 49 

Waikato 3 1 3 17 

Bay of Plenty 3 2 4 50 

Gisborne- 
Hawke's Bay 

3 3 2 13 

Manawatu-
Wanganui-Taranaki 

2 1 2 26 

Wellington-
Wairarapa 

3 1 3 20 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

1 2 2 28 

Canterbury- 
West Coast 

3 2 4 43 

Otago-Southland 4 1 4 35 

Nationwide 7 2 6 18 

                                                 

56 This figure is skewed by the fact that one of the few Northland respondents that reported having corporate support 
relationships had a significant number of these relationships. It is therefore not necessarily indicative of the number of 
corporate support relationships across other Northland cultural organisations.  
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Median number of supporters, by size of organisation 

Major organisations had the highest median number of lottery/trust/foundation 
relationships (with 10) and the highest median number of corporate relationships (also 
10). Large organisations had the highest median number of relationships with individual 
supporters (with 144). 

Table 119 
Median number of support relationships with individuals and  

organisations, by size of organisation 

(showing, for respondents of a given size, the median number  
of relationships with individuals and organisations) 

Organisation  
size 

Lottery/trust/ 
foundation 

Central/local 
government 

Corporate  Individuals  

Small 2 1 2 29 

Medium 5 2 5 32 

Large 6 3 8 144 

Major 10 8 10 5 

Respondents with no new support relationships in 2007/08 

32 percent of all organisations that responded had no new relationships with givers or 
sponsors in the 2007/08 tax year.  

No new supporters, by cultural activity 

Interdisciplinary organisations and libraries were the most likely to have had no new 
giver or sponsor relationships in the 2007/08 tax year (50 percent of interdisciplinary 
organisations and 42 percent of libraries). This compared to media/film organisations: at 
21 percent, they were the least likely to have had no new giver or sponsor relationships 
in 2007/08. 
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Figure 107 
Proportion of respondents with no new support relationships in 2007/08,  

by cultural activity 
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No new supporters, by region 

Waikato organisations were the most likely to have had no new giver or sponsor 
relationships in the 2007/08 tax year (48 percent of Waikato organisations that 
responded), compared to 22 percent of nationwide organisations and 14 percent of Bay 
of Plenty organisations. 

Table 120 
Proportion of respondents with no new support relationships  

in 2007/08, by region 

Region 

Proportion of  
organisations focused  

on that region that had no  
new support relationships  

Northland 33% 

Auckland 35% 

Waikato 48% 

Bay of Plenty 14% 

Gisborne-Hawke's Bay 32% 
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Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

39% 

Wellington-Wairarapa 28% 

Nelson-Marlborough-Tasman 24% 

Canterbury-West Coast 35% 

Otago-Southland 33% 

Nationwide 22% 

No new supporters, by size of organisation 

Small organisations were the most likely to have had no new giver or sponsor 
relationships in the 2007/08 tax year (38 percent of all small organisations that 
responded). 

Table 121 
Proportion of respondents with no new support relationships  

in 2007/08, by size of organisation 

Organisation size 

Proportion of  
organisations of that  

size with no new support 
relationships  

Small 38% 

Medium 24% 

Large 19% 

Major 27% 
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New support relationships as a proportion of all support 

relationships 

Across all respondents with giver or sponsor relationships, a median proportion of 
15 percent of their total giver and sponsor relationships were new in the 2007/08 tax 
year. 

New supporters, by cultural activity 

Of the different cultural activities, literature/poetry organisations had the highest median 
proportion of new giver and sponsor relationships (34 percent of all their giver/sponsor 
relationships). 

Figure 108 

New support relationships as a proportion of all support relationships,  
by cultural activity 

(showing, for organisations of a given type, the median proportion  

of new support relationships) 
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New supporters, by region 

Of the different regions, Bay of Plenty organisations had the highest median proportion 
of new giver and sponsor relationships in the 2007/08 tax year (27 percent of all their 
giver and sponsor relationships), compared to Waikato where just 2 percent of all their 
giver and sponsor relationships were new. 

Table 122 
New support relationships as a proportion of all  

support relationships, by region  

Region 

Median proportion of  
new support relationships 
for organisations focused 

on that region 

Northland 16% 

Auckland 15% 

Waikato 2% 

Bay of Plenty 27% 

Gisborne-Hawke's Bay 25% 

Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

8% 

Wellington-Wairarapa 20% 

Nelson-Marlborough-Tasman 25% 

Canterbury-West Coast 15% 

Otago-Southland 10% 

Nationwide 15% 
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New supporters, by size of organisation 

Large organisations had the highest median proportion of new giver and sponsor 
relationships (25 percent of all their relationships), while 12 percent of major 
organisations’ giver and sponsor relationships were new. 

Table 123 
New support relationships as a proportion of all support relationships, 

by size of organisation 

Organisation  
size 

Median proportion of  
new support relationships 

for organisations of  
that size 

Small 15% 

Medium 15% 

Large 25% 

Major 12% 

New givers and sponsors that contributed support  

Respondents were asked to estimate what proportion of new givers and sponsors in 
2007/08 had contributed support, whether cash or non-cash, in that year. The median 
estimated proportion across all respondents was 65 percent of new givers and sponsors.  

New givers and sponsors that contributed support, by cultural activity 

Libraries and community arts organisations estimated that all their new supporters 
contributed cash or non-cash support in the 2007/08 tax year. By comparison, for 
media/film organisations the median estimated proportion of new supporters that 
contributed was 17 percent, while for interdisciplinary organisations the proportion was 
10 percent. 
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Figure 109 

Proportion of new givers/sponsors that contributed support in 2007/08,  
by cultural activity 

(showing, for organisations of a given type, the median proportion of  

new givers/sponsors that contributed support) 
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New givers and sponsors that contributed support, by region 

Respondents in four regions (Waikato, Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay, Canterbury-West Coast 
and Otago-Southland) shared the highest median proportion of new supporters that 
contributed support in the 2007/08 tax year (100 percent). Respondents in Manawatu-
Wanganui-Taranaki had the lowest median proportion (30 percent). 

Table 124 

Proportion of new givers/sponsors that contributed support  
in 2007/08, by region 

Region 

Proportion of new 
givers/sponsors that 

contributed support: Median 
for organisations focusing on 

that region  

Northland 75% 

Auckland 45% 

Waikato 100% 

Bay of Plenty 63% 
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Gisborne-Hawke's Bay 100% 

Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

30% 

Wellington-Wairarapa 50% 

Nelson-Marlborough-Tasman 50% 

Canterbury-West Coast 100% 

Otago-Southland 100% 

Nationwide 65% 

New givers and sponsors that contributed support, by size of organisation 

All new supporters of the major organisations contributed in 2007/08, compared to a 
median proportion of only 15 percent of large organisations’ new supporters. 

Table 125 

Proportion of new givers/sponsors contributing support in 2007/08, 
by size of organisation 

Organisation  
size 

Proportion of new 
givers/sponsors that 

contributed support: Median 
for organisations of that size 

Small 74% 

Medium 55% 

Large 15% 

Major 100% 

Paid staff and volunteers in the total workforce 

Across all respondents, 37 percent of the total workforce consisted of paid employees, 
while 63 percent were volunteers. This meant that for every paid staff member, there 
were 1.7 volunteers.57 

                                                 

57  This does not include corporate/business employees (also known as “employee volunteers”) who, as part of a 
corporate sponsorship package or corporate non-cash donation, were paid by their corporate organisation to provide 
cultural organisations with services such as legal or financial advice or mentoring, as part of their corporate/business 
employment duties. 
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Paid staff and volunteers in the total workforce, by cultural activity 

Of the libraries that responded, 97 percent of their total workforce was made up of paid 
employees, and 3 percent volunteers (a ratio of 0.03 volunteers for every paid worker).   

With literature/poetry respondents it was the reverse: 3 percent of their workforce were 
paid employees and 97 percent were volunteers, a ratio of 32.3 volunteers for every paid 
worker. 

Figure 110 
 Proportions of paid staff and volunteers in total workforce, by cultural activity 

(showing paid staff and volunteers as percentages of the total workforce for organisations of that 

type, and including in brackets the number of volunteers for every paid worker)58 
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58  The ratios for the number of volunteers for every paid worker are based on actual numbers of paid workers and 
volunteers. The percentages, by contrast, are rounded, and should not be used to calculate the ratios.   
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Paid staff and volunteers in the total workforce, by region 

Waikato organisations that responded had the lowest proportion of paid employees 
(12 percent of their total workforce) and the highest proportion of volunteers (88 percent) 
– a ratio of 7.3 volunteers for every paid worker.   

Wellington-Wairarapa organisations had the highest proportion of paid employees 
(67 percent of their total workforce). 33 percent of their workforce was made up of 
volunteers (a ratio of 0.5 volunteers for every paid worker). 

Table 126 

Proportions of paid staff and volunteers in total workforce, by region 

Region 

Paid staff as  
a proportion of  
total workforce,  

for organisations
focused on that 

region  

Volunteers as  
a proportion of  
total workforce,  

for organisations
focused on that 

region 

Number of 
volunteers for  

every paid worker, 
for organisations 
focused on that 

region 

Northland 20% 80% 4.1 

Auckland 31% 69% 2.2 

Waikato 12% 88% 7.3 

Bay of Plenty 20% 80% 4.0 

Gisborne-Hawke's Bay 55% 45% 0.8 

Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

15% 85% 5.7 

Wellington-Wairarapa 67% 33% 0.5 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

23% 77% 3.4 

Canterbury-West Coast 29% 71% 2.4 

Otago-Southland 22% 78% 3.5 

Nationwide 35% 65% 1.8 
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Paid staff and volunteers in the total workforce, by size of organisation 

The bigger the organisation, the higher the proportion of paid workers in the workforce, 
with 70 percent of the workforce of major organisations being paid workers compared to 
12 percent of the workforce of small organisations. 

Table 127 
Proportions of paid staff and volunteers in total workforce,  

by size of organisation 

Organisation size 

Paid staff as  
a proportion of  

total workforce, for 
organisations of 

that size 

Volunteers as  
a proportion of  

total workforce, for 
organisations of 

that size 

Number of 
volunteers for  

every paid worker, 
for organisations 

of that size 

Small 12% 88% 7.6 

Medium 23% 77% 3.4 

Large 54% 46% 0.8 

Major 70% 30% 0.4 

Paid staff and volunteers working on giving and sponsorship  

Across all respondents, of the total workforce working on gaining and keeping support, 
28 percent were paid employees and 72 percent were volunteers. This meant that for 
every paid staff member focused on giving and sponsorship, there were 2.6 volunteers 
also focusing on this. 

Paid staff and volunteers focused on support, by cultural activity 

Of the interdisciplinary organisations that responded, 10 percent of those working on 
giving and sponsorship were paid employees, and 90 percent were volunteers (a ratio of 
8.8 volunteers for every paid worker).  

Heritage organisations had the next highest ratio of volunteers to paid workers working 
in this area, with 13 percent of those involved being paid and 87 percent being 
volunteers (a ratio of 6.9 volunteers for every paid worker). 
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Figure 111 

Proportions of paid staff and volunteers focused on support, 
by cultural activity  

(showing, for organisations of a given type, paid staff and volunteers  

as percentages of all those focused on support, and including  
in brackets the number of volunteers for every paid worker) 
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Paid staff and volunteers focused on support, by region 

Of the different regions, Waikato organisations that responded had the highest ratio of 
volunteers to paid workers working on giving and sponsorship (6.3), with 14 percent 
being paid employees and 86 percent volunteers.  

Auckland organisations had the lowest ratio of volunteers working on giving and 
sponsorship, with 41 percent of those involved being paid and 59 percent being 
volunteers. 
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Table 128 

Proportions of paid staff and volunteers focused on support, 
by region 

Region 

Paid staff as  
a proportion of  

all those focused 
on support, for 
organisations 

focused on that 
region 

Volunteers as  
a proportion of  

all those focused 
on support, for 
organisations 

focused on that 
region  

Number of 
volunteers for  

every paid worker, 
for organisations 
focused on that 

region 

Northland 19% 81% 4.4 

Auckland 41% 59% 1.4 

Waikato 14% 86% 6.3 

Bay of Plenty 30% 70% 2.3 

Gisborne-Hawke's Bay 23% 77% 3.3 

Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

33% 67% 2.0 

Wellington-Wairarapa 19% 81% 4.3 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

17% 83% 5.0 

Canterbury-West Coast 16% 84% 5.3 

Otago-Southland 23% 77% 3.3 

Nationwide 36% 64% 1.8 
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Paid staff and volunteers focused on support, by size of organisation 

In major organisations, 93 percent of all the workers focusing on giving and sponsorship 
were paid workers, compared to only 9 percent in small organisations. 

Table 129 
Proportions of paid staff and volunteers focused on support, 

by size of organisation 

Organisation  
size 

Paid staff as  
a proportion of  

all those focused 
on support, for 

organisations of 
that size 

Volunteers as  
a proportion of  

all those focused 
on support, for 

organisations of 
that size  

Number of 
volunteers for  

every paid worker, 
for organisations 

of that size 

Small 9% 91% 10.6 

Medium 27% 73% 2.6 

Large 45% 55% 1.2 

Major 93% 7% 0.1 

Proportion of paid staff and volunteers’ time spent on giving and 

sponsorship 

31 percent of organisations that had paid staff said none of their time was spent on 
gaining or keeping support. 28 percent of organisations estimated that 1-10% of their 
total paid staff’s time was spent on gaining or keeping support, while 10 percent of 
organisations said over half their paid staff’s time was spent on this activity.   

39 percent of organisations with volunteers said none of their time was spent on gaining 
or keeping support. 17 percent of organisations said over half their volunteers’ time was 
spent on this activity.59  

                                                 

59  This is indicative of the overall proportions of paid staff and volunteers’ time that were generally spent on giving and 
sponsorship. It does not indicate the actual number of hours spent on this activity. It includes, but does not specifically 
identify, organisations that had individual paid staff or volunteers who focused “full-time” on giving and sponsorship. 
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Figure 112 

Proportion of paid staff and volunteers’ time spent on support  
(showing percentages of organisations that spent a given amount of paid staff  

and volunteer time on gaining or keeping support)  
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Paid staff time spent on support, by cultural activity  

Of those organisations that had paid staff, performing arts organisations were the most 
likely to spend over half their total paid staff time on giving and sponsorship (15 percent 
of performing arts organisations).   

All the libraries that responded spent a tenth or less of their paid staff time on giving and 
sponsorship, including 50 percent of libraries that spent no paid staff time at all on this 
activity.  

Table 130 
Proportion of paid staff time spent on support, by cultural activity  

(showing percentages of organisations that spent a given amount of  
paid staff time on gaining or keeping support) 

Cultural  
activity  

No paid staff 
time spent on 

support 

1-10% of paid 
staff time spent 

on support 

11-50% of paid 
staff time spent 

on support 

Over  
half of paid  

staff time spent 
on support 

Community Arts - 47% 47% 7% 

Heritage 33% 35% 28% 5% 

Interdisciplinary 33% 33% 33% - 

Libraries 50% 50% - - 
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Literature/Poetry 13% 25% 63% - 

Media/Film 18% 27% 55% - 

Performing Arts 34% 22% 29% 15% 

Visual Arts 38% 31% 24% 7% 

Volunteers’ time spent on support, by cultural activity  

Interdisciplinary organisations were the most likely to spend over half their total volunteer 
time on giving and sponsorship (33 percent of interdisciplinary organisations). 71 percent 
of libraries and 64 percent of literature/poetry organisations that responded spent no 
volunteer time at all on giving and sponsorship. 

Table 131 

Proportion of volunteers’ time spent on support, by cultural activity  
(showing percentages of organisations that spent a given amount of  

volunteer time on gaining or keeping support) 

Cultural activity 
No volunteer 
time spent on 

support 

1-10% of 
volunteer time 

spent on 
support 

11-50% of 
volunteer time 

spent on 
support 

Over half of 
volunteer time 

spent on 
support 

Community Arts 44% 25% 13% 19% 

Heritage 37% 19% 30% 14% 

Interdisciplinary - 67% - 33% 

Libraries 71% 14% - 14% 

Literature/Poetry 64% 9% 27% - 

Media/Film 59% 12% 24% 6% 

Performing Arts 31% 13% 35% 21% 

Visual Arts 51% 16% 16% 18% 
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Paid staff time spent on support, by region  

Northland and Manawatu-Wanganui-Taranaki organisations were the most likely to 
spend 1-10% of their total paid staff time on giving and sponsorship (44 percent of 
organisations focusing on each region).  

Canterbury-West Coast organisations were the most likely to spend over half their paid 
staff time on giving and sponsorship (24 percent of organisations focusing on this 
region). 

Table 132 

Proportion of paid staff time spent on support, by region  
(showing percentages of organisations that spent a given amount of  

paid staff time on gaining or keeping support)  

Region 
No paid staff 
time spent on 

support 

1-10% of paid 
staff time spent 

on support 

11-50% of paid 
staff time spent 

on support 

Over  
half of paid  

staff time spent 
on support 

Northland 33% 44% 22% - 

Auckland 24% 22% 45% 8% 

Waikato 55% 27% 9% 9% 

Bay of Plenty 43% 29% 14% 14% 

Gisborne- 
Hawke's Bay 

22% 22% 44% 11% 

Manawatu-
Wanganui-Taranaki 

44% 44% 13% - 

Wellington- 
Wairarapa 

40% 23% 23% 13% 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

50% 30% 20% - 

Canterbury-West 
Coast 

28% 20% 28% 24% 

Otago-Southland 50% 32% 18% - 

Nationwide 10% 33% 45% 12% 
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Volunteers’ time spent on support, by region  

Canterbury-West Coast organisations were the most likely to spend 1-10% of their total 
volunteer time on giving and sponsorship (26 percent of organisations focusing on this 
region).  

Nationwide organisations were the most likely to spend over half their total volunteer 
time on giving and sponsorship (28 percent of nationwide organisations). 

Table 133 
Proportion of volunteers’ time spent on support, by region 

(showing percentages of organisations that spent a given amount of  

volunteer time on gaining or keeping support)  

Region 
No volunteer 
time spent on 

support 

1-10% of 
volunteer time 

spent on 
support 

11-50% of 
volunteer time 

spent on  
support 

Over half of 
volunteer time 

spent on 
support 

Northland 50% 14% 21% 14% 

Auckland 46% 16% 21% 18% 

Waikato 30% 19% 30% 22% 

Bay of Plenty 33% 8% 50% 8% 

Gisborne-Hawke's 
Bay 

39% 11% 28% 22% 

Manawatu-
Wanganui-Taranaki 

50% 17% 29% 4% 

Wellington- 
Wairarapa 

35% 12% 33% 21% 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

31% 6% 38% 25% 

Canterbury-West 
Coast 

34% 26% 28% 13% 

Otago-Southland 34% 9% 47% 9% 

Nationwide 41% 22% 9% 28% 
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Paid staff time spent on support, by size of organisation  

Large organisations were the most likely to spend only 1-10% of their overall paid staff 
time on giving and sponsorship (40 percent of large organisations).   

Small organisations were the least likely to spend over half their overall paid staff time 
on giving and sponsorship (5 percent of small organisations). 

Table 134 
Proportion of paid staff time spent on support, by size of organisation 

(showing percentages of organisations that spent a given amount of  

paid staff time on gaining or keeping support)  

Organisation  
size 

No paid staff 
time spent on 

support 

1-10% of paid 
staff time spent 

on support 

11-50% of paid 
staff time spent 

on support 

Over  
half of paid  

staff time spent 
on support 

Small 53% 18% 24% 5% 

Medium 20% 34% 39% 7% 

Large 10% 40% 27% 23% 

Major 33% 20% 20% 27% 

Volunteers’ time spent on support, by size of organisation  

Medium-sized organisations were the most likely to spend 1-10% of their total volunteer 
time on giving and sponsorship (20 percent of medium organisations); another 
46 percent of medium-sized organisations spent no volunteer time at all on this activity. 

Small organisations were the most likely to spend more than half their total volunteer 
time on giving and sponsorship (19 percent of small organisations). 
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Table 135 

Proportion of volunteers’ time spent on support, by size of organisation 
(showing percentages of organisations that spent a given amount of  

volunteer time on gaining or keeping support)  

Organisation  
size 

No volunteer 
time spent on 

support 

1-10% of 
volunteer time 

spent on 
support 

11-50% of 
volunteer time 

spent on  
support 

Over half of 
volunteer time 

spent on 
support 

Small 32% 15% 35% 19% 

Medium 46% 20% 19% 16% 

Large 70% 10% 10% 10% 

Major 71% 14% - 14% 
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TAX STATUS OF RESPONDENTS 

Proportion of organisations with donee status 

The introduction in January 2010 of voluntary “payroll giving” administered through the 
PAYE tax system provides a tax credit for gifts of money deducted from an employee’s 
pay through an employer’s payroll. The scheme increases the incentive for private 
support and provides a convenient way for individuals to support particular organisations 
or causes.   

Payroll giving also presents an opportunity for cultural organisations to obtain relatively 
stable funding with low fundraising costs. However, to participate in the scheme recipient 
organisations must have “donee status” with the Department of Inland Revenue. 

21 percent of the cultural organisations that responded did not have donee status, while 
26 percent did not know whether they had donee status or not. 

Figure 113 
Proportion of organisations with donee status, or without donee status,  

or that did not know their status 

53%

21%

26%

Donee status (252
organisations)

No donee status (101
organisations)

Don't know  (127
organisations)
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Donee status, by cultural activity 

Interdisciplinary organisations, community arts organisations and literature/poetry 
organisations were the most likely to have donee status. 

 

Figure 114 
Proportion of organisations with donee status, by cultural activity  

(showing the percentage of organisations of a given type that have donee status) 
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Media/film organisations, libraries and visual arts organisations were the least likely to 
either have donee status or to know whether or not they had it. 

Figure 115 
Proportion of organisations without donee status, or that did  

not know their status, by cultural activity 
(showing the percentage of organisations of a given type without donee status,  

or that did not know their status) 
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Donee status, by region 

Organisations that focused mainly on Nelson-Marlborough-Tasman and Canterbury-
West Coast were most likely to have donee status (64 percent of Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman organisations, and 62 percent of Canterbury-West Coast organisations). 

Nationwide-focused organisations had the highest proportion of organisations without 
donee status (29 percent), while organisations focused on Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki were the most likely to not know whether they had donee status (48 percent). 

Table 136 

Proportion of organisations with donee status, or without donee status,  
or that did not know their status, by region 

Region 

Proportion of 
organisations 

focused on that 
region that have 

donee status 

Proportion of 
organisations 

focused on that 
region that do not 
have donee status 

Proportion of 
organisations 

focused on that 
region that did not 
know their donee 

status 

Northland 53% 27% 20% 

Auckland 50% 28% 22% 

Waikato 60% 13% 27% 

Bay of Plenty 50% 19% 31% 

Gisborne-Hawke's Bay 50% 21% 29% 

Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

39% 13% 48% 

Wellington-Wairarapa 49% 22% 29% 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

64% 12% 24% 

Canterbury-West Coast 62% 13% 25% 

Otago-Southland 49% 19% 32% 

Nationwide 55% 29% 16% 
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Donee status, by size of organisation 

Medium-sized organisations were the most likely to have donee status (61 percent).  

Large organisations were the most likely to not have donee status (28 percent), while 
major organisations were the most likely to not know whether they had donee status 
(31 percent). 

Table 137 
Proportion of organisations with donee status, or without donee status, or that did not 

know their status, by size of organisation 

Organisation  
size  

Proportion of  
organisations of 

that size that have 
donee status  

Proportion of 
organisations of 

that size that  
do not have  
donee status  

Proportion of 
organisations of 
that size that did 
not know their  
donee status  

Small 49% 22% 29% 

Medium 61% 16% 23% 

Large 53% 28% 19% 

Major 44% 25% 31% 
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Proportion of organisations with registered charity status 

An organisation must be a “registered charity” to be exempt from income tax and for 
donors of gifts to be exempt from gift duty. 80 percent of cultural organisations that 
responded had registered charity status with the Charities Commission, while a further 
3 percent had applied to be registered and were waiting for confirmation from the 
Charities Commission.60 

Figure 116 
Proportion of organisations with registered charity status, without registered charity 

status, awaiting confirmation of their status, or that did not know their status 

80%

13%

3% 4%

Registered charity status (387
organisations)

Unregistered (61
organisations)

Aw aiting confirmation of
registration (14 organisations)

Don't know  (18 organisations)

 

 

60  As at March 2009 (the end of the 2008/09 tax year, and the time of the survey). 
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Registered charity status, comparing 2009 with 2008 

Across all respondents, the number of cultural organisations with registered charity 
status in 2009 was significantly higher than in 2008, increasing from 54 percent to 
80 percent. 

Figure 117 
Proportion of organisations with registered charity status:  

Comparing 2009 with 2008 
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Registered charity status, by cultural activity 

All the community arts respondents had registered charity status. Of the other types of 
organisations, the next highest proportion was for heritage organisations (with 
88 percent having registered charity status), and performing arts organisations (with 
82 percent).61  

 

61  The figures showing registered charity status by cultural activity, by region, and by size of organisation are as at March 
2009. 
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Figure 118 

Proportion of organisations with registered charity status, by cultural activity 
(showing the percentage of organisations of a given type that have registered charity status) 
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Libraries were the most likely to not have registered charity status (39 percent), and also 
the most likely to not know one way or the other (22 percent). A significant proportion of 
literature/poetry, median/film and interdisciplinary organisations did not have registered 
charity status, although all of these organisations were at least aware of their status. 

Figure 119 
Proportion of organisations without registered charity status,  

or that did not know, by cultural activity 
(showing the percentage of organisations of a given type that do not have  

registered charity status, or that did not know their status) 
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Registered charity status, by region 

Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay organisations were the most likely to have registered charity 
status (92 percent of organisations focused on that region), followed by Waikato 
organisations (90 percent).   

Table 138 
Proportion of organisations with registered charity status, 

by region 

Region 

Proportion of  
organisations focused  

on that region that have 
registered charity status 

Northland 80% 

Auckland 79% 

Waikato 90% 

Bay of Plenty 81% 

Gisborne-Hawke's Bay 92% 

Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

74% 

Wellington-Wairarapa 77% 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

88% 

Canterbury-West Coast 87% 

Otago-Southland 83% 

Nationwide 71% 
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Nationwide-focused organisations had the highest proportion of organisations without 
registered charity status (29 percent). Organisations focused on Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki and the Bay of Plenty were the most likely to not know whether they had 
registered charity status (13 percent). 

Table 139 
Proportion of organisations without registered charity status,  

or that did not know their status, by region 

Region 

Proportion of  
organisations focused 

on that region that  
do not have registered 

charity status 

Proportion of  
organisations focused  

on that region that  
did not know their  

status 

Northland 13% 7% 

Auckland 20% 1% 

Waikato 10% - 

Bay of Plenty 6% 13% 

Gisborne-Hawke's Bay 8% - 

Manawatu-Wanganui-
Taranaki 

13% 13% 

Wellington-Wairarapa 19% 4% 

Nelson-Marlborough-
Tasman 

8% 4% 

Canterbury-West Coast 6% 7% 

Otago-Southland 13% 4% 

Nationwide 29% - 
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Registered charity status, by size of organisation 

Small organisations were the most likely to have registered charity status (84 percent).  

Table 140 

Proportion of organisations with registered charity status, 
by size of organisation 

Organisation size 

Proportion of  
organisations of that  

size that have registered  
charity status 

Small 84% 

Medium 78% 

Large 83% 

Major 44% 

Major organisations were the most likely to not have registered charity status 
(37 percent), and also the most likely to not know whether they had registered charity 
status (19 percent). 

Table 141 

Proportion of organisations without registered charity status, or that  
did not know their status, by size of organisation 

Organisation  
size 

Organisations of  
that size that don’t have 
registered charity status

Organisations of  
that size that didn’t  
know their status 

Small 12% 4% 

Medium 21% 1% 

Large 11% 6% 

Major 37% 19% 
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Comparing donee status with registered charity status 

Relationship between donee status and registered charity status  

If an organisation registers as a charity with the Charities Commission and indicates on 
its application form that donations are a source of income, this information is 
automatically passed on to the Department of Inland Revenue for consideration of that 
organisation’s donee status. Benevolent, philanthropic or cultural organisations that do 
not have registered charity status can apply directly to the Department of Inland 
Revenue for donee status.  

Proportion of organisations with donee status and/or registered charity 

status  

51 percent of all respondents had both donee status and registered charity status, while 
30 percent had only registered charity status, and 1 percent had only donee status. 
18 percent had neither status. 

Figure 120 
Proportion of organisations with donee status and/or registered charity status62 

51%

30%

1%

18%

Donee status AND registered
charity status (242
organisations)

Registered charity status BUT
no donee status (145
organisations)

Donee status BUT no registered
charity status (5 organisations)

No donee status AND no
registered charity status (88
organisations)

 

 

62  Respondents were asked to provide their donee status as at March 2008, and their registered charity status as at 
March 2008 and as at March 2009. This figure shows organisations’ donee status as at March 2008, and their registered 
charity status as at March 2009. Between March 2008 and March 2009 the proportion of organisations with donee status 
may have increased.  
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ESTIMATED SUPPORT IN 2008/09 

Since the survey requested specific figures only for 2007/08, it is not known at this stage 
whether the total amount of support received in the 2008/09 tax year was greater or less 
than the 2007/08 total of $383.2 million. Respondents were asked, however, to indicate 
whether they thought their organisation’s year-to-date support in 2008/09 had increased, 
decreased or stayed the same as the amount they had received in 2007/08.63   

Comparing 2008/09 total support with 2007/08 total support  

The source of support that respondents were most likely to say had increased in 
2008/09 was central and local government funding (36 percent of respondents). The 
source of support that respondents were least likely to say had increased was corporate 
support (25 percent of respondents).  

The sources of support that respondents were most likely to say had stayed the same in 
2008/09 was corporate support (44 percent of respondents) and support from individuals 
(43 percent).  

The source of support that respondents were most likely to say had decreased was 
lottery/trust/foundation support (35 percent of respondents). The source of support that 
respondents were least likely to say had decreased was support from individuals 
(18 percent of respondents). 

                                                 
63  Respondents completed the survey near the end of the 2008/09 tax year, so they were able to sufficiently consider any 
changes in support between the 2007/08 and 2008/09 tax years. As specific dollar amounts for 2008/09 were not 
requested, however, the findings in this section are indicative rather than a specific measure of any actual changes. 
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Figure 121 
Comparing all four sources of support in 2008/09 with 2007/08 

(showing the proportions of organisations that estimated their support had increased,  

or stayed the same, or decreased, or that did not know) 
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35 percent of organisations that responded indicated a decrease in the amount of 
support from the Lottery Grants Board and trusts and foundations in 2008/09, compared 
to support from this source in 2007/08. 
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Figure 122 
Comparing lottery/trust/foundation support in 2008/09 with 2008/07 

(showing the proportions of organisations that estimated their support had increased,  

or stayed the same, or decreased, or that did not know) 
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Estimated lottery/trust/foundation support in 2008/09, by cultural activity 

Media/film organisations were more likely than other respondents to say their support 
from the Lottery Grants Board and from trusts and foundations increased in 2008/09 
(45 percent of media/film respondents).  

Interdisciplinary organisations were the most likely to say their lottery/trust/foundation 
support remained the same in 2008/09 as in 2007/08 (100 percent of interdisciplinary 
organisations).  

Libraries were most likely to say their support from this source decreased in 2008/09 
(57 percent of libraries), while visual arts organisations were the most likely to not know 
whether their support had increased, decreased or stayed the same (18 percent). 
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Figures 123 and 124 
Comparing lottery/trust/foundation support in 2008/09 with 2007/08, 

by cultural activity 

(showing the proportions of organisations of a given type that estimated their support  
had increased, or stayed the same, or decreased, or that did not know) 
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Estimated lottery/trust/foundation support in 2008/09, by region 

Otago-Southland organisations were more likely than organisations in other regions to 
say their lottery/trust/foundation support increased in 2008/09 (41 percent of Otago-
Southland respondents). However, another 45 percent of Otago-Southland organisations 
said their support from this source decreased. 

Nelson-Marlborough-Tasman organisations were the most likely to say their support 
from this source remained the same in 2008/09 as in 2007/08 (67 percent of 
organisations in that region). Bay of Plenty respondents were the most likely to not know 
if their support had increased, decreased or stayed the same (33 percent). 

Table 142 
Comparing lottery/trust/foundation support in 2008/09 with 2007/08, by region 

(showing the proportions of organisations focused on a given region that estimated their  
support had increased, or stayed the same, or decreased, or that did not know) 

Region Increased Same Decreased Don’t know 

Northland 18% 27% 27% 27% 

Auckland 25% 25% 44% 6% 

Waikato 14% 36% 36% 14% 

Bay of Plenty 33% 22% 11% 33% 

Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay 36% 21% 36% 7% 

Manawatu-Wanganui-Taranaki 33% 33% 20% 13% 

Wellington-Wairarapa 31% 31% 33% 6% 

Nelson-Marlborough-Tasman 17% 67% 17% - 

Canterbury-West Coast 31% 29% 31% 9% 

Otago-Southland 41% 5% 45% 9% 

Nationwide 29% 26% 37% 9% 
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Estimated lottery/trust/foundation support in 2008/09, by size of 

organisation 

Major organisations were more likely than other organisations to say their 
lottery/trust/foundation support increased in 2008/09 (42 percent of major organisations 
that responded).  

30 percent of small organisations said their lottery/trust/foundation support remained the 
same in 2008/09 as in 2007/08. While 30 percent of large organisations also said their 
support from this source remained the same, 60 percent of large organisations said their 
support from this source decreased.  

14 percent of small organisations did not know whether their lottery/trust/foundation 
support increased, decreased or stayed the same. 

Figure 125 
Comparing lottery/trust/foundation support in 2008/09 with 2007/08, 

by size of organisation 
(showing the proportions of organisations of a given size that estimated their support  

had increased, or stayed the same, or decreased, or that did not know) 
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Estimated support from central and local government in 2008/09 

Estimated central and local government support in 2008/09 

 

36 percent of respondents said their central and local government funding had increased 
in 2008/09, compared with 2007/08. Another 36 percent said it had remained the 
same.64 

Figure 126 
Comparing central/local government support in 2008/09 with 2007/08 

(showing the proportions of organisations that estimated their support had increased,  

or stayed the same, or decreased, or that did not know) 
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Estimated central/local government support in 2008/09, by cultural activity 

Media/film respondents were more likely than other respondents to say their central/local 
government support increased in 2008/09 (46 percent of media/film respondents).  

67 percent of interdisciplinary respondents said their central/local government support 
remained the same in 2008/09 as in 2007/08. 

25 percent of heritage respondents said their support from this source decreased in 
2008/09, while 18 percent of visual arts respondents did not know if their support 
increased, decreased or stayed the same.  

 
64  Organisations whose support remained the same in 2008/09 as in 2007/08 include those that received no support both 
years from a particular source. 
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Figures 127 and 128 
Comparing central/local government support in 2008/09 with 2007/08, 

by cultural activity 

(showing the proportions of organisations of a given type that estimated their support  
had increased, or stayed the same, or decreased, or that did not know) 
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Estimated central/local government support in 2008/09, by region 

Auckland organisations were more likely than respondents in other regions to say their 
central/local government support increased in 2008/09 (45 percent of Auckland 
respondents). This was closely followed by nationwide organisations (43 percent).  

53 percent of Otago-Southland respondents said their central/local government support 
remained the same in 2008/09 as in 2007/08. 

36 percent of Northland respondents said their support from this source decreased in 
2008/09, while 27 percent of Northland respondents did not know if their support had 
increased, decreased or stayed the same. 

Table 143 
Comparing central/local government support in 2008/09 with 2007/08, by region 

(showing the proportions of organisations focused on a given region that estimated their  
support had increased, or stayed the same, or decreased, or that did not know) 

Region Increased Same Decreased Don’t know 

Northland 27% 9% 36% 27% 

Auckland 45% 27% 21% 7% 

Waikato 33% 40% 20% 7% 

Bay of Plenty 38% 25% 13% 25% 

Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay 38% 38% 15% 8% 

Manawatu-Wanganui-Taranaki 29% 33% 33% 5% 

Wellington-Wairarapa 36% 40% 17% 7% 

Nelson-Marlborough-Tasman 40% 47% 7% 7% 

Canterbury-West Coast 29% 45% 19% 6% 

Otago-Southland 18% 53% 18% 12% 

Nationwide 43% 34% 17% 6% 
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Estimated central/local government support in 2008/09, by size of 

organisation 

Major organisations were more likely than other organisations to say their central/local 
government support increased in 2008/09 (46 percent of major organisations that 
responded). However, another 23 percent of major organisations said their central/local 
government support had decreased. 

46 percent of large organisations said their central/local government support remained 
the same in 2008/09 as in 2007/08, while 12 percent of small organisations did not know 
if their support had increased, decreased or stayed the same. 

Figure 129 

Comparing central/local government support in 2008/09 with 2007/08,  
by size of organisation 

(showing the proportions of organisations of a given size that estimated their support  

had increased, or stayed the same, or decreased, or that did not know) 
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Estimated support from corporate organisations in 2008/09 

Estimated corporate support in 2008/09 

44 percent of respondents said their corporate support was the same in 2008/09 as it 
was in 2007/08. 

Figure 130 
Comparing corporate support in 2008/09 with 2007/08  

(showing the proportions of organisations that estimated their support had  
increased, or stayed the same, or decreased, or that did not know) 
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Estimated corporate support in 2008/09, by cultural activity 

Libraries were more likely than other organisations to say their corporate support 
increased in 2008/09 (50 percent of library respondents). However, another 50 percent 
of libraries said their corporate support had decreased. 

All interdisciplinary respondents said their corporate support remained the same in 
2008/09 as in 2007/08.  

18 percent of visual arts respondents did not know if their support increased, decreased 
or stayed the same.  
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Figures 131 and 132 
Comparing corporate support in 2008/09 with 2007/08, by cultural activity 

(showing the proportions of organisations of a given type that estimated their support  

had increased, or stayed the same, or decreased, or that did not know) 
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Estimated corporate support in 2008/09, by region 

Bay of Plenty respondents were more likely than respondents in other regions to say 
their corporate support had increased in 2008/09 (50 percent of Bay of Plenty 
respondents). 

53 percent of Wellington-Wairarapa respondents said their corporate support remained 
the same in 2008/09, as did 53 percent of Manawatu-Wanganui-Taranaki respondents.  

45 percent of Nelson-Marlborough-Tasman respondents said their corporate support 
decreased in 2008/09, while 33 percent of Northland respondents did not know if their 
support had increased, decreased or stayed the same. 

Table 144 
Comparing corporate support in 2008/09 with 2007/08, by region 

(showing the proportions of organisations focused on a given region that estimated their  
support had increased, or stayed the same, or decreased, or that did not know) 

Region Increased Same Decreased Don’t know 

Northland 17% 50% - 33% 

Auckland 15% 46% 35% 4% 

Waikato 17% 50% 33% - 

Bay of Plenty 50% 25% - 25% 

Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay 31% 38% 8% 23% 

Manawatu-Wanganui-Taranaki 29% 53% 12% 6% 

Wellington-Wairarapa 22% 53% 19% 6% 

Nelson-Marlborough-Tasman 27% 18% 45% 9% 

Canterbury-West Coast 39% 43% 7% 11% 

Otago-Southland 27% 32% 32% 9% 

Nationwide 26% 44% 26% 3% 
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Estimated corporate support in 2008/09, by size of organisation 

Large organisations were as likely to say their corporate support had increased in 
2008/09 (33 percent of large organisations that responded) as they were to say it had 
decreased (33 percent) or stayed the same (33 percent).  

51 percent of small organisations said their corporate support remained the same in 
2008/09, while 13 percent of small organisations did not know if their support increased, 
decreased or stayed the same. 

40 percent of major organisations said their corporate support decreased in 2008/09. 

Figure 133 

Comparing corporate support in 2008/09 with 2007/08, by size of organisation 
(showing the proportions of organisations of a given size that estimated their support  

had increased, or stayed the same, or decreased, or that did not know) 
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Estimated support from individuals in 2008/09 

Estimated individual support in 2008/09 

43 percent of respondents said their support from individuals was the same in 2008/09 
as it was in 2007/08, while 29 percent said it was greater. 

Figure 134 
Comparing individual support in 2008/09 with 2007/08 

(showing the proportions of organisations that estimated their support had  
increased, or stayed the same, or decreased, or that did not know) 
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Estimated individual support in 2008/09, by cultural activity 

Libraries and interdisciplinary organisations were more likely than other types of 
organisations to say their support from individuals increased in 2008/09 (50 percent of 
library and interdisciplinary respondents).   

50 percent of interdisciplinary respondents and 46 percent of performing arts 
respondents said their support from individuals remained the same in 2008/09 as in 
2007/08. 

25 percent of community arts respondents said their support from this source decreased 
in 2008/09, as did 25 percent of libraries. Another 25 percent of libraries did not know if 
their support from individuals had increased, decreased or stayed the same. 
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Figures 135 and 136 
Comparing individual support in 2008/09 with 2007/08, by cultural activity 

(showing the proportions of organisations of a given type that estimated their support  

had increased, or stayed the same, or decreased, or that did not know) 
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Estimated individual support in 2008/09, by region 

Respondents in Manawatu-Wanganui-Taranaki were more likely than respondents in 
other regions to say their support from individuals had increased in 2008/09 (41 percent 
of Manawatu-Wanganui-Taranaki respondents). 

63 percent of Bay of Plenty respondents said their support from individuals remained the 
same in 2008/09. By comparison, 25 percent of Bay of Plenty respondents did not know 
if their support had increased, decreased or stayed the same. 

29 percent of Nelson-Marlborough-Tasman respondents said their support from 
individuals decreased in 2008/09. 

Table 145 
Comparing individual support in 2008/09 with 2007/08, by region 

(showing the proportions of organisations focused on a given region that estimated their  
support had increased, or stayed the same, or decreased, or that did not know) 

Region Increased Same Decreased Don’t know 

Northland 30% 60% - 10% 

Auckland 24% 46% 24% 6% 

Waikato 12% 53% 18% 18% 

Bay of Plenty 13% 63% - 25% 

Gisborne-Hawke’s Bay 25% 50% 13% 13% 

Manawatu-Wanganui-Taranaki 41% 41% 18% - 

Wellington-Wairarapa 32% 35% 19% 14% 

Nelson-Marlborough-Tasman 36% 36% 29% - 

Canterbury-West Coast 27% 47% 7% 20% 

Otago-Southland 25% 30% 20% 25% 

Nationwide 39% 35% 23% 3% 
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Estimated individual support in 2008/09, by size of organisation 

Large organisations were more likely than other organisations to say their support from 
individuals increased in 2008/09 (47 percent of large organisations that responded).  

45 percent of small organisations said their support from individuals remained the same 
in 2008/09 as in 2007/08, while 13 percent of small organisations did not know if their 
support had increased, decreased or stayed the same. 

26 percent of medium-sized organisations said their support from individuals decreased 
in 2008/09. 

Figure 137 

Comparing individual support in 2008/09 with 2007/08, by size of organisation 
(showing the proportions of organisations of a given size that estimated their support  

had increased, or stayed the same, or decreased, or that did not know) 
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EXPECTED SUPPORT IN 2009/10 

Respondents were asked to indicate what levels of support they expected for the 
2009/10 tax year.  

At the time of the survey (near the end of the 2008/09 tax year), some supporters may 
already have informed specific cultural organisations of likely levels of support for 
2009/10. Many cultural organisations, however, may not have been able to adequately 
consider any changes in support until nearer the 31 March end of the 2009/10 tax year. 
Thus, the expectations of support in 2009/10 that are stated in this section were a “mood 
indicator” rather than a specific measure of actual changes. To an extent, those 
expectations may have reflected respondents’ concerns about the potential impact of the 
economic climate on future levels of giving and sponsorship.  

Expected lottery/trust/foundation support in 2009/10 

30 percent of all respondents expected their lottery/trust/foundation support to decrease 
in 2009/10, compared to support they received from this source in 2008/09. 

Figure 138 

Expected lottery/trust/foundation support in 2009/10 
(showing the proportions of organisations that expected their support to increase,  

or stay the same, or decrease, or that did not know) 
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Expected central/local government support in 2009/10 

41 percent of respondents expected their central/local government funding to remain the 
same in 2009/10, compared to 2008/09, while another 26 percent of organisations 
expected funding from this source to increase. 
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Figure 139 
Expected central/local government support in 2009/10 

(showing the proportions of organisations that expected their support to increase,  

or stay the same, or decrease, or that did not know) 
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Expected corporate support in 2009/10 

30 percent of respondents expected their corporate support to remain the same in 
2009/10. 23 percent expected it to increase. 

Figure 140 

Expected corporate support in 2009/10 
(showing the proportions of organisations that expected their support to increase,  

or stay the same, or decrease, or that did not know) 
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Expected individual support in 2009/10 

37 percent of respondents expected their support from individuals to remain the same in 
2009/10 as in 2008/09, while only 17 percent expected it to decrease. 

Figure 141 

Expected individual support in 2009/10 
(showing the proportions of organisations that expected their support to increase, or stay the 

same, or decrease, or that did not know) 
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RESPONDENTS’ VIEWS ON OBSTACLES TO SECURING 

GREATER SUPPORT 

37 percent of respondents cited the economic climate as the main obstacle to securing 
higher levels of giving and sponsorship for their organisation in the future. 

18 percent thought the funding criteria of potential supporters were unfavourable for 
cultural organisations. 

Figure 142 
Main obstacles to securing greater support 

(showing the proportion of organisations that cited a particular factor 
as the main obstacle to greater support) 
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Economic climate 

Respondents that believed the economic climate was the main obstacle suggested it 
meant less investment in giving. Respondents thought that individuals and corporate 
organisations were wary of getting involved in supporting cultural organisations. 
Respondents also thought individuals and corporate organisations were cutting costs 
and being more selective in allocating their constrained resources: 

 We have strong relationships with our current sponsors, but they are 
naturally tightening up their activities, as one might expect. 

 

 The main obstacle will be the freezing of funds available from 
funders/sponsors until the present economic climate becomes more 
stable. 

 

Individual or corporate memberships and subscriptions were seen by respondents as 
particularly vulnerable components of support. Marked decreases in these had already 
being experienced:   

 The majority of our income comes from memberships, which are never 
secure – particularly during a recession as individuals struggle to pay.  

 

While retaining current support was difficult, attracting new support was also an issue:  

 It was very difficult to find corporate sponsors even before the change 
in the economic climate, and now it has got worse.  

 

 Additional costs to get exhibitions to our gallery will impact on our ability 
to provide attractive propositions to potential sponsors. 

 

 Corporate sponsors are already committed to others and unable to look 
at new proposals.  

 

As well as there being less individual and corporate support, cultural organisations 
feared that other sources of support were also under threat:  

 The current downturn in the economy will affect most fundraising areas. 
Funds will still be granted but the amounts will be smaller and possibly 
the criteria will be tightened, particularly for smaller district funders. 

 

 The current economic climate will provide barriers to funding levels, and 
diminish the ability of government and local government agencies to 
increase their gifting to an ever-increasing number of applicants.  
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Cultural organisations noted the impact of the economic downturn on trusts and 
foundations whose interest-bearing investments had returned reduced income:  

 It was suggested to us recently that what funders had to give would be 
down by 15 percent due to reduced investment returns.   

 

 Some agencies, such as ASB Community Trust, have announced they 
will not have as much money available. 

 

 The economic recession has hit businesses hard. It has also hit the 
philanthropic trusts – at least one trust is no longer making any grants 
until its capital base is secured. There is also a strong paring back of 
expenditure by local bodies and some trusts that are being taken over 
by ideologues who wish to stop community funding. 

 

Cultural organisations expected the economic climate to affect their levels of support for 
several years: 

 The current economic climate is creating a tighter climate for sourcing 
funding and sponsorship, and we anticipate that the uncertainty around 
this will continue for at least the next 12 months. 

 

 With the current financial situation, we could be looking at receiving 
less funding from our usual sources for at least a couple of years.  

 

 The impact the recession is having around the world will affect the 
levels of funding available to us over the next two to three years. That 
being said, the main consequence is likely to be a longer timeline until 
final funds are received. 

 

Unfavourable funding criteria 

18 percent of respondents thought the criteria applied by potential funders were 
unfavourable for cultural organisations. Respondents commented that, in the current 
economic climate, some funders had narrowed their criteria, and saw cultural activities 
as less important than other areas: 

 Funding organisations are changing their priorities and putting more 
money into social welfare: “Necessities (social welfare) rather than 
things that are nice to have (arts)”, is how one of our funders has 
worded it.  

 

 It is harder to attract funding to the performing arts compared with other 
activities, particularly those involving health and children.  

 

 Being focused on the arts sector seems to make it very difficult to raise 
support. The arts really do appear to be at the bottom of the list for 
support by most funding agencies. 
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Respondents thought that sport received a disproportionately high level of support, at 
the expense of cultural activities: 

  Funding organisations such as gaming trusts give large amounts of 
money to sports events. Many of those events are run to make money 
for wealthy organisations. Cultural and educational organisations are 
not getting their fair share of the money available when, in terms of 
public good, they are probably helping communities far more than 
sports organisations do.    

 

 A major obstacle is the low profile of the arts in the community 
compared to sport. The media do not give the arts anywhere near the 
exposure given to sport. Arts are often considered to be a leisure hobby 
thing and not taken seriously. 

 

Respondents were also concerned at what they saw as disparities in how central and 
local government allocate their funding: 

 The overall amount that is available from government to support 
publishers and literature needs redefining as the amount we receive is 
very small, especially when compared to other art mediums. 

 

 The biggest obstacle we face is parity of CNZ funding for our festival 
compared to others in the sector. For example, another festival gets 10 
times what we get. It seems the funding assessment is out of whack 
with 1) need and 2) outcomes.  

 

 CNZ funding for large concerts and so on is seldom given to smaller 
groups, even if they have a successful track record and large 
audiences. CNZ seems to concentrate on funding larger entities in the 
cities. Creative Communities funding does not stretch to large events.  

 

Respondents also commented that the needs of cultural organisations were not well 
understood by funders that do not have an arts or cultural focus: 

 Some applications are hard as our festival is run over a period of 10 
days and sponsors often see other expenses during this time as being 
“retrospective” and so will only fund costs during a two-month period. 
Also, sponsors sometimes require three quotes before they consider 
the application – this is rather awkward as some things are specialised 
and we can only obtain one quote. 

 

 If the choir wants to purchase music from overseas, it is not a simple 
task to obtain two quotes for the required music. 

 

 We have found our organisation will not fit into the funding criteria for 
many funding bodies because either we are too industry-specific or we 
cannot secure funding for operational costs. 
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 Our biggest expense by far is venue hire – for screening films. Most 
funders consider this to be a standard operating cost, like rent, and 
won’t cover it. 

 

 We can’t get funding for overheads/administration costs, such as rent 
for our costume storage. 

 

 We would like to be able to get funding for purchase of music or for 
travel and accommodation. A lot of funding bodies will not fund travel. 

 

 The timelines to which community trusts operate are incompatible with 
the far-reaching timelines that performing arts need to secure their 
projects. 

 

 It’s very hard to plan a major film festival when the outcome from major 
funding grants is not known until just before showtime.  

 

 We want to commission and publish new music so we need to pay 
composers. The trusts funded from gambling will typically only fund 
aspects such as printing, and not composers. Also, the timelines for our 
projects are about 12 months. We need a commitment of funding about 
six months before we need the cash, so that we can ask composers to 
work on creating new music. Many funders assume rigid, short-term 
projects based on buying a particular item, rather than creating new 
music and then editing and publishing.  

 

 There is a lack of providers of heritage/museum funding, particularly for 
heritage restoration work and for the magnitude of the projects requiring 
funding. Also, our organisation does not “neatly” fit into many of the 
funding categories of many funding organisations.  

 

Respondents mentioned difficulties with funding criteria that may also be experienced by 
non-cultural organisations:   

 Many funders consider our cash reserve means we don’t need help, 
despite our reserves being tagged to replacing equipment or for other 
specific purposes. 

 

 Too many larger funders require that they be the last funder in the 
queue – there need to be large funders willing to be the foundation 
funder.  

 

 There is a tendency for contributions to be viewed as “one off” events, 
so if the organisation is applying again for a different project they tend 
to be overlooked. 

 

 It is difficult to get funding for core operations and services (especially 
salaries and overheads). 
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 Our organisation’s purpose is national advocacy and membership 
support, for which it’s difficult to secure funding. Specific projects are 
more likely to be funded than operational activities. 

 

 There was support for a debut season of a theatre show but no 
subsequent follow up of support for further seasons of the show. All the 
hard work, money and talent had a good start with the debut season, 
but it seemed wasteful that there was no infrastructure to take 
advantage of once the theatre show was up and running. 

 

 We need surety of funding for more than one year, in order to build 
relationships and expectations, but each project we are funded for is 
usually short-term, and has to be achieved on top of general 
administration and the search for funds. You just finish one project and 
then you have to catch up on everything else, and search for funds 
again.  

 

 There is a perception that as we are publicly funded we shouldn’t need 
non-government money. 

 

 Because we are linked with a church, this appears to be a problem for 
some funding organisations. This is extremely unfortunate because 
what we are doing is working and effective. We are not trying to push 
our own denominational barrow but are disqualified from some because 
of our link. 

 

Compliance issues were a concern, particularly for small cultural organisations and 
where relatively small amounts of support were involved:  

 As a recreational theatre company we find that the main issue with 
funding sources is the reams of energy and paperwork required for, in 
some cases, a trifling hand-out. 

 

 From a fundraiser’s point of view, the amount of “jumping through 
hoops” to get funding (and the reporting requirements afterwards) is 
increasing. For smaller entities, the amount and depth of paperwork 
required is getting beyond the skills of a volunteer staff. Of course we 
have to be accountable, but the level of accountability should be 
governed by the amount donated. 

 

Competition for limited support 

15 percent of respondents considered the biggest obstacle in the future to be competing 
against other organisations or causes for the limited support available: 

 In the current economic climate it seems that we are all fighting over a 
small piece of the pie.  
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 Although NZ’s record of individual giving is good, the same few high-
wealth individuals are courted by many arts organisations.  

 

 Investments by funders are not receiving the returns they would 
normally expect, leaving less funds available. Organisations will 
possibly not have access to as many corporate/individual funding 
options as they had in the past, so more will need assistance from the 
established funding organisations.  

 

 Each year everyone gets better and more focused, which can have an 
effect on the amount of money they require. 

 

 There are a number of huge infrastructural local projects taking up 
available funding. 

 

Limited organisational resources 

15 percent of respondents considered the biggest obstacle in the future to be limited 
resources within their own cultural organisation. Often, these limited resources were 
closely linked to what was seen as an increasingly time-consuming process for obtaining 
funding or support: 

 It’s difficult to find the time and available staff/volunteers to research 
and prepare proposals or applications. There’s also the cost of 
preparing and dressing up the proposals or applications to the 
standards required today.  

 

 Many private donors are feeling the economic squeeze themselves. It 
requires a high level of resourcing to maintain these relationships and 
service the individuals. 

 

 As we cut back, we need to find more time to prepare extra applications 
and funding proposals. 

 

 More and more effort has to be put into applying for funding, and the 
likelihood of success is quite low. 
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Other limits on organisational resources are linked to where the organisation considers it 
should best focus: 

 We could spend more time sourcing funds but we struggle to cover our 
current programme and we choose to focus on the day-to-day most of 
the time. 

 

 We do not have the resources to employ anyone to fundraise. 
Therefore our efforts are always project-driven and just whatever we 
can manage to do. It is very disheartening when we put such a lot of 
volunteer time into applications that are nearly always rejected. We get 
much better return for our time with private donations, although that is 
hard to maintain, especially in a recession.  

 

 It’s difficult to find the time or capacity to continually chase grants and 
other funding against the demands of other work, when our own income 
streams are squeezed and we need senior management time to cope 
with new strategic direction and restructuring.   

 

 There’s a lack of time for relationship-building and partnership 
especially with corporates. 

 

 It’s about finding available staff resources to concentrate on these 
areas – income drops require more day-to-day operations to be 
completed by core staff members, taking them away from revenue-
raising activities. 

 

 Our number one problem is that we have not secured an ongoing lease 
on a suitable venue. Had we done so, we would have been in a good 
position to seek sponsorship, but we have just about run our volunteer 
resources into the ground and we don’t seem to have the time, skills or 
energy to lift ourselves up to getting the relative security of corporate 
sponsorship, even though some of our activities are eminently 
sponsorable. 

 

Other constraints 

6 percent of respondents cited other constraints as the biggest obstacle to increased 
giving and sponsorship. These constraints included the size of the community in which 
they were located, the perceived niche market of their particular cultural activity, the age 
of their organisation’s members, the legal status of their organisation, and a lack of 
awareness about how or where to seek support:  

  Since we are located in a small town, we have limited access to funds 
such as gaming machine grants. 
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 In a small city such as ours, businesses are very generous but tend to 
become overcommitted in their philanthropy. In the past two years, we 
have had businesses cease supporting us as they have sponsored us 
for many years and want to change their focus and support other 
sectors within the community. 

 

 Jazz is a small minority interest. Our main funders are over-subscribed.  

 Being in a rural area, large commercial sponsorship is harder to get.  

 It’s difficult to secure national corporate support from the South Island, 
plus there are the ongoing challenges in the gaming machine sector, 
and in getting equity of support from government agencies for South 
Island-based organisations compared to organisations in Auckland and 
Wellington. 

 

 Our biggest obstacle is time, which these older members of the 
community do not have much of! 

 

 Funders would like to see more “bang for their money”. Probably the 
lesser known organisations (although they are doing great work) will be 
left out in the process. 

 

 There does not appear to be interest in the business community in 
supporting “minor” groups such as ours. Other large, established 
musical identities seem to attract the large corporate sponsorship. Our 
greatest chance at securing funding is 1) to have a person dedicated to 
applying for grants and sponsorship (which we now have) and 2) to 
keep presenting high-quality concerts and invite reviewers and VIPs to 
attend, hopefully thus generating good reviews and publicity that will 
eventually result in greater awareness and hopefully some offers of 
support. 

 

 As we are a small theatre company that spends much time “in 
development”, our works tend only to be seen by the public in short 
seasons. As we do not have a continuous programme in the way that 
some other theatre companies do, we tend to be less “visible” to 
sponsors and donors, and so we have found individual giving or 
corporate sponsorship hard to access.  

 

 There is a lack of knowledge about opportunities – there is the website 
that lists all the various trusts etc, but it appears to be ridiculously 
expensive to use, unless you use it at a library, but who has the time for 
that?  
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Miscellaneous 

9 percent of respondents cited a variety of other reasons as the biggest obstacle to 
increased giving and sponsorship, including Auckland “supercity” concerns: 

 Local authority restructuring in the Auckland region may threaten our 
council funding over the long term. 

 

 Our biggest obstacle is working through city governance issues relating 
to the supercity and future funding policies. 

 

 Our main source of future funding is wills and bequests. This is a slow 
process and one in which we are not always advised of the potential 
donor’s intentions. 

 

 New Zealand has a small economy and a lack of head offices for large 
corporate sponsorships. 

 

 If companies are part of a larger global company based offshore, then 
it’s almost a case of don’t bother picking up the phone or writing the 
letter. 
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RESPONDENTS’ VIEWS ON WAYS TO INCREASE FUTURE 

SUPPORT 

Respondents were asked what would most help their organisation to receive greater 
support in the future.  

30 percent of respondents said additional resources (such as improved advice on 
support opportunities or more staff/volunteers) would most help their organisation to 
secure greater support.  

28 percent of respondents said the criteria of potential supporters would need to change 
if they were to receive increased support. 

Figure 143 

Respondents’ views on ways to increase future support 
(showing the proportion of organisations that cited a particular factor 

as the main way they could secure greater support) 
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Additional resources 

Respondents who considered that additional resources would best enable their 
organisation to increase their support said this included more staff/volunteers: 

 We need a greater number of skilled committee members so that 
workloads can be spread. This would include applying for funds. 

 

 We would like to create a new position within our business to be 
responsible for developing a patrons group, managing relationships 
with trusts and government bodies, and attracting new sources of 
funding.  

 

 There needs to be funding, or someone to work pro bono on a funding 
and sponsorship strategy with us. Paying for such expertise tends to 
swallow up most of the funding achieved and may be self-defeating. 

 

Respondents wanted advice on support opportunities and on how to develop a culture of 
asking for support: 

 If you are already struggling to manage your budgets, it’s hard to justify 
paying for Fund View. There should be a free platform for such a 
database. 

 

 Perhaps there could be networking events where those organisations 
looking for a sponsorship fit are invited to interact with those looking for 
sponsors.  

 

 We need better knowledge of successful fundraising techniques and 
the confidence to put them into practice. 

 

 It would be helpful to meet potential private donors in a forum where we 
can introduce them to our work and get them interested in becoming a 
donor. 

 

 There are numerous services that compile funding information, such as 
NZLive and the Funding Information Service, but there should also be a 
personal advice or mentoring service where new organisations like ours 
can receive guidance and assistance. 

 

 We’d like opportunities and ideas on how to approach corporates. 
Being a small non-profit organisation without an emotional pull (such as 
sick children), it’s difficult to justify the need for funding, especially when 
there are more worthy causes.  

 

 We need help with putting together marketing material and ideas about 
how to approach sponsors. We’ve never really done this, and are not 
sure about how to present ourselves in a way that would be attractive to 
a sponsor. 
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 We currently do not have the finances or resources to carry out 
economic impact or audience demographic research. If there were 
some assistance or grants provided so we were able to obtain this 
information, this would be of great use in applying for future funding and 
sponsorship. 

 

 It would be good to have a system whereby funding bodies maintain a 
file containing basic information relating to regular applicants so that we 
could avoid many hours each year assembling and providing the same 
basic information. 

 

Changes in funding criteria 

28 percent of respondents said it would take changes in funding criteria to increase 
support for cultural organisations: 

 The criteria ought to more flexible. Excluding “private museums” from 
any form of funding because of their perceived status as “profit-making” 
is absurd.  

 

 There should be a requirement that a percentage of community trust 
giving must be for the arts. 

 

 It would be good to have gaming/Lotto money available for running 
costs instead of having to come up with new projects when we can 
hardly keep our core programme running.  

 

 Some surety of funding at a base level so that 50 percent or more of my 
time is not spent on funding applications would be good. 

 

 We need a less tortuous application process and less time delay when 
applying. 

 

 It would help if we could fund a project from just one source. Our 
experience was that each organisation we applied to gave us less than 
we asked for. By the time we made these applications to meet their 
funding cycle etc, the first grants we received had time-expired and 
they had to be returned.  

 

 We’d like greater flexibility over timelines. Also, recognition that in some 
circumstances obtaining two quotes is meaningless when the project 
requires known experts with special skills and knowledge plus 
continuity from one project to the next. The lowest cost just doesn't 
work.  
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 We want more transparency in the funding criteria and decision-making 
process. At present, we are often left without any idea or constructive 
feedback as to why applications are declined and how to improve them 
for the future. 

 

Greater appreciation of culture 

15 percent of respondents said there needed to be a greater appreciation of culture 
before funding increased: 

 We need a higher profile, such as more interest from New Zealand 
media. 

 

 We need to keep our profile high in the community and keep funders up 
to date with our activities and successes. 

 

 We need recognition that many cultural organisations provide a real 
benefit to the community as a whole, apart from sporting clubs.  

 

 There needs to be a strategic approach to arts provision from local 
government.  

 

 The Local Government Act is not definite in its wording, allowing local 
councils to squirm out of funding the arts, as they can define “culture” to 
exclude the arts. 

 

Other ways to increase support 

7 percent of respondents said an improved economic climate would result in increased 
support for cultural organisations. 4 percent said there should be improved incentives for 
giving and sponsorship, and 15 percent cited a variety of opportunities that could lead to 
increased support: 

 There should be larger tax breaks for companies that specifically 
support art (and not just charities, in any form).  

 

 There needs to be better understanding of the tax rules and initiatives 
like the Cultural Gifts Programme in Australia (or at least the publicity 
and education that was developed to support the programme). 
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ADDITIONAL COMMENTS FROM RESPONDENTS ABOUT 

GIVING AND SPONSORSHIP 

In addition to comments about obstacles and ways to increase future support, 
30 percent of all respondents made additional comments about giving and sponsorship 
in general. This included requests for better information about how to access sources of 
support: 

 There is a lot of opportunity to support the sector with better 
management and mentoring. There must be a matchmaker type service 
that can be set up, or is there one already operating? Where is this kind 
of information available? 

 

 Wouldn’t it be great to have an office you can ring with your project and 
they tell you the best funders for that project and the best way to write 
your application for those funders/sponsors? 

 

 It would be helpful if we could access professional assistance directing 
us to likely sources of sponsorship or funding. We just don’t have the 
time to seek out such avenues. We can manage the application and 
administration adequately – it’s the where (do we find them) rather than 
the how (we do it) that’s our problem. 

 

 Some small seed-funding should be available to help with first funding 
applications. We had to raise money to secure an auditor before we 
could meet the requirements of making any applications. Being a new 
organisation, getting an auditor on a pro-bono or sponsorship basis 
proved impossible. We also had to raise money to hire someone to 
make our first funding application and advise us how to proceed in the 
future. A one-off seed grant for first applications only would be helpful 
and would also save the funders’ work by reducing the number of 
incorrect or incomplete applications. 

 

 Good information is required about locating and applying for 
appropriate funding, and what should an organisation have sorted 
(such as Companies Office, IRD status) in order to conform to 
standards of accounting etc in order to be eligible for funding. Also, 
“best practice” advice is required so that organisations run effectively 
and professionally in order to be eligible for and attractive to 
sponsorship and sponsors.       

 

 Traditionally, public libraries have not sought funding from external 
bodies in a strategic manner, but we are becoming more aware of 
forming alliances with relevant businesses/partners. We are not tapping 
into most of the potential funding available as we don’t know how or 
what to apply for. We are getting better at selling/promoting our 
services but we are still new at understanding what types of partnership 
work well for sponsors – that is, what their motivation is. 
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Respondents noted other issues facing cultural organisations trying to gain support:  

 While grants and sponsorship sources readily grasp the value of the 
arts, their resources are never substantial enough to do much more 
than put on a show, or have an exhibition. Social and community 
development through the arts requires a much more professional 
workforce and a greater, longer-term commitment than most grants and 
sponsorship sources can afford to support.  

 

 The demands placed on funding sources across New Zealand have 
increased dramatically over the past five years. However, there have 
been very positive moves from funding sources to develop closer 
relationships with their recipients, and that creates a greater 
understanding of the long-term vision and mission of the organisations 
these funders support. 

 

 The irony is that organisations are becoming more dependent on 
local/central government support, not less. The more an organisation is 
required to focus on core operational needs and other reporting 
requirements, the less time and resources it has available for value-
added services that fit the criteria of other funders such as the Lottery 
Grants Board and the ASB Trust. 
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Questionnaire 
 
 
Cultural organisations: Giving and sponsorship - Written questionnaire65 
 
Introduction 
 
As outlined in an email from the Ministry for Culture and Heritage, the Ministry is undertaking 
research on the current levels of income derived by cultural organisations in New Zealand, from 
gifts, grants and other charitable and sponsorship sources. Your organisation’s response to this 
questionnaire will enable the Ministry for Culture and Heritage to understand more about the 
current funding situation facing the cultural sector, to determine trends and to assist in ways to 
overcome barriers to obtaining funds. 

This questionnaire is a version that can be completed by hand and posted. Once you have 
completed it please post by Thursday 9 April 2009 using the reply-paid envelope attached.66 

If you prefer to complete this questionnaire online, please follow this link: 

http://www.surveymonkey.com/s.aspx?sm=HO_2bnXZRhuwPM9EQZfR4ShQ_3d_3d  

The questionnaire should take around 40 minutes to complete. Your response will be confidential. 
The published results will not identify any particular organisation. Your response will be combined 
with that of other organisations. 

If you have any questions, please refer to the email sent by the Ministry for Culture and Heritage 
or follow this link: http://www.mch.govt.nz/projects/culture/giving-sponsorship.html. Otherwise, 
please proceed with the questions below. 

Thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. We look forward to receiving your 
response. 

 
Organisation profile 
 
1. Tell us about your organisation 
 
Your name  

Your position in the organisation   

Organisation  

Postal address line 1  

Postal address line 2  

Postal address line 3  

Town/city  

Day time telephone number/s  

Email address  

                                            
65  The survey and a link to an online questionnaire were primarily sent out by email. This hard-copy questionnaire was sent out on 
request.   
66  The closing date was extended to 14 April 2009. 

http://www.surveymonkey.com/s.aspx?sm=HO_2bnXZRhuwPM9EQZfR4ShQ_3d_3d
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2. Out of the SEVEN categories below, what best describes your organisation’s MAIN cultural 
activity/purpose? (Please place X in the relevant box) 
 
PLEASE SELECT ONLY ONE OPTION 
 
1. PERFORMING ARTS 2. VISUAL ARTS 

  Theatre/drama   Craft/object 

  Ballet   Visual arts/gallery  

  Contemporary dance   Architecture/design 

  Opera/theatrical/classical music   Māori visual arts  

  Contemporary music   Pacific visual arts  

  Performing arts festival   Fundraiser/supporter  

  Māori performing arts   Other / please specify in box below 

  Pacific performing arts   

  Other ethnic performing arts   

  Fundraiser/supporter   

  Other / please specify in box below   

 
3. MEDIA/FILM 4. HERITAGE 

  Film/moving image   Historic place/building site 

  New media/web-based   Museum 

  Film festival   Archive 

  Fundraiser/supporter   Fundraiser/supporter 

  Other / please specify in box  below   Other / please specify in box below 

 
5. LIBRARIES  6. LITERATURE/POETRY 

  Public library    Primary literary creation 

  Specialist library    Publishing 

  Fundraiser/supporter    Fundraiser/supporter 

  Other / please specify in box below   Other / please specify in box  below 

  

7. COMMUNITY ARTS/OTHER 

  Community arts 

  Other / please specify in box  below 

 
Other / please specify below 
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3. If applicable, what best describes your organisation’s SECONDARY cultural activity/purpose? 
(Please place X in the relevant box) 
 
PLEASE SELECT ONLY ONE OPTION 
 

1. PERFORMING ARTS 2. VISUAL ARTS 

  
Theatre/drama 

  Craft/object 

  Ballet   Visual arts/gallery  

  Contemporary dance   Architecture/design 

  Opera/theatrical/classical music   Māori visual arts  

  Contemporary music   Pacific visual arts  

  
Performing arts festival 

  Fundraiser/supporter  

  
Māori performing arts 

  Other / please specify in box below 

  
Pacific performing arts 

  

  Other ethnic performing arts   

  Fundraiser/supporter   

  
Other / please specify in box below 

  
 

3. MEDIA/FILM 4. HERITAGE 

  Film/moving image   Historic place/building site 

  New media/web-based   Museum 

  Film festival   Archive 

  Fundraiser/supporter   Fundraiser/supporter 

  Other / please specify in box  below   Other / please specify in box below 
 

5. LIBRARIES  6. LITERATURE/POETRY 

  Public library    Primary literary creation 

  Specialist library    Publishing 

  Fundraiser/supporter    Fundraiser/supporter 

  Other / please specify in box below   Other / please specify in box  below 

  

7. COMMUNITY ARTS/ OTHER 

  Community arts 

  Other / please specify in box  below 
 
Other / please specify below 
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4. What percentage of your organisation’s cultural activity/purpose is undertaken within 
New Zealand and/or overseas?  
 
Please round your figures up to a whole number, without fractions or symbols (e.g. 50 not 
50.5%). These figures should add up to 100. 
 

  
Within New Zealand (%) 

  
Overseas (%) 

 
5. Within New Zealand, in which region does your organisation PRIMARILY deliver its 
cultural activities? (Please place X in the relevant box) 
 
Please note this may differ from the region/s in which your organisation’s administration is based. 
Please add a SECONDARY region only if applicable.  
 

PRIMARY REGION SECONDARY REGION 

  Nationwide   Nationwide 

  Auckland    Auckland  

  Bay of Plenty    Bay of Plenty  

  Canterbury    Canterbury  

  Gisborne   Gisborne 

  Hawke’s Bay   Hawke’s Bay 

  Manawatu-Wanganui   Manawatu-Wanganui 

  Nelson-Marlborough-Tasman   Nelson-Marlborough-Tasman 

  Northland   Northland 

  Otago   Otago 

  Southland   Southland 

  Taranaki   Taranaki 

  Waikato    Waikato  

  Wellington-Wairarapa   Wellington-Wairarapa 

  West Coast   West Coast 
 
6. What is the current legal status of your organisation? (Please place X in as many boxes as 
apply). 
 

 Company/business 

 Charitable trust  

  Incorporated society, trust or institution  

  Informal organisation/no legal status  

  Other  
 
Other (please specify)  
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7. As at 31 March 2008, did your organisation have a “donee status” with Inland Revenue? 
(Please place X in the relevant box). 

  Yes  

  No  

  Don’t know / not sure  
 
8. As at 31 March 2008, had the Charities Commission confirmed that your organisation 
was listed as a “registered charity”? (Please place X in the relevant box). 

  Yes  

  No  

  Don’t know / not sure  
 
9. If NO (at 31 March 2008), has the Charities Commission since confirmed that your 
organisation is now listed as a “registered charity”? (Please place X in the relevant box). 

  Yes  

  No  

  Awaiting confirmation  

  Don’t know / not sure  
 
Financial information  

If your organisation is registered for GST, please list all amounts in this survey as GST exclusive.  
 
10. What was the total income of your organisation (from all sources and before expenses 
were deducted) during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008?  

This includes income from all sources such as grants (including capital grants), sponsorships, 
donations/koha, or any other type of funding (including funding for core/commissioned/contracted 
services); box office or earned revenue from productions/concerts/exhibitions/service delivery; 
hire/fee revenue (e.g. for hiring out your organisation’s facilities/resources/services); bar sales; 
programme/merchandise sales; asset sales; interest received; etc.  

Your organisation’s total income should include only the receipt of actual monetary income and 
not, for example, the value of any non-cash (or in-kind/pro-bono) support your organisation may 
have received. 

(Please place X in the relevant box) 

  $0-$24,999  $300,000-$349,999   $1,000,000-$1,499,999 

  $25,000-$49,999  $350,000-$399,999   $1,500,000-$1,999,999 

  $50,000-$74,999  $400,000-$449,999   $2,000,000-$2,499,999 

  $75,000-$99,999  $450,000-$499,999   $2,500,000-$2,999,999 

  $100,000-$149,999  $500,000-$599,999   $3,000,000-$3,499,999 

  $150,000-$199,999  $600,000-$699,999   $3,500,000-$3,999,999 

  $200,000-$249,999  $700,000-$799,999   $4,000,000-$4,499,999 

  $250,000-$299,999  $800,000-$899,999   $4,500,000-$4,999,999 

    $900,000-$999,999   $5,000,000 and over 
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Lottery Grants Board, gaming/community trust and other philanthropic 
organisation funding 

11. Did your organisation receive any grants, sponsorship or any other type of funding 
from the Lottery Grants Board or from gaming/community trusts or other philanthropic 
organisations during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008? 

(Please place X in the relevant box) 

  Yes  

  No  

  Don’t know / not sure  

12. If YES, what was the total amount of funding (in dollars) that your organisation 
received from these sources during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008? 

Please include cash support only and not non-cash (or in-kind/pro-bono) support. 

Please round your figures to the nearest dollar, without fractions, commas or symbols (e.g. 1000 
not $1,000.45). If your organisation is registered for GST, please list all amounts as GST 
exclusive. 

  Lottery Grants Board ($)  

 
 

 

Gaming/community trusts and other philanthropic organisations (e.g. NZ Community 
Trust, ASB Trust, JR McKenzie Trust, Lion Foundation, Tindall Foundation, etc) ($) 

13. If your organisation DID NOT receive any Lottery Grants Board, gaming/community 
trust or other philanthropic organisation funding during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008, was 
it because it: 

Lottery Grants Board  

 REASON (Please place X in the relevant box). 

  Did not seek funding from this source  

  Was ineligible for funding from this source  

  Had its funding application/s declined 

  Received non-cash/in-kind/pro-bono support instead  

  Other / please specify in box on next page  
 
Gaming/community/philanthropic 

 REASON (Please place X in the relevant box). 

  Did not seek funding from this source  

  Was ineligible for funding from this source  

  Had its funding application/s declined 
  

Received non-cash/in-kind/pro-bono support instead  
  

Other / please specify in box on next page  

Other (please specify)  
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Government department/crown entity/city or district council funding 
 
14. Did your organisation receive grants, sponsorship or any other type of funding 
(including funding for core/commissioned/contracted services) from government 
departments, crown entities or city/district councils during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008? 
 

This includes Creative New Zealand and Creative Communities Scheme funding. 
 
(Please place X in the relevant box) 

  Yes  

  No  

  Don’t know / not sure  
 
15. If YES, what was the total amount of funding (in dollars) that your organisation 
received from these sources during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008? 
 
Please include cash support only and not non-cash (or in-kind/pro-bono/contra) support.  
 
Please round your figures to the nearest dollar, without fractions, commas or symbols (e.g. 1000 
not $1,000.45). If your organisation is registered for GST, please list all amounts as GST 
exclusive. 
 

  Government departments or agencies – including Creative New Zealand  

 but excluding Creative Communities Scheme ($) 
 
  City or district councils – including Creative Communities Scheme ($)  

 
16. If your organisation DID NOT receive any central or local government department, 
crown entity or city/district council funding during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008, was it 
because it:  
 
Government departments/crown entities 

 REASON (Please place X in the relevant box) 

  Did not seek funding from this source  

  Was ineligible for funding from this source  

  Had its funding application/s declined 
  

Received non-cash/in-kind/pro-bono support instead  
  

Other / please specify in box on next page  
 
City/district councils  

 REASON (Please place X in the relevant box) 

  Did not seek funding from this source  

  Was ineligible for funding from this source  

  Had its funding application/s declined 
  

Received non-cash/in-kind/pro-bono support instead  
  

Other / please specify in box below  
 
Other (please specify) 
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Corporate funding 
 
17. Did your organisation receive any grants, sponsorship, donations or any other type of 
support (including cash and non-cash support) from businesses/corporate organisations 
during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008? 

(Please place X in the relevant box) 

  Yes  

  No  

  Don’t know / not sure  
 
18. If YES, what was the total amount of funding (in dollars) that your organisation 
received from these sources during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008? 

This includes cash and non-cash (or in-kind/pro-bono/contra) support.  
 
Please round your figures to the nearest dollar, without fractions, commas or symbols (e.g. 1000 
not $1,000.45). If your organisation is registered for GST, please list all amounts as GST 
exclusive. 
 
 CASH SPONSORSHIP ($)  

  

 

[Cash payment from a business/corporate organisation given in exchange for a 
customised range of benefits such as promotion or other benefits outlined in a 
sponsorship agreement.] 

  
 NON-CASH SPONSORSHIP ($)  

  

 

[Estimated cash value of products/services from a business/corporate organisation, 
e.g. legal/financial advice, mentoring, etc given in exchange for a customised range 
of benefits outlined in a sponsorship agreement.] 

  

 CORPORATE MEMBERSHIPS ($) 
  

 

[Set cash payment given by a business/corporate organisation, e.g. annual 
subscription in exchange for a standard range of benefits such as complimentary or 
discounted tickets, priority booking, etc.] 

  

 CORPORATE CASH DONATIONS ($)  

  
 

[Discretionary cash payment from a business/corporate organisation given with no 
requirement or expectation of any benefits] 

  
  
 CORPORATE NON-CASH DONATIONS ($) 

  [Estimated cash value of products/services from a business/corporate organisation and 
made with no requirement or expectation of any benefits.] 
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19. If your organisation DID receive any cash or non-cash support from corporate 
organisations during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008, what best describes the main 
business activity or industry sector of each of your key corporate 
funders/sponsors/supporters?  

Please place X in the relevant box in order of size, with 1 being the corporate organisation that 
contributes the greatest amount in total (taking into account both cash support and the estimated 
value of any non-cash support). Please select up to five organisations/sectors (if applicable). 

 
Greatest     

1 2 3 4 5  

          Agriculture/forestry/fishing 

          Construction 

          Education/training 

          Electricity/gas/water/waste 

          Health care/social assistance 

          Hospitality (including accommodation/restaurants/bars) 

          Manufacturing (excluding motor vehicles) 

          Media - Broadcasting/internet publishing 

          Media - Publishing (excluding internet publishing) 

          Motor vehicles - Manufacture 

          Motor vehicles - Rental/hire/lease 

          Motor vehicles - Sales 

          Petroleum/chemicals 

          Professional services - Accounting 

          Professional Services - Advertising/public relations 

          Professional services - Banking/financial 

          Professional services - Insurance 

          Professional services - Legal 

          Professional services - Other 

          Rental/hire/lease (excluding motor vehicles) 

          Retail/wholesale trade - Groceries/beverages 

          Retail/wholesale trade - Other 

          Technology 

          Telecommunications (including internet services) 

          Transport/freight - Air 

          Transport/freight - Postal/courier 

          Transport/freight - Other 

          Other / please specify in box on next page 

Other (please specify) 
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20. If your organisation DID NOT receive any corporate funding during 1 April 2007 to 31 
March 2008, was it because it: (Please place X in the relevant box) 
 
  Did not seek cash or non-cash support from this source  

  Had its cash or non-cash support request/s declined  

  Other / please specify in box below 

Other (please specify)  
 
 
 
 
 

 
Individual funding 
 
21. Did your organisation receive cash or non-cash support from individuals (including 
donations/koha, friends’ schemes and bequests) during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008?  
 
(Please place X in the relevant box) 
  Yes  

  No  

  Don’t know / not sure  

 
22. If YES, what was the total amount of funding (in dollars) that your organisation 
received from this source during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008?  
 
This includes cash and non-cash support, e.g. gifted assets such as art, capital items, shares or 
products. 
 
Please round your figures to the nearest dollar, without fractions, commas or symbols (e.g. 1000 
not $1,000.45). If your organisation is registered for GST, please list all amounts as GST 
exclusive. 
 
 INDIVIDUAL MEMBERSHIP/FRIENDS’ SCHEMES ($)  

 

 

[Set cash payment from an individual (or couple/family), e.g. annual subscription in 
exchange for a standard range of benefits such as complimentary or discounted tickets, 
newsletters, friends’ events, etc.] 

 INDIVIDUAL CASH DONATIONS ($)  

  

 

[Discretionary cash payment from an individual (or couple/family), including large single 
amounts or cumulative smaller amounts and made with no requirement or expectation of 
any benefits to the donor.] 

 INDIVIDUAL NON-CASH DONATIONS ($) 
 

 

[Estimated cash value of gifted assets, e.g. art, capital items, shares or products (not 
including volunteer time) from an individual (or couple/family) made with no requirement or 
expectation of any benefits to the donor.] 
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 PAYROLL GIVING ($) 
 

 

[Discretionary cash payment from an individual, e.g. regular automatic payment from their 
wage/salary, made with no requirement or expectation of any benefits to the individual.] 

 LEGACIES/BEQUESTS ($) 
 

 

[Discretionary gift of personal property (cash or non-cash), from an individual under the 
terms of their last will and testament.] 

 
23. If your organisation DID NOT receive any funding from individuals during 1 April 2007 
to 31 March 2008, was it because it:  
 
(Please place X in the relevant box) 
  Did not seek funding from this source  

  Had its funding request/s declined  

  Other / please specify in box below 

 
Other (please specify)  
 
 

 
Allocation of funding/sponsorship/donations 
 
24. Approximately what percentage of the total funding/sponsorship/donations received 
by your organisation during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008 was tagged by 
funders/sponsors/donors and required to be spent only on a specific purpose? 

This estimate should be a percentage of the total amount received by your organisation, in cash 
and non-cash support and across all types of funders/sponsors/donors, such as Lottery Grants 
Board, community/gaming trusts and philanthropic organisations, government departments and 
city or district councils, corporate organisations and individuals.  

Please round your figures up to a whole number, without fractions or symbols (e.g. 50 not 
50.5%).  

  Percentage 

 
25. Did any funders/sponsors/donors of cash or non-cash support during 1 April 2007 to 
31 March 2008 stipulate additional requirements such as controls on the content of your 
organisation’s cultural activities?  
 
(Please place X in the relevant box) 
  Yes / please specify in box below 

  No  

  Don’t know / not sure  

 
Yes (please specify)  
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26. Approximately what percentage of the total funding/sponsorship/donations received 
by your organisation during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008 was spent on the items below? 

This estimate should be a percentage of the total amount received by your organisation, in cash 
and non-cash support and across all types of funders/sponsors/donors, as above. 

Please round your figures up to a whole number, without fractions or symbols (e.g. 50 not 
50.5%). These figures should add up to 100.  

  Capital projects (%)  

  Other one-off (non capital) projects (%)  

  Core programmes (%)  

  Overheads/operational costs (%)  

  Education/community projects (%)  

  Awards and prizes (%)  

  Interest-bearing investments (%)  

  Other major activities not shown above (%)  

  Not spent/reserves (%)  

  
27. Approximately what percentage of the total funding/sponsorship/donations received 
by your organisation during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008 was authorised from the areas 
below? 

This estimate should be a percentage of the total amount received by your organisation, in cash 
and non-cash support and across all types of funders/sponsors/donors, as above. 

Please round your figures up to a whole number, without fractions or symbols (e.g. 50 not 
50.5%). These figures should add up to 100.  

  Overseas (%)  

  Within New Zealand (%)  

  Don’t know/unsure (%)  

 
Gaining and keeping funders/sponsors/donors 
 
28. What was the PRIMARY and SECONDARY focus of your organisation’s contact in 
terms of gaining and keeping funders/sponsors/donors during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 
2008?  

(Please place X in the relevant box) 
PRIMARY FOCUS 

  Attracting new funders/sponsors/donors  

  Funder/sponsor/donor emails/letters/publications 

  Developing sponsorship proposals 

  Funding/grant applications 

  Funding/grant compliance/accountability 

  Meeting current sponsor/donor expectations/requests 

  Providing funder/sponsor/donor hospitality 

  Publicising funder/sponsor/donor support 

  Other / please specify in box below 
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SECONDARY FOCUS 

  Attracting new funders/sponsors/donors 

  Funder/sponsor/donor emails/letters/publications 

  Developing sponsorship proposals 

  Funding/grant applications 

  Funding/grant compliance/accountability 

  Meeting current sponsor/donor expectations/requests 

  Providing funder/sponsor/donor hospitality 

  Publicising funder/sponsor/donor support 

  Other / please specify in box below 

 
Other (please specify) 
 
 
 
 

 

29. What is the estimated overall number of funders/sponsors/donors that your 
organisation had a funding relationship with during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008?  

This includes funders/sponsors/donors irrespective of whether they actually contributed cash or 
non-cash support to your organisation during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008. 
Funders/sponsors/donors that are organisations should be counted once per organisation, not by 
the number of people in that organisation that you dealt with. 

Please round up your figures without fractions, commas or symbols (e.g. 10 not 10.5). 

 Lottery/Gaming/Community/Philanthropic  

  

 Corporate organisations 

 Government departments/crown entities/city 
or district councils 

 Individuals 

 
30. What is the estimated number of funding relationships that were new for your 
organisation in 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008? 
 
This includes funders/sponsors/donors irrespective of whether they actually contributed cash or 
non-cash support to your organisation during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008. 
Funders/sponsors/donors that are organisations should be counted once per organisation, not by 
the number of people in that organisation that you dealt with. 
 
Please round up your figures without fractions, commas or symbols (e.g. 10 not 10.5). 
 
  Lottery/Gaming/Community/Philanthropic  

  Government departments/crown entities/city or district councils  

  Corporate organisations  

  Individuals  
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31. Of the funders/sponsors/donors that you had a funding relationship with during 1 April 
2007 to 31 March 2008, approximately what percentage actually contributed cash or non-
cash support to your organisation in that year? 
 
Please round your figures up to a whole number, without fractions or symbols (e.g. 50 not 
50.5%).  
 
  All funders/sponsors/donors (%)  

  New funders/sponsors/donors (%)  

 
32. On average, how many people worked in a paid or voluntary capacity in your 
organisation each week during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008? 

This does not include individuals who, as part of a sponsorship package or non-cash donation, 
provided your cultural organisation with services, e.g. legal/financial advice, mentoring, etc. 
 
Please round up your figures without fractions, commas or symbols (e.g. 10 not 10.5). 
 
  Paid  

  Voluntary  

 
33. On average, what was the total number of hours per week that these people worked 
during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008? 

This does not include individuals who, as part of a sponsorship package or non-cash donation, 
provided your cultural organisation with services, e.g. legal/financial advice, mentoring, etc. 
 
Please round up your figures without fractions, commas or symbols (e.g. 10 not 10.5). 
 
  Paid  

  Voluntary  

 
34. On average, how many people in your organisation worked on 
fundraising/sponsorship/donation activities each week during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 
2008?  

This does not include individuals who, as part of a sponsorship package or non-cash donation, 
provided your cultural organisation with services, e.g. legal/financial advice, mentoring, etc. 
 
Please round up your figures without fractions, commas or symbols (e.g. 10 not 10.5). 
 
  Paid  

  Voluntary  

 
35. On average, what was the total number of hours per week that these people worked on 
fundraising/sponsorship/donation activities during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008? 

This does not include individuals who, as part of a sponsorship package or non-cash donation, 
provided your cultural organisation with services, e.g. legal/financial advice, mentoring, etc.  
 
Please round up your figures without fractions, commas or symbols (e.g. 10 not 10.5). 
 
  Paid  

  Voluntary  
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Organisation’s funding after 31 March 2008 
 
36. How has the amount of funding/sponsorship/donations changed in the current year of 
1 April 2008 to 31 March 2009 in the areas below?  
 
Lottery/gaming/community/philanthropic 
 
CHANGE (Place X in relevant box)   APPROXIMATE PERCENTAGE CHANGE (if any) 

  Not applicable              

 Increased              

  Remained the same              

  Decreased             

  Unsure/ don’t know             

 
Government department/crown entity/city or district council 
 
CHANGE (Place X in relevant box)   APPROXIMATE PERCENTAGE CHANGE (if any) 

  Not applicable              

 Increased              

  Remained the same              

  Decreased             

  Unsure/ don’t know             

 
Corporate organisations 
 
CHANGE (Place X in relevant box)   APPROXIMATE PERCENTAGE CHANGE (if any) 

  Not applicable              

 Increased              

  Remained the same              

  Decreased             

  Unsure/ don’t know             

 
 
Individuals 
 
CHANGE (Place X in relevant box)   APPROXIMATE PERCENTAGE CHANGE (if any) 

  Not applicable              

 Increased              

  Remained the same              

  Decreased             

  Unsure/ don’t know             
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37. How do you expect the amount of funding/sponsorship/donations received by your 
organisation to change in the coming year of 1 April 2009 to 31 March 2010 in the areas 
below? 
 
Lottery/gaming/community/philanthropic (Please place X in the relevant box) 
  Not applicable  

  Increase  

  Remain the same  

  Decrease  

  Unsure/ don’t know  

 
Government department/crown entity/city or district council (Please place X in the relevant 
box) 
  Not applicable  

  Increase  

  Remain the same  

  Decrease  

  Unsure/ don’t know  

 
Corporate organisations (Please place X in the relevant box) 
  Not applicable  

  Increase 

  Remain the same  

  Decrease  

  Unsure/ don’t know  

 
Individuals (Please place X in the relevant box) 
  Not applicable  

  Increase  

  Remain the same  

  Decrease  

  Unsure/ don’t know  

 
38. What do you consider are the main obstacles to securing greater 
funding/sponsorship/donations for your organisation in the future? 
 
 
 
 
 
39. What would most help your organisation to receive greater 
funding/sponsorship/donations in the future? 
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40. Do you have any additional comment to make on 
LOTTERY/GAMING/COMMUNITY/PHILANTHROPIC FUNDING?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
41. Do you have any additional comment to make on GOVERNMENT 
DEPARTMENT/CROWN ENTITY/CITY OR DISTRICT COUNCIL FUNDING?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
42. Do you have any additional comment to make on CORPORATE FUNDING?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
43. Do you have any additional comment to make on INDIVIDUAL FUNDING? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
44. Do you have any final comment to make on funding/sponsorship/donations IN 
GENERAL? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Please feel free to make further comment outside of the above boxes on a separate piece of 
paper if necessary. Please clearly identify the question number that any additional 
comment supports.  
 
 

Thank you for your time and participation 
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Glossary 
 

Cash donations from individuals include all discretionary cash payments (including 
large single amounts or cumulative smaller amounts) given by an individual (or a couple 
or family) with no requirement or expectation of any benefits to the giver. While there is 
no requirement or expectation, cultural organisations may still subsequently offer 
services or benefits to individuals that make cash donations. 

Community arts organisations include those organisations that have as their main 
activity or purpose: community development/creative space; rehabilitation/group 
development; locally-based arts access/active participation; or community arts 
fundraiser/supporter. 

Corporate cash donations are defined as discretionary cash payments from a 
business or other corporate organisation, given to a cultural organisation with no 
requirement or expectation of any benefits in return.  While there is no requirement or 
expectation, cultural organisations may still subsequently offer services or benefits to 
corporate organisations and businesses that make cash donations. 

Corporate cash sponsorship is defined as a cash payment from a business or other 
corporate organisation, given to a cultural organisation in exchange for a customised 
range of services, such as promotion, outlined in a written or verbal sponsorship 
agreement. 

Corporate membership is defined as set cash payment (such as an annual 
subscription), given by a business or corporate organisation to a cultural organisation in 
exchange for a standard range of benefits, such as complimentary or discounted tickets 
or priority booking. 

Corporate non-cash donations (also known as in-kind or pro-bono donations) are 
defined as the estimated cash value of products or services given to a cultural 
organisation by a business or other corporate organisation, with no requirement or 
expectation of any benefits in return. While there is no requirement or expectation, 
cultural organisations may still subsequently offer services or benefits to corporate 
organisations and businesses that make non-cash donations. Corporate non-cash 
donations include the services of corporate/business employees (also known as 
“employee volunteering”), but only if the employee is paid by the corporate organisation 
or business to undertake those services as part of their corporate/business employment 
duties.   

Corporate non-cash sponsorship (also known as in-kind or pro-bono sponsorship) is 
defined as the estimated cash value of products or services (such as legal or financial 
advice or mentoring), given by a business or corporate organisation to a cultural 
organisation, in exchange for a customised range of services outlined in a verbal or 
written sponsorship agreement. Corporate non-cash sponsorship includes the services 
of corporate/business employees (also known as “employee volunteering”), but only if 
the employee is paid by the corporate organisation or business to undertake those 
services as part of their corporate/business employment duties.  
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Donee status is available for an organisation on application to the Department of Inland 
Revenue. It enables donors to that organisation to get tax rebates on their donations. An 
organisation must have donee status to participate in the payroll giving scheme 
administered through the Department of Inland Revenue. 

Giving and sponsorship includes cash and non-cash support and comprises grants 
(including capital grants), sponsorships, government funding (including for core, 
commissioned or contracted services), corporate and individual donations/koha, 
corporate and individual memberships/friends schemes, payroll giving and 
legacies/bequests.   

Heritage organisations include those organisations that have as their main activity or 
purpose: historic place/item; museum; archive/research/genealogy; or heritage 
fundraiser/ supporter. 

Individual memberships and friends schemes involve a set cash payment (such as 
an annual subscription) given by an individual (or a couple or family) in exchange for a 
standard range of benefits, such as complimentary or discounted tickets, newsletters, or 
friends’ events. 

Interdisciplinary organisations include those organisations that, as their main activity 
or purpose, advocate or represent various cultural disciplines. 

Large organisations were classified as cultural organisations that earn $1 million or 
more, but less than $5 million, each year in total cash income from all sources – 
including giving and sponsorship as well as box office or earned revenue, hire/fee 
revenue, bar sales, programme/merchandise sales, asset sales, and interest received. 

Legacies and bequests include any discretionary gift of personal property (cash or non-
cash), given by an individual under the terms of his or her will. (The term “legacy” means 
a gift of money under a will, while “bequest” means a gift of personal property, usually 
other than money, under a will.) 

Libraries include those organisations that have as their main activity or purpose: public 
library; specialist library; or library fundraiser/supporter. 

Literature/poetry organisations include those organisations that have as their main 
activity or purpose: primary literary creation; publishing/copyright; or literature/poetry 
fundraiser/supporter. 

Major organisations were classified as cultural organisations that earn $5 million or 
more each year in total cash income from all sources – including giving and sponsorship 
as well as box office or earned revenue, hire/fee revenue, bar sales, 
programme/merchandise sales, asset sales, and interest received. 

Media/film organisations include those organisations that have as their main activity or 
purpose: film/moving image; new media/web-based; film festival; or media/film 
fundraiser/ supporter. 
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Median is the mid-point in a group of data. It divides responses down the middle – with 
half the responses being less than the median, and half being greater than the median.  
Medians are a more accurate indicator than averages. Medians are used to mitigate the 
impact of disproportionate or skewed responses and the impact of outliers (where 
disproportionate data is due to a one-off event or respondent error).     

Medium-sized organisations were classified as cultural organisations that earn 
$100,000 or more, but less than $1 million, each year in total cash income from all 
sources – including giving and sponsorship as well as box office or earned revenue, 
hire/fee revenue, bar sales, programme/merchandise sales, asset sales, and interest 
received. 

Non-cash donations from individuals (also known as in-kind or pro-bono donations) 
are the estimated cash value of assets (such as artworks, capital items, shares or 
products) given by an individual (or a couple or family) with no requirement or 
expectation of any benefits to the giver. While there is no requirement or expectation, 
cultural organisations may still subsequently offer services or benefits to individuals that 
make non-cash donations. Individual non-cash donations do not include the volunteering 
of the giver’s time. 

Payroll giving is defined as a discretionary cash payment from an individual through a 
regular automatic payment from their wage or salary, with no requirement or expectation 
of any benefits to that individual. While there is no requirement or expectation, cultural 
organisations may still subsequently offer services or benefits to individuals that make 
cash payments through payroll giving. 

Performing arts organisations include those organisations that have as their main 
activity or purpose: theatre/drama/comedy; ballet/contemporary/other dance; 
opera/theatrical/ classical/choral music; contemporary/other music; Māori performing 
arts; Pacific performing arts; other ethnic performing arts; or performing arts 
fundraiser/supporter. 

Registered charity status is available for an organisation on application to the Charities 
Commission. It enables the organisation to be exempt from income tax and for donors of 
gifts to the organisation to be exempt from gift duty. 

Small organisations were classified as cultural organisations that earn less than 
$100,000 each year in total cash income from all sources – including giving and 
sponsorship as well as box office or earned revenue, hire/fee revenue, bar sales, 
programme/merchandise sales, asset sales, and interest received. 

Tagged support is support that the giver or sponsor requires to be spent on a specific 
project or for a specific purpose. 

Visual arts organisations include those organisations that have as their main activity or 
purpose: crafts/objects; visual arts/gallery/festival; architecture/design; Māori visual arts; 
Pacific visual arts; other ethnic visual arts; or visual arts fundraiser/supporter. 
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	Organisation profile
	1. Tell us about your organisation
	2. Out of the SEVEN categories below, what best describes your organisation’s MAIN cultural activity/purpose? (Please place X in the relevant box)
	PLEASE SELECT ONLY ONE OPTION
	3. If applicable, what best describes your organisation’s SECONDARY cultural activity/purpose? (Please place X in the relevant box)
	PLEASE SELECT ONLY ONE OPTION
	4. What percentage of your organisation’s cultural activity/purpose is undertaken within New Zealand and/or overseas? 
	Please round your figures up to a whole number, without fractions or symbols (e.g. 50 not 50.5%). These figures should add up to 100.
	5. Within New Zealand, in which region does your organisation PRIMARILY deliver its cultural activities? (Please place X in the relevant box)
	Please note this may differ from the region/s in which your organisation’s administration is based. Please add a SECONDARY region only if applicable. 
	6. What is the current legal status of your organisation? (Please place X in as many boxes as apply).
	286
	7. As at 31 March 2008, did your organisation have a “donee status” with Inland Revenue? (Please place X in the relevant box).
	8. As at 31 March 2008, had the Charities Commission confirmed that your organisation was listed as a “registered charity”? (Please place X in the relevant box).
	9. If NO (at 31 March 2008), has the Charities Commission since confirmed that your organisation is now listed as a “registered charity”? (Please place X in the relevant box).

	Financial information 
	10. What was the total income of your organisation (from all sources and before expenses were deducted) during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008? 
	This includes income from all sources such as grants (including capital grants), sponsorships, donations/koha, or any other type of funding (including funding for core/commissioned/contracted services); box office or earned revenue from productions/concerts/exhibitions/service delivery; hire/fee revenue (e.g. for hiring out your organisation’s facilities/resources/services); bar sales; programme/merchandise sales; asset sales; interest received; etc. 
	Your organisation’s total income should include only the receipt of actual monetary income and not, for example, the value of any non-cash (or in-kind/pro-bono) support your organisation may have received.

	Lottery Grants Board, gaming/community trust and other philanthropic organisation funding
	11. Did your organisation receive any grants, sponsorship or any other type of funding from the Lottery Grants Board or from gaming/community trusts or other philanthropic organisations during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008?
	12. If YES, what was the total amount of funding (in dollars) that your organisation received from these sources during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008?
	Please include cash support only and not non-cash (or in-kind/pro-bono) support.
	Please round your figures to the nearest dollar, without fractions, commas or symbols (e.g. 1000 not $1,000.45). If your organisation is registered for GST, please list all amounts as GST exclusive.
	13. If your organisation DID NOT receive any Lottery Grants Board, gaming/community trust or other philanthropic organisation funding during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008, was it because it:
	Lottery Grants Board 
	Gaming/community/philanthropic

	Other (please specify) 
	Government department/crown entity/city or district council funding
	14. Did your organisation receive grants, sponsorship or any other type of funding (including funding for core/commissioned/contracted services) from government departments, crown entities or city/district councils during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008?
	This includes Creative New Zealand and Creative Communities Scheme funding.
	15. If YES, what was the total amount of funding (in dollars) that your organisation received from these sources during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008?
	Please include cash support only and not non-cash (or in-kind/pro-bono/contra) support. 
	Please round your figures to the nearest dollar, without fractions, commas or symbols (e.g. 1000 not $1,000.45). If your organisation is registered for GST, please list all amounts as GST exclusive.
	16. If your organisation DID NOT receive any central or local government department, crown entity or city/district council funding during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008, was it because it: 

	Other (please specify)
	Corporate funding
	17. Did your organisation receive any grants, sponsorship, donations or any other type of support (including cash and non-cash support) from businesses/corporate organisations during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008?
	18. If YES, what was the total amount of funding (in dollars) that your organisation received from these sources during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008?
	This includes cash and non-cash (or in-kind/pro-bono/contra) support. 
	Please round your figures to the nearest dollar, without fractions, commas or symbols (e.g. 1000 not $1,000.45). If your organisation is registered for GST, please list all amounts as GST exclusive.
	19. If your organisation DID receive any cash or non-cash support from corporate organisations during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008, what best describes the main business activity or industry sector of each of your key corporate funders/sponsors/supporters? 
	Please place X in the relevant box in order of size, with 1 being the corporate organisation that contributes the greatest amount in total (taking into account both cash support and the estimated value of any non-cash support). Please select up to five organisations/sectors (if applicable).
	20. If your organisation DID NOT receive any corporate funding during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008, was it because it: (Please place X in the relevant box)

	Individual funding
	21. Did your organisation receive cash or non-cash support from individuals (including donations/koha, friends’ schemes and bequests) during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008? 
	22. If YES, what was the total amount of funding (in dollars) that your organisation received from this source during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008? 
	This includes cash and non-cash support, e.g. gifted assets such as art, capital items, shares or products.
	Please round your figures to the nearest dollar, without fractions, commas or symbols (e.g. 1000 not $1,000.45). If your organisation is registered for GST, please list all amounts as GST exclusive.
	23. If your organisation DID NOT receive any funding from individuals during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008, was it because it: 

	Allocation of funding/sponsorship/donations
	24. Approximately what percentage of the total funding/sponsorship/donations received by your organisation during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008 was tagged by funders/sponsors/donors and required to be spent only on a specific purpose?
	This estimate should be a percentage of the total amount received by your organisation, in cash and non-cash support and across all types of funders/sponsors/donors, such as Lottery Grants Board, community/gaming trusts and philanthropic organisations, government departments and city or district councils, corporate organisations and individuals. 
	Please round your figures up to a whole number, without fractions or symbols (e.g. 50 not 50.5%). 
	25. Did any funders/sponsors/donors of cash or non-cash support during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008 stipulate additional requirements such as controls on the content of your organisation’s cultural activities? 
	26. Approximately what percentage of the total funding/sponsorship/donations received by your organisation during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008 was spent on the items below?
	This estimate should be a percentage of the total amount received by your organisation, in cash and non-cash support and across all types of funders/sponsors/donors, as above.
	Please round your figures up to a whole number, without fractions or symbols (e.g. 50 not 50.5%). These figures should add up to 100. 
	27. Approximately what percentage of the total funding/sponsorship/donations received by your organisation during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008 was authorised from the areas below?
	This estimate should be a percentage of the total amount received by your organisation, in cash and non-cash support and across all types of funders/sponsors/donors, as above.
	Please round your figures up to a whole number, without fractions or symbols (e.g. 50 not 50.5%). These figures should add up to 100. 

	Gaining and keeping funders/sponsors/donors
	28. What was the PRIMARY and SECONDARY focus of your organisation’s contact in terms of gaining and keeping funders/sponsors/donors during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008? 
	29. What is the estimated overall number of funders/sponsors/donors that your organisation had a funding relationship with during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008? 
	This includes funders/sponsors/donors irrespective of whether they actually contributed cash or non-cash support to your organisation during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008. Funders/sponsors/donors that are organisations should be counted once per organisation, not by the number of people in that organisation that you dealt with.
	Please round up your figures without fractions, commas or symbols (e.g. 10 not 10.5).
	30. What is the estimated number of funding relationships that were new for your organisation in 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008?
	This includes funders/sponsors/donors irrespective of whether they actually contributed cash or non-cash support to your organisation during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008. Funders/sponsors/donors that are organisations should be counted once per organisation, not by the number of people in that organisation that you dealt with.
	Please round up your figures without fractions, commas or symbols (e.g. 10 not 10.5).
	31. Of the funders/sponsors/donors that you had a funding relationship with during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008, approximately what percentage actually contributed cash or non-cash support to your organisation in that year?
	Please round your figures up to a whole number, without fractions or symbols (e.g. 50 not 50.5%). 
	32. On average, how many people worked in a paid or voluntary capacity in your organisation each week during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008?
	This does not include individuals who, as part of a sponsorship package or non-cash donation, provided your cultural organisation with services, e.g. legal/financial advice, mentoring, etc.
	Please round up your figures without fractions, commas or symbols (e.g. 10 not 10.5).
	33. On average, what was the total number of hours per week that these people worked during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008?
	This does not include individuals who, as part of a sponsorship package or non-cash donation, provided your cultural organisation with services, e.g. legal/financial advice, mentoring, etc.
	Please round up your figures without fractions, commas or symbols (e.g. 10 not 10.5).
	34. On average, how many people in your organisation worked on fundraising/sponsorship/donation activities each week during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008? 
	This does not include individuals who, as part of a sponsorship package or non-cash donation, provided your cultural organisation with services, e.g. legal/financial advice, mentoring, etc.
	Please round up your figures without fractions, commas or symbols (e.g. 10 not 10.5).
	35. On average, what was the total number of hours per week that these people worked on fundraising/sponsorship/donation activities during 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008?
	This does not include individuals who, as part of a sponsorship package or non-cash donation, provided your cultural organisation with services, e.g. legal/financial advice, mentoring, etc. 
	Please round up your figures without fractions, commas or symbols (e.g. 10 not 10.5).

	Organisation’s funding after 31 March 2008
	36. How has the amount of funding/sponsorship/donations changed in the current year of 1 April 2008 to 31 March 2009 in the areas below? 
	38. What do you consider are the main obstacles to securing greater funding/sponsorship/donations for your organisation in the future?
	39. What would most help your organisation to receive greater funding/sponsorship/donations in the future?
	40. Do you have any additional comment to make on LOTTERY/GAMING/COMMUNITY/PHILANTHROPIC FUNDING? 
	41. Do you have any additional comment to make on GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENT/CROWN ENTITY/CITY OR DISTRICT COUNCIL FUNDING? 
	43. Do you have any additional comment to make on INDIVIDUAL FUNDING?
	44. Do you have any final comment to make on funding/sponsorship/donations IN GENERAL?

	Please feel free to make further comment outside of the above boxes on a separate piece of paper if necessary. Please clearly identify the question number that any additional comment supports. 
	Thank you for your time and participation
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